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a PREFACE

Wr¡¡1 the fresh-water fisheries work of the Marine Department was reorganised in
194647, the eisting knowledge of New Zealand's fresh-water fisheries was studied

to determine which iere the most urgent problems calling for study by the expanded_

the country there was a dearth of
quantities of flsh being taken bY

is information was necessary if the

couection became one or the first ou¡".tr*,J,tlrï"t3!!i.,ç"i,îï:,:Jä"å¿:Ît"i
tion. A much wider coverage of the country was needed than could be achieved by

the direct efforts of research staff, and it was obviously necessary to call on the

anglers themselves for assistance. In this way the General Diary Scheme, which

forms the subject of this rePort, came into being.
The diaries were collected from anglers by the acclimatisation societies and for-

warded to the Fisheries Laboratory of the Marine Department for analysis' Here

the senior author has been responsible for the original planning, some of the final

special analyses, and the writing of this report, whiie the junior author undertook
t|e organisation of the diary material as it came to hand and supervised its tra¡-
scriptiõn and the preparation of the basic tabulations. Our thanks are due to the

many memb"rs of the laboratory staff, permanent and temporary, who have, at

various times, helped in the laborious task of copying and tabulating the data from
the original diariès; also to the Secretary of the Treasury and to Mr I. D. Dick
and Di R. N{. Williams, ar different times Director of the Applied Mathematics
Laboratory, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, who all made staff

and equipment available to undertake the mechanical analysis of the data in the

hst twb yean of the scheme; to Dr M. A. F. Barnett, Director of the Meteoro-
logical Service, who provided special data on weather conditions; to the Govern-

mãnt Statistician, who made available for our analysis unpublished census data;

to Mr P. Dickinson, Mr R. M. Cassie, and Dr P. Whittle, who read all or parts of
this paper in manuscript and gave us much helPful criticism'

Our^gratitude is especially ãue to the councils and officers of those acclimatisation
societieJ which took þart in the scheme; their efforts in distributing and collecting
diary forms and in persuading anglers to keep the records were vital to its success.

Fínaily, and mosi important of all, we must thank more than 800 New Zealand

anglers who 'went to the trouble of keeping detailed diaries for one or more seasons

a.rã th.rr provided the data on u'hich this study is based. It, is our hope that the

results wili help to point the way to the maintenance and improvement of their
sport.
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e INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY

Many different methods have been used for collecting data on
angling effort and catch, and each is suitable for particular circum-
stances. In the present study it was decided to obtain information
about:

(1) The state of fish stocks.
(2) The size and nature of the fishing effort.
(3) The size and distribution of the angling catch.
(4) The effect of regulations.

Ranging staff could not be used to collect the data since many
districts are too incompletely covered for this purPose. Voluntary
co-operation had therefore to be relied upon, and anglers were asked

to maintain fishing diaries on standard forms and to return them for
analysis at the end of the season.

The diary forms used generally asked for information on the date,
water, and locality fished, the time of day and number of hours spent
fishing, the number, species, and size of any fish killed and the num-
ber of fish returned to the water alive and whether they were above or
below the legal size limit. Length has been used throughout as a
measure of the size of fish, as it is believed that more accurate figures
will be provided by anglers for this quantity than for weight.

Rnr,resr.B data regarding the yield have long been recognised as necessary to provide
a basis for effective methods of fisheries management. In many countries more or
less eficient schemes for obtaining these data for the commercial fisheries of the

sea have been in operation since about the beginning of the century. Fresh-water

fisheries, which in mãst countries are mainly sport fisheries, have usually lagged behind
in the collection of these data. This has been partly because the need for the informa-
tion was less obvious and partly because of greater difficulties in collecting it.
Although some private or commercially operated sport fisheries have, for their own
prrrporãr, maintàined records for a longer time, it is only within about the last

i*"nty years that fresh-water catch statistics have been collected from public waters

either on a national scale or as Part of definite research Programmes.

Schemes for the collection and utilisation of catch data can be roughly divided
into two categories: intensive and extensive. fntensive schemes have as their object
the collection of as much information as possible about the catch obtained in a

particular area or from a particular fish stock. It is generally desired not only to
ãbtuin the most complete record possible of all fishing done in the area, but also

to cover as many aspects as possible, e.g., sizes of individual fish, methods used,

time fished, etc. To gìt these data it is necessary to contact as many as possible of
the anglers fishing the waters concerned, and in many such studies one or more

obserrreis have beãn stationed on the water for all or most of the angling season.

Schemes of this kind can usually be operated efficiently on waters where there are

?

j
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only a few.access points and where these can be easily kept under observation. One
of the earliest intensive schemes was that begun by irtotit"y on paul Lake, British
columbìa, in 1932 (Mottle¡ 1940). sincelhat ii*" r great number of similar
studies have been undertaken, especially in North Ameriä. In New zealand. the
first intensive collection of catcli data was that organised by the North otago
Anglers'Club on the Kakanui River in the seasons Lgg2-Zg to ígg7-Sg. The resul-ts
were not used to provide an estimate of the total catch from this river, and it is now

however, used in conjunction with scale
ng catch on the maintenance of the stock
sive scheme for the collection of angling
detailed study of the brown-trout popula-
).

fn extensive studies the object is to obtain as much information as is practicable
about the catches from a relatively
the resources available both for col
make it necessary to limit severely eithe
contacted, or the comprehensiveness of t
or both. The degree of supervision whic
tends to be reduced, with a consequent
techniques can, however, be used to test
in planning any extensive scheme to de
desired between these three factors of completeness, comprehensiveness, and relia-

comprehensive results to be obtained wi
the quality of the staff employed. On th
small in proportion to the amount of fis
reflect the distribution oj patror activity more than that of the actuar angling.Different methods have beèn employed by the cahfornian Division of Fish andGamg which has collected catch státistics on a large scale since 1936 (Calhoun,1950). The basic.-oÞj."1 of this work appears to have been the estimation asaccurately as_ possible of the total angling effort and
throughout the state, and detailed iniorriation about
waters was therefore dispensed with. The first method
arrglers when taking 

_out a licence to fill in a questionn
the prevrous season. This was found to be unsaìisfactor¡ partry on account of the

and the time at which the
count of the unsatisfactory
filled in (Hunter and Fry,

. ft was therefore replaced by a scheme were distributedby post to a random sample of anglers at This gave moresatisfactory results and about one-thi.d o e returned. Themain uncertainty of this method is the doubt as to how far the groups of angrers

a

J

?
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sending in returns is representative of the whole. This was checked, by means of a
p"rrottál canvass of anóther random sample in 1948, and the results showed that
no significant errors arose in this way.

These three methods - staff records, licence-application questionnaires, and postal

questionnaires - or some variant of them have formed the basis of most of the

&tensive surveys of anglers' catch which have been recorded. The first extensive

survey made in New Zeãland did, however, emPloy a rather different method. This
was sia¡ted by the Otago Acclimatisation Sociefy in the 1934-35 season; forms were

distributed with all fishing licences at the beginning of this season, and anglers were

asked to enter on them á daily record of their angling and to return the forms to

the Society at the end of the season. This scheme was continued with a varying
degree of response until the general scheme was instituted in 1947, and much of
the data so obtained was analysed by Hobbs (1948)'

In 1946 fresh-water fisheries research in New Zealand was reorganised and it was

decided that the new prograrnme should include the collection of catch statistics

on the widest scale that wãuld be practicable with the limited resources available.

In d.etermining the method to be ãdopted, consideration had to be given toìhe
various kinds 1f information which cã r be derived from the basic data. The

following seem to be the chief points which can be covered:

( 1) The state of fish stocks, e.g., the size of fish caught, the abundance of fish as

measured by catch pei unit effort, and the quantity of undersized fish

in the catch.
(2) The size and nature of the fishing effort-
(3) The size and local distribution of the angling catch.
(4) The effect of regulations either proposed or in force.

All of these points are of considerable importance to any attemPt to manage

fisheries effectivåly, and. it was therefore decided to aim at a scheme which would

provide data covéiing all these points even if this meant a reduction in the total

quantity regarding any one Point.

Data-collection schemes can be based either on lecording by officers of the

organisation concerned, or on recording
u.'ãilubl" made it impossible to consider
poses, and in most Parts of New Zealand

menr officers is too incomplete to enable
any effective scheme recording would

s. Here again there are two basic pos-

each season for information about their
or èlse to try to get continuous records

e first of these methods is likely to bring

a response from a much gr€ater number of anglers, it c-annot provide detailed

i"fã.tlutio" regarding sires äf fish and rates of catch since the records are prepared

from memory some áonths after the event. It will,provide_ adequately only for the

;;;;J und íhi.d points of the four points listed above. The conclusion was there-

fore reached that to obtain the desireã data under New Zealand conditions it would

be necessary to use a scheme in which anglers w_er-e asked .to keep continuo-us

ãetailed recãrd, throughout the season in a standard form and to return them for

;;;i;rt, at the end. Su"ch a scheme would be on the lines of that already in use by

the ôtago Acclimatisation Society'

e

.h
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il THE BASIC DATA
SUMMARY

In the earlier years manual methods of analysis were used, but inthe-last-two years the data were transferred tâ p"""n.J-".rds andanalysed mechanicalry. Both methods had adrrJnøg", 
""a air"a-vantages.

1. COLLECTION

s

o

.L\

(¡
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services is, in most parts of the country, controlled by a network of 26 acclimatisa-

tion societies. fn two areas where there are many visiting anglers and only small

resident populations, another Government Department, that of fnternal Affairs, is

the local administrative body.

Although the Marine Department initiated the diary scheme as part of its

research pr"gru*.tr., it was obvious that the detailed work of distributing and

collecting diáries would be better performed by the acclimatisation societies who,
through their licence-selling agents and field staffs, had direct means of contact
with individual anglers. The Marine Department would, on account of its small

staff, have to restrict its activities to stimulating the interest of acclimatisation
societies in the scheme, providing technical advice on methods of operation, includ-
ing the design of suitable forms, and analysing and reporting on the results. Pre-
párations for a scheme on these lines were begr-rn in 1946, and in two districts,
Otugo and Nelson, diaries were distributed for the 194647 season. On the basis

of tñe experience gained in these areas, the general scheme was begun in 1947.

All acclimatisation societies were circularised early in the year. fn the circulars
the objects of the scheme were explained and the methods to be used were out-
lined. Further circulars were sent out in later years and every opportunity was

taken to urge upon societies the need to collect data about their districts in this

way. The general scheme was kept in operation until the end of the 1951-52
r.rior. It was then discontinued since it had become obvious that the additional
data which would come in as a result of continuation on existing lines would r,o

longer justify the expenditure of time and effort involved. The seasons in which
the scheme was in operation in each district and the number of diaries obtained
are summarised in Table 1. The numbers placed before the names of the districts
enable them to be identified in Fig. 1, which shows the arrangement of acclimati-
sation districts in New Zealand.

Table 1. The Seasons in Which the Scheme Was Operated and the Number of Diaries' Obtained in Each District Compared With thè Number of Licences Sold
,3

S tarting
Year

Nmber rfr:io'!" "J:i;;" 
Limce

Seasons oiXli"" Complete

Per-
centage

of Diaries

l. Ashburton
2, Auckland
3. East Coast
4, Ilawera
5. Hawke's BaY ..
6. Marlborough
7. Nelson
8. North CanterburY
9. Otago

10. South Canterbury
11. Southland
12. Taranaki
13. Waimarino
14, Wellington
15. West Coast
16. Westland

1948
1948
t947
t94B
1947
1949

.. 1946
t9+7
1946
t947
1947
t947
t947
1948
1949
1950

4
4
4
I
5
J
6
5
6
5
5
5
5
4
J
2

29
105

15
t+
47
L+

262
109
452

59
144
28

t23
9B
32

7

9l.l 73s 0.99
98-2 1,716 1.53
93.4 71 5.28
92.8 222 6.31

100.0 605 1.55
B5'7 114 4.09
93'B 317 13-79
79.8 2,184 1 .00
97 -5 2, 109 3.57
96.6 1,280 0.92
93.1 2,139 1.35
96.4 3ll 1.80
8s.3 22r ll.l3
Bl.6 1,536 1'60
84.4 322 3.32
7r.4 63 5.55

I ,538 13,945 2-26

q
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B. Districts collected

c.
(The ke lt.)

?
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ft was found that the diaries included a certain number which had, apparently,
been discontinued part way through the season as though the anglers concerned
had for some reason stopped recording their catches. In most of the diary forms
used in the later seasons, space was provided for the diarist to show whether his
record was complete or incomplete. Since, however, this was not always provided,
and when provided was not always filled in, it was often necessary to make a sub-
jective judgment as to whether or not a ðiary was complete. The fifth column of
the table shows the percentage of diaries which were adjudged complete. In order
to show the varying degrees of co-operation given by anglers in different districts,
the sixth column shows the number of men's whole-season licences sold in 1951-52,
the last season of the scheme, and in the last column the average number of diaries
obtained in all the seasons in which the scheme was in operation in the district is

expressed as a percentage of the number of licences. For reasons explained below
this figure is not the actual average percentage of licence holders who sent in
diaries, but it does provide a useful measure of the degree of response and one that
can fairly be used to make comparisons between the responses obtained in different
districts.

The percentages given in the table tend to be reduced below the true averages

by the general increase in licence sales during the period of the diary scheme. As
Table 37 shows there was an increase in the number of licences sold by acclimati-
sation societies from 10,300 in 194748 to 14,800 in 1951-52, or about 40 per cent.
On the other hand the numbers of diaries have been compared only with the
numbers of men's whole-season licences. The holders of such licences are by far
the most numerous class among anglers in general, and particularly among the
diarists. A small, though indeterminable, proportion of diaries was, however, sent
in by women and boys and by the holders of sho,rt-period licences, and this will
tend to cause the percentages shown to be rather higher than the true figures.

Data were also collected in the districts controlled by the Departrnent of h-rternal
Affairs, Rotorua-Taupo (17) and Southern Lakes (18), although the high pro-
portion of anglers visiting the districts for short periods only and the more numerous
ranging staff made other methods appropriate. The results of this work will be

reported elsewhere.

A small number of acclimatisation societies did not attempt the collection of
catch data by the diary scheme, and their districts are shown blank in Fig. 1.

These districts and the number of licences sold in them in 1951-52 were:

19 Bay of Islands
20 Hobson
2l Mangonui-Whangaroa
22 Stratford
23 Tauranga
24 Waiapu
25 Waimate
26 Waitaki
27 Wanganui
28 Whangarei

1

..0
0.. tzt

.. tt+
13

... 231
290

74
5

Some of these districts yield little or no trout fishing and sell few licences but others
sell more Licences than some of those districts which have actively taken up the
diary scheme.

-?

r¡
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The West Coast Acclimatisation Society was formed prior to the 1951-52 season
by the 

-amalgamation of the Buller and Grey District societies. In the table the
results for these two societies in earlier years have been combined with those of the
new society in the final season.

{s yas explained above, the general scheme was started in the lg+748 season,
and about half the societies taking part began in that year and most, though noi
all, of them continued until the close in 1952. Recruitment to the scheme con-tinued
almost throughout, and in every season except the last, a few societies ran a diary
scheme for the first time.

ft is evident from the table not only that the different acclimatisation societies
varied considerably in, the alacrity with which they took part in the diary scheme,
but also that where they did take part there was great variation in the'd"gr". oÍ
co-operation given by anglers. At one extreme more than one-tenth of Nehðn and
Waimarino 

_a_nglers 
kept and returned diaries; at the other, less than one in every

hundred Ashburton and South Canterbury anglers took part. An effort has been
made to find the causes of these variations in order to deiermine the best methods
of organising an effective diary scheme.

.fn an attemPt !o get detailed information on the techniques used and their
effect on the anglers' response, a questionnaire was sent t; a[ acclimatisation
societies at the nd the lg+B4g seasons. This questionnaire
listed a numbe istribution, encouragement, and collection
which could h ,d the societies to ind"icate wtrich they had
employed. The results were disappointing: it was impossible to detect any córrela-
tion between the methods used and the rèsponse obtained, although there ïas some
indication of a general tendency for the best results to come îrom the districts
where most methods were tried. rt has, however, been possible to examine the
effect of a few factors on the response by making use of óther data as well as the
replies to the questionnaire.

(a) Size of Societies

Table s to have influenced the degree ofco-opera small societies generally obiaining
a better division ,""*, iá fail ai about thã
size of s

500 licences, only ong Taranaki, obtaine
anglers, and the percentage over the whol
also sold more than 500 licences, and onl
tradition existed, obtained more than a
percentage was only 1'67, or slightty less than one-quarter of that obtained from
the smaller societies.

(b) Method of Distribution
Two main methods of distribution ha

, to every angler
directly by the
or who asked fo

variable final results, but there has bee
anglers under the seconcl scheme who act

g

a
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method was used in the following districts and seasons and the percentage of
diaries returned was: Auckland (1948-49) 32'a; East Coast (1947 48, 1948-49)
25'0, 25'0; North Canterbury (194748) 20'7; Otago (194748, 194849) 47'3,
33'1; Southland (194748, 1948-49) 27'9,37'8; Waimarino (19+748, I9+Ug)
50.0, 50'0. In these districts and seasons 864 diaries were individually distributed,
of which 30+ (35'2 per cent) were returned. When diaries are distributed in this
way, between one-quarter and one-half, with an average of about one-third, are
returned. The actual proportion of all anglers sending in diaries under this scheme
is much more variable, so that the result seems largely to depend on the proportion
who are individually contacted and offered diaries.

Under the other type of scheme, when all anglers are given or offered diaries,
highly variable results have also been obtained, ranging from the high figures for
the Nelson district, where this method was used throughout, to the low figures for
North and South Canterbur¡ where it was used in most or all years.

(c) Competitions

At the beginning of the general diary scheme, prizes were offered in two districts

for the besikept áiaries. In offering these prizes stress was laid on the fact that
they would be given for completeness and accuracy of the results rather than for
quántity of fish recorded. Since no external check on the accuracy, of diaries is

gerr"r.liy possible, and since the competition scheme had the definite danger of
providing ãn incentive for sending in good-looking rather than accurate diaries, the

iesponse- obtained in the districts where competitions were tried was carefully
exámined to test whether this did actually produce an improvement' fn one

district the number of diaries sent in after the 19+748 season, when prizes were

offered, was 14; in the two following seasons, when no comPetition was held, it
was 15 and 17.In the other district prizes were offered in 194748 and 1948-49

and 38 and 36 diaries were sent in. After the competition was discontinued the

number fell to 20 and 16 in the next two years, but rose again to 34 in 1951-52

without resumption of prizes. While the competition was running, the percentqges

of anglers whã sent in diaries ranged ,etween 1'3 and 1'7. These districts both

sold Ñer 500 licences and those percentages are only about the average for districts

of this size even when no compétition is held. These results lead to the conclusion

that offering prizes for the best diaries does not bring about an increase in response

at all suffiõient to offset the disadvantages of the increased risk of inaccurate

results.

(d) Secrecy

It seems to be generally believed that one of the major difficulties in obtaining

a good response to a diarY schem
just what they have caught and,
were. Every opportunity was ther
the fact, that individual results were ne

by an áccümatisation societ% were sent in bulk to the Department, where the

résrrlts were extracted and analysed. The diaries were then sent back to the societies

for return to their owners. The publis red results of the analysis contained only

overall average figrres for anglers' performances, and the combined results for each

of the i*portani waters were given without any specification of localities. As aa
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r-esult of these precautions, anglers seemed generally to accept the fact that the
diaries were handled in a confidential *"nrrlr, although in some areas persistent
rumours that the detailed results were being used in otñer ways proved dificult to
overcome. fn one district exceptional precautions were taken to make evident the
anonymity of the diaries. In 1950-51 and 1951-52 diaries issued by this society
had _no space for the owner's namg but were identified solely by a þrinted serial
number corresponding to the number of the licence with whích ih"y *"r" issued.In these two seasons the average number of diaries returned in this district was
36'5, while in the three previous seasons it was 12'0. In this district also no separate
results for individual_ waters were made public. while the figures for nu^mbers
returned suggest at first sight that the aãditional secrecy prãcautions had had
considerable effect, it must be realised that the ne* sche*e adopted in 1950-51
also gave more efficient distribution and ensured that every angler received a diary
form. Even under this scheme the_ average response (1.7 per cËnt) was only aboui
half that obtained in another major disãrict, btago,'where no special preóautions
were employed. In other_districts, it was, of course, arways porribl" for an angler
who did not wish to disclose his identity to send iá a diáry'without filling in 

"the
space for his name and address. rn practice, less than orr. þ., cent of the-anglers
who sent in diaries did this.

(e) Personal Contact

contact with individual anglers and
and the need for their co-operation

nse. The higher response obtained in the

tact between the angrers and the officers "',]ï:"iåiir:lï"Î'iïïJåjiäîiü'il;expected in these districts. While it is generally difficult to measure the extent of
this effect, two activities were undertakèn whicir could be considered as increasing
the personal approach in circumstances which enabled the eflect on response to
be tested.

-. 
During the 1950 close season, about one-third of those anglers in the Nelson

district who had not sent in diaries that
was to get data on the total catches of
interviewed were all urged to co-opetate
explained to them. About 80-90 per cent
coming season. of the€9 anglerJ thus ccntacted only g (10.1 per cent) kept and
retu¡ned a diary in 1950-51. It is difficult to measure é*u"tiy theiumber of 1950-51
anglers who had not kept. a diary previously and who were not contacted duringthe close season. rt is estimated-thàt thrre were about 139 such anglers, and oï
these. 19 (13'7 per cent) returned diaries for the 1950-51 season. Thã percentageof diaries was therefore actually less from those angler, *Ào were interviewed
although the difference is not statistically significant.

Each year, the diaries were returned to their owners through the local acclimati-
a report on the district results was supplied to the society for
In 1951 copies of the district report were encrosed with each
a letter. thanking the diarist roi nis co-operation and asking
the.coming season. of the 329 recipients 

-of 
these retters whã

99yld!" traced, 157 (47'7.per cent) did not continueìh"i, di"ry keeping in the
1951-52 season. A comparison may be made with the previous'year wñen this

I

ö
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additional method of approach was not used. The number of diarists in
1949-50 was 295, and 131 (44'3 per cent) of these did not continue in 1950-51.
Again a slightly poorer result was obtained when the additional method was used
although the difference is not significant. The results in this case may be com-
plicated by the fact that it was announced at about the time the 1951-52 diaries
were collected that the scheme was being discontinued, and this may have dis-
couraged some anglers from sending in their diaries.

It appears that while the only two methods of increasing personal approach
which could be tested did not lead to any increase in response, much additional
investigation is needed if the best methods of obtaining angler co-operation in
diary schemes are to be determined. For this it would be necessary to obtain much
more detailed information as to the method employed in the various districts than
has been possible under past conditions.

While few definite conclusions can be reached as to the efficiency of the methods
used in running the diary scheme, it is desirable to make some further analysis of
the response to provide a standard against which the success of future schemes

can be compared. The number of diaries returned in any season depends upon:

(a) The number of anglers keeping diaries for the first time.
(b) The number of anglers who kept diaries in the preceding season and who

continue to do so.

Table 2 summarises the available data on these two points for most of the
districts which took part in the scheme. The societies have been grouped according
to the season in which they began the diary scheme, because the data contain some

indication of correlation between date of starting and the behaviour of the anglers.
In particular, the proportion of diarists dropping out at the end of each season

seems to be noticeably lower in the two districts which began in 1946 than in the
others. The last column of the table shows the percentage of each year's recruits
who kept a drary for only one year. In all groups this percentage shows a pro-

T¿.ble 2. The Number of Recruits to the Diary Scheme in Each Season, the Percentage of
All Diarists Dropping Out, and tle Perfi9ffiof Recruits Dropping Out After One Season's

Number of
Starting Ycar Districts Season

Percentage PercentagcRecruits Stoppiûs rt,å::i'Jt

t947 .. .. 5

1948 .. .. 3

4647
4748
4849
49-50
s0-51
5l-52

4748
48-49
49-50
50-51
5l-52

4849
49-50
50-51
5l-52

4t
76
65
60
72
32

70
47
33
t+
3l

6l
63
42
23

23.s
34-7
50.0
31.7
n:..r

66'7
60.6
62.2

'l:u
40.3
52 .6
52.8

19.5
43-4
58.5
45.0
r1. t

60.0
72.4
75.7
rl. t

37.7
58.7
64.3

t)
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gressive increase with time, indicating that the anglers who moat quickly responded
to the request for diaries also tended to be most likely to carry ãn after the first
ye;rr. rn the two districts in the 1946 group this effect is very marked, and of the
anglers.who began in the first year about 40 per cent were still continuing to send
in diaries.six years later, when the scheme.rrd.d. Although the results show con-
siderable irregular fluctuations from year to year the tablã shows that:

(a) The number of recruits is greatest in the first one or two years and trhen has
a slight tendency to decrease.

(b) The proportion dropping out generally lies between one-third and two-thirds
each season with a tendency to increase as trme goes on.

These effects will lead to a fairly rapid building up in the number of diaries
during the first few years which will ceàse when tlie number dropping out equals
the number of recruits. This will be followed by a more gradual'Ëutäcceleráting
decline as the number of recruits diminishes ând the p-roportion dropping oui
increases.

Table 3, which shows the total number of diaries received from all diarists in
each season, suggests that this pattern applies also to the total response and that
the scheme was discontinued at about the time the downward trend was beginning.
IJnder these conditions the maximum number of diaries which can be obtãined ìí

of diarists continuing as upon
fixed number of recruits the
is reached will be inversely

Table 3. The Total Number of Diaries Received From AII Districts in Each Season

q

194647 t94748 194849 1949-50 1950_51 1951_52

Number of diaries 41 311

rn 2, ich the diary
schem con I the general
schem the from lear to
Yeat' dn reasons.The

luded in the 1948 group although shown in Table 1 as
began to operate a general scheme only in 1948. In the
small number of specially selected anglers were asked to

The total amount of data obtained from the diaries is summarised in Table 4.

ô
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Table 4. The Total Recorded Number of Days and Hou¡s Fished a¡d Fish Çagght in Each
Acclimatisation District in the Whole 

- 
Period of the General Diary Scheme

Takable
Fish Fish Kcpt

RetuEed

Unde¡sized
Davs llours Fish' RettmedÐ

Ashburton
Auckland ..
East Coast
Ilawke's Bay
Hawera
Marlborough
Nelson
North Canterbury
Otago
South Canterbury
Southland . .

Taranaki ..
Waimarino
Wellington
West Coast
Westland ..

548
2,2t0

200
| ,715

37t
282

5, r20
2,243

ll,B19
I,477
4,430

683
2,502
2, lBB

728
137

I ,868
9,261

829
4,980
t,2M

700
14,9+B
B,294

52,044
5,191

16,495
1 ,892
5,867
6,804
2,204

337

203
3 ,993

Il9
|,r42

345
34

2,862
984

18,594
2 ,088
s,974

368
1,022
1,716

2r7
19

l ,073
38 5,057
30 32s

170 I,956
64 76r
68 375

308 9,527
160 3,523
48 38,221

309 4,lll
t, 160 14,747

lB 656
256 3,975
173 4,2Bt
87 r,230
2 r77

Total 36 ,653 132,958 39,7r9 2,B7B 89,956

While the diaries provided by far the largest Part of the data, two other methods

were used in some districts which pro ¿ided some additional material. In three

districts, rangers were instructed to record similar information regarding the anglers

they encouniered in their normal duties. The extent to which this was actually done

varíed greatly and the amount of material obtained in this way is summarised in

Table 5.
st and one of their major activities is the

permission for competitions to be held,
e a condition that full particulars of all
ssed to the society. These records have
diary material and, as Table 5 shows,

the amount of data obtained in this way is considerable'

Table 5. The Total Number of D4v¡ an^d Hours Fishtd and Fish caue.ht and Retu¡ned and

iäåidËä iîï;;;..;'R.p;tg,:lf ,,lr.i:*g,.j1",,""ö:::1,*During 
ihe period when the

District Angler DaYs llour¡
Undersized Takable

fish Fish Fish KePt
Retumed Retumed

RANGERS'REPORTS

Nelson
North Canterbury ..
Southland ..

TotaI

Otago

9
266

L,282

4l
166

4,205

t
693 55

3,452 1,209 l0

1,557 4,l+5 |,266 t7 4,4t2

COMPETITIONS
2 ,23+ 20, s38

ñ
7 ,24t
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2. ANALYSIS

- f.lthough the printing and distribution of diaries was underraken by the
individual acclimatisation societies, the Marine Department provided advice as to
the type of diary to be used, and gradually a stJndard form was evolved which
was ultimately employed by most societies. In designing this the principal con-
siderations involved were that it should be conveniãrrt for the angler tó handle
and use, that it should keep the information asked for to a minimu* *hile including
all that was essential, and that it should be convenient for analysis. A typical diar|
form is shown in Fig. 2. This was printed on light card and folded in-three; thã
other side of the card (the outside when foldeã) carried space for the angler,s
name and address and,a reasoned appeal for co-operation. 

-The 
entries reqiired

from the angler were thus limited to the insertion- of figrrres in the approþriate
columns. care and consistency in the order in which the headings *erá ärrårrg"d
was found to greatly facilitate analysis.

As the number of diaries returned annually increased, the difficulty of analysing
them effectively with the limited staff available increaséd. The problLm was madã
more acute by two steps which were taken to stimulate populàr support for the

Fig' 2: A typical diary form as used in most acclimatisation districts; reduced to about halffull size. a

ANGLING DIARY 1950,51 Season

6

{

N.B.-A[ ¡¡fornrücn sivcn vil bc k..lcd STRCTLY coNt¡DENïÀry þ

'l'hê âborc is a r:::T)5:1. rêcord of fty ñst,ins this sêrson. (ptêÂsê c¡oss out rvord $hich does nor aÞÞly.)
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scheme. These were: (1) to return all diaries through the societies_to the individual
anglers who sent them'in; (2) as far as possible to supply each society with 1
sirãple report on the results of 

'each 
season's diaries before the next season opened.

Thé first of these decisions meant that all the essential data contained in each

diary had to be transferred to some other record for storage and subsequent analysis,

The second decision made it necessary to carry out the transcription and primary
tabulation of the data very rapidly; diaries were rarely received from societies

before the second half of June, nearly two months after the season ended, and as

far as possible reports were sent out by the middle of September.

In ùe earlier years of the scheme, purely manual methods of analysis were used.

Each diary was copied completely on to a set of forms, one form being used for
each watér the angler had fuhed. By combining the totals on these forms in
various ways, summãries were obtained of the essential features of each angler's

effort, and of the fishing on each water. Ultimately district summaries were

obtained. This method haã the advantage that all the data were still available in
easily legible form and, that, if desired, an individual diary could be reconstructed
and'examined for any desired feature. It had the disadvantage that analysis for
any characteristic which was not made a basis of the original sorting (e.g., method
of fishing) was very laborious.

Difficulties were experienced in o;btaining adequate clerical staff for the operation
of the manual schemé, and therefore in the last two years punched cards were used

with Powers-Samas equipment. Diaries were examined and coded by trained
fisheries staff and the data were then transferred to punched cards which were
used for alÌ subsequent analysis. In order to extract all the information desired, it
was found necessary to prepare one card for each fishing day, and one card for
each fish caught. Apart from the saving of staff time in the primary analysis, this
method had the advantage that once the data were on the cards they could be

rapidly sorted and anaþed on bases different from those used in the original
analysis. Its disadvantage was that it was less easy to locate and examine a single
entry or diar¡ and that some data, such as those concerning localities fished, could
not be conveniently coded, and were lost.

As a result of the two different methods of analysis, some of the minor analyses

in this paper have had to be based on the data for only some of the years_ included
in the schime. For some purposes the 1947-50 data have been more available, but
for others the 1950-52 data have had to be used.

In presenting the data for particular waters and districts, a few special_problems

have made it necessary to depart from the general practice of showing the results

separately for each water in each district.^Th" 
Tuturraki, Stratford, and Hawera acclimatisation districts have a number

of rivers which run through two or even all three of them, and anglers from any

of the districts are inclineá to move freely throughout the area. fn practice it was

therefore often impossible to determine in which district a particular fishing day

was spent, and in the analysis the whole area is therefore treated as one district.

Since no diaries were received frorn Stratford anglers, it is referred to as the

Taranaki-Hawera district'
In several places in New Zealand, rivers form the boundaries between acclimati-

sation districti. Three of these rivers are included in the Present study. These are

lh" Wungurrui between Auckland and Waimarinq the Rakaia between Ashburton

and Noríh Canterbury, and the Mataura between Otago and Southland. In its

2r
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the appropriate districts.
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ilI THE STATE OF FISH STOCKS
Tne principal data relating to the state of fish stocks which have been extracted
from the diaries are summarised in Appendix 1. The amount of data obtained
from different waters varies widel¡ and it has been necessary to make an arbitrary
selection of waters for inclusion in these tables. The criteria adopted have been
at least 100 hours' recorded angling and 50 fish measured. It will be noticed that
on some waters the number of fish measured is quite appreciably less than the
total number caught. As in previous tables, the totals for hours have been corrected
by an allowance for the days on which no time was entered on the diaries.

The three statistics most easily obtainable from the diaries are the rate of catch,
the size of the takable fish and the proportion of undersized fish caught. These will
be considered separately in the following sections.

1. RATE OF CATCH

SUMMARY
This is an index both of the abundance of the fish population and

the reward anglers are obtaining for their efforts. When it is used for
the first purpose it is necessary to be sure that the data are com-
parable in such features as type of water, methods used and angling
skill. Rate of catch can be measured as number of fish per hour or
per day. Catch per day is the anglers' natural unit but comparisons
are complicated by the variable length of the fishing day. Catch per
hour provides a standard time unit but it also is influenced by the
length of fishing day. As days of increasing length are considered
there is normally a decrease, rapid at first and then more gradual, in
the average rate at which fish are caught. This effect is probably due
to the lower average degree of concentration and proportionately
greater time spent in rest and refreshment on a long day than on a
short one. It is apparently not caused by the most skilled anglers, or
those using the most effective methods, usually fishing a relatively
short da¡ nor of shorter periods being fished at the best times of da¡
e.g., the evening rise. Catch per hour is therefore only a satisfactory
index when the average length of the fishing day is comparable. As
neither catch per day nor catch per hour is fully satisfactor¡ both
have been used in summarising the results. Most waters give catches
of between 1'0 and 3'0 fish per day and 0'25 and 1'0 fish per hour.
Rates of catch are higher in the south-east part of the South fsbnd
(i.e., South Canterbury, Waitaki, Otago, and Southland districts)
tåan elsewhere; here catches are generally greater than 2'5 fish per
day and 0'75 fish per hour, while these figures are rarely exceeded
in other parts of the country. These local differences may be partly
due to variations in angling skill but they are mainly the result of
differences in the fish stocks.

o
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The rate of catch for a particular water was significantly different
from that for the same water in the previous season in about one-thi¡d
of the cases studied. These differences are contributed to by changes
in weather, angling skill of diarists, etc., and do not necessarily in-
dicate changes in the state of the fish stock. It is believed that pro-
portionate changes in rate of catch from year to year up to one-third
may be ascribed to causes other than changes in the fish population.

IJnrecorded blank days, and inclusion as fishing time of all time
elapsed between the beginning and end of fishing may have caused
some systematic errors but these have been guarded against as far as
possible.

The rate of catch is a form, appropriate to sport fisheries, of the catch per unit
effort which is widely used in fisheries investigation as an index of the size or
density of a fish popuiation. As well as providini this index, it also gives a measure
of the reward which anglers obtain for their efforts. In using this figure for com-
parative purPoses it is necessary to be sure that the effort is of the same kind in

trout in streams the rate of catch seems to be more closely related to the ratio
between fish population density and angling density than io population density
alone.

ô
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illustrate the differences which may occur in the average length of day in different
districts, the Waimarino district, where 1,979 recorded fishing days had an average

length of. 2'67 hours, may be compared with the Otago district, where 10,622 days

averaged 4'47 hours. Since the number of fish caught in a day may be exPected to
have some relation to the length of time spent fishing the average catch per day
will reflect not only the frequency with which fish are caught, but also the length
of the day. It will therefore not provide a very satisfactory index of the abundance
of fish. As a measure of angling reward it has the same disadvantage that it does

not provide a direct measure of the interval between caPtures, but, on the other
hand, the day is the natural fishing unit and the total daily bag is the angler's
natural unit of catch. The catch per day has therefore advantages as well as dis-
advantages as a measure of angling reward. Since each day is a separate unit
unaffected by previous days, the mean catch may be expected to be independent
of the number of days fished so that the total catch is proportional to the effort,
or total number of days fished.

The alternative unit of time is the hour. This has the advantage of being of
constant length so that the catch per hour gives a direct measure of the interval
between captures. In this respect therefore the hour is preferable to the day as a
unit in measuring both density of fish, and angling reward. Since, however, the
angling day is of variable length and may commonly extend up to eight hours it
is desirable to check how far the number of fish caught is actually proportional to
number of hours spent fishing. Owing to the variations in the methods of analysis
employed, only the results for the 1950-51 and 1951-52 seasons can be used con-
veniently for this purpose in most cases. Fig. 3 shows, for the six waters for which
most data were available, the mean daily bag plotted against the length of the
fishing day. To obtain the points plotted, the recorded days were grouped to the
nearest half-hour, and each group for an odd number of half-hours was then
combined with those for the succeeding whole number of hours. The mean length
of day for the combined group was then determined and plotted against the mean
bag. The figure shows that, at least for fishing days of up to 6 hours duration there
is a close approximation to a linear relation between number of hours and number
of fish caught. In each case the line, if extended backwards, cuts the catch axis at
a point between 0'5 and 2 fish. It is interesting to note that in the Mataura River,
which forms the boundary between the Otago and Southland Acclimatisation
Districts and is fished by anglers from both sides, the two series of points based on
the data obtained from the diaries collected from the two districts lie reasonably
close to the same straight line.

If the graph of catch against length of day can be represented by a straight line
as the data suggest, the curve for catch per hour against length of day will fit a

rectangular hyperbola, with the rate of catch declining rapidly at first, and then
more slowly, from an initial theoretical value of infinity for days of zero length
and finally becoming as¡,'rnptotic to a horizontal line at a level corresponding to the
slope of the catch-day line. fn several of the waters the points for very long days

of eight hours and more seem to fall below the straight line which fits the earlier
points. In such cases the rate of catch will continue to decrease as the length of day
increases and will not level off to a constant value. An extreme example is shown
by the Taieri River where the average daily catch remains constant despite the
increasing length of day.

o
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Fig. 3: The number of fish. caught plotted against the length of the ñshing day for six of the
principal waters. The numbers below the names of the úater indicate tËe tótal nr:mber of
recorded days, X indicates competition results and,-for the Mataura, Q indicates Otago data

and ! indicates Southland data,
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Whatever the precise form of the actual curve, the data show clearly that there
is normally a decrease, rapid at first and then more gradual, in the average rate at
which fish are caught, as fishing days of increasing length are considered. It should
be emphasised that this does not imply necessarily that in the normal fishing day the
interval between catches increases as the day goes on; on this point there are no
data. The data simply show that fish are caught more slowly on long days than on
short days.

There are a number of factors which could contribute to this effect, and the
influence of some of them can be studied by the examination of further data. To
test the effect of the characteristics of individual anglers, the results for four anglers
who recorded more than 200 days on a single water during the whole period of
the diary scheme are plotted in Fig. 4. On account of the smaller size of the
sample, the records are combined in groups of 2 hours, not t hour as in Fig. 3. It
is evident that the same effect, a linear relationship cutting the catch axis at about
1 fish, occurs for individual anglers as it does for the combined results of many
anglers on one water. It is possible that this effect could be contributed to by the
nature of the method used if methods which were more in favour for use on long
days were less effective than those used on short days. The best range of data
available on this point is that obtained from the Mataura river. fn Fig. 4 the mean
catch is plotted against length of day for three of the principal methods used. The
same reference line has been drawn with all three sets of points, and it is clear that
the effect under consideration occurs whatever method is used and is therefore not
due to the use of different combinations of methods on days of different length.
Similar results are obtained if data from other waters are examined for the effect
of method in the same way.

Another possible cause which may be considered is that arising from the part of
the day in which the angler fishes. It is obvious that, in general, the longer fishing
days must be started fairly early while the angler fishing only for a short period can
start at any time, and might be expected often to be fishing for the evening rise.
IJnfortunately the Otago diaries, which often provide the greatest bulk of data on
similar points, do not record the actual time of day fished and are therefore useless

for the present purpose. The best data avallable are those from the Motueka river
in the Nelson district. Records of 832 days have been analysed by dividing them
into four groups according to whether the angler started fishing at or before 8 a.m.;
after B a.m. and up to noon; after noon and up to 4 p.m.; and after 4 p.m. For
each of these groups the points for mean catch plotted against time fished lie close
to straight lines of about the slope shown for the Motueka in Fig. 3. That for the
first period intercepts the catch axis at about 1'6 fish, the other three at about 1'0
fish. It does not appear, therefore, that in this instance at least there is any reason
to suppose that difference in time of day contributes to the characteristic form of
the relation between catch and time fished.

These results suggest that this characteristic relation, which results in a decrease
in the average rate of catch as the length of the fishing day increases, can be
regarded as a result of the intrinsic nature of angling and anglers' habits. This does
not seem unreasonable, and a number of factors might contribute to the effect.
There would be a natural tendency for the proportion of fishing time which an
angler spent in rest or refreshment to increase as the length of the fishing day
increased. This would reduce the proportion of effective fishing time, and so the
rate of catch, since this has normally to be computed on the elapsed time between
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his e likelY

to s the fish

can be expected to be feeding freely, tha half or

*tr"f" auy. It is also likely thãt somé'anglers go out with- the intention of catching

a pred"ter-ined number of fish, if poss rle, and that they stop when they have

done so.

In Fig. 3 points are also plotted for competition results for the five Otago waters

"orr"".nËd. 
Competitions are nor-ally fished for a relatively long day, generally

between B and 10 hours, and it will t" t""t that the point for the average catch

either lies close to the exiension of the line fitted to the diary Points or else is some-

what below it. The average catch per hour based on comPetition results

will therefore be well bãlo* that based on òiary results where the

average fishing day is much shorter. This result is confirmed by study of the other

Otrgã waters" for which adequate amounts of competitlo1 an$ diary data are

r.,ruil""bl". With a single exception, in which the amount of data is relatively small,

the catch per hour i"n competitions is very much less than that recorded in the

diaries. There are two factors which may help to cause the tendency for competi-

tion rates to be even less than those shown by diaries for days of similar length'

Competitions are held on dates and at places decided long in advance, and there-

fore probably take place under relativèly adverse angling con.l.itions more often

thanãoes frée angling when the angler can decide on his plans.in the light "Í 4"
prevailing conditiõns."The angling time as recorded for comPetitions also includes

iirrr" *p"it in travelling betweén the actual fishing spots and the points of assembly

and weighing-in; it will therefore be longer than the period actually spent in

fishing.
Exãmination of the relation between length of fishing day and number of fish

caught has shown that the catch is not directly proPortional to-the number of hours

nsfrEa. Therefore, while it eliminates some variables, the catch per hour does not

altogether fulfil the ideal requirem ure

If the length distribution of the r rea

which are-to be comPared, the c will
of
ale

ary records for one season, and in com-
would be valueless as an indication of

reward had changed from one season to

the other.
Thus, the only two measures of

per day and the catch Per hour,
advantages. The more aPProPrrate

on the nature of the data and the

figures are given for each of the wate

närised in iable 6. In most waters the catch per hour was between 0'25 and l'0
fish, and 85 per cent of the waters included this range' For

"-"rcf, 
p", day the usual range is 1'0 to 3-0 fi percent of the

*.t"rt in thé table. There is some variation of the country'

ihe rate tends to be distinctly high in the oup of districts
ô
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Table 6' Thc Distribution of Rate of Catch Per Day and Per Hou¡ in Each Dishict for the Waters rncluded in Appendix 1

District
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lying in the south-east corner of the South Island. These districts are South
Canterbur¡ Waitaki, Otago, and Southland. In the 49 waters in this area 33
(67 per cent) gave rates per hour greater than 0'75 fish, while in the 81 waters from
the rest of New Zealand only 12 (15 per cent) gave rates greater than 0'75. The
distribution of the daily rate of catch shows a similar effect, although it is com-
plicated by the variation between districts in the normal length of the fishing day.
fn the south-eastern group 37 (75 per cent) of the waters yielded over 2'5 fish per
da¡ while in the remaining districts only 13 (16 per cent) waters gave average
daily bags of more than 2'5. Within these two main areas no further significant
differences in average rates of catch can be detected.

To a large extent the diflerence between the south-eastern area and the remain-
der of New Zealand reflects a real difference in density of stock but it may also
be contributed to by differences in angling skill. This is difficult to measure
objectively but numerous contacts with anglers give the impression that the general
level of angling skill is higher in the south-east than elsewhere.

These differences between large areas, as well as some of the greater diflerences
between individual waters shown in the appendix, seem to represent real differences
between the respective stocks, but the sampling errors involved are such that it is
dificult to assess precisely the degree of difference to which significance should be
attached. fn a previous paper (Allen, 1955) it has been shown that, at least in New
Zealand,, the distribution of daily catches in any reasonably homogeneous sample is
such that log (n + 2) is normally distributed, where z is the number of fish in thd
daily catch. From this distribution the significance of the differences between mean
daily bags can be calculated.

Table 7 shows the mean rates of catch per day and per hour for each season for
the eleven waters which gave the largest amounts of data. The significance of the
differences in the rate for successive seasons has been tested, and those seasons
giving rates which are significantly different at the 1 per cent level from those of
tlre previous yeaÍ ate marked with an asterisk. A sigrificant difference appears
in nearly one-third of the comparisons for fish per day and in this proportion
therefore the hypothesis that the two successive samples were drawn from the
same population of bags should be rejected. This is not evidence that the state of
the fish population has changed in these cases from one season to the next. The
mean daily catch as recorded depends not only on the abundance of the fish popula-
tion but also on many other factors, including the skill of the particular anglers
contributing the record, the weather conditions, and the length of time fished on
each recorded day. A significant change in the mean daily bag between two
seasons simply implies that there has probably been a change in some or all of a
group of these and similar factors; and the abundance of the fish population is one
of the factors in this group.

The nature of the distribution of the daily bag is such that the catch per hour
will be similarly distributed and similar methods can therefore be used to determine
when the difference between two mean rates is mathematically significant. When
this test also is applied to the data in Table 7, a very similar proportion of signifi-
cant changes is found although not all of these occur in the same seasons. Since all
the factors mentioned above can influence the hourly rate of catcl¡ and the length
of day is an additional variablg no further conclusions can be drawn from the
catch per hour than from the catch per day as to the changes in the abundance of
the fish stock.
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Table 7. Changes in Daily and Hourly Rates of Catch From Season to Season in Some of the Principal Waters. Asterisks Indicate That the

Difrerence From the Previous Year is Significant at the I Per Cent Level

Fish Per Day

194748
Days Rate

ts4s4s | ,nnn-uo
Days Rate 

I 
DaVs Rate

lsso-sl Lnr,-r,
Days Rate 

I 
Oavs Ratc

Tukiruki ..
Buller
Motueka
Clutha
Pomahaka
Taieri
Waipahi ..
Matau¡a
Aparima
Oreti
Waiau

47 2.67
lll l.B5
98 2.92

144 2'77
92 2.61
69 l.B7
63 2.57

1.29
1.71*
l.9l
3 .36
3.79*
2.36
4'24*
3.64*
5. l6
3.19
2.69

L'26
T.78
2'42*
2.82
4'tt
2.03
4.08
3.27
3.47*
2.BB
I .54*

t.s2
l .76
2.2r
2 .BB

4.23
1.13+
3 .83
4.16*
4.13
3 .69
2.65+

0. 73*
I .59
2.36
2.78
4.23
t.42
4.93+
3.71*
3'64
3.44
2.94

l'25+
r.2l
2.17
3.21
3.78*
2'14+
3.51*
4-39+
3.23
2.59
2.37'

t77
91

+70
319
3+2
142

B3
473
220
126
336

2r2
lll
507
330
493
135
145
603
t+6
34

155

3sB
152
326
149
543
126
l83
436
t22
39

144

lB6
t73
285
222
470
2r2
263
4tB
173
152
225

126
133
208
t42
391
208
155
564
l2L
135
ts4

Hawke's Bay
Nelson

Otago..

Otago-Southland
Southland

Hawke's Bay
Nelson

Otago-Southland
Southland

Fùh Pe¡ Hour

I tssr-sz

I 
rrous Rate

1948-49 1949-50Hous Rate Hou¡s Rat€
t94U7ÍIous Rate

L* u"
I no*s Rate

Lnro-r,
I tto".s Rat€

497
311

,428
,428
,050
7lB
683

,499
46+
136
M9

Tukituki . ,

Buller
Motueka
Clutha
Pomahaka
Taieri
Waipahi ..
]|ffataura ..
Aparima ..
Oreti
Waiau

473 0.36
469 0.52
676 0.61
776 0.62
,675 0.82*
,307 0.38'r.
806 0.82+

, l15 1'00*
4tt 1.65
642 0.70
474 0.89

IBé
350
503
701
450
353
297

o loo
0'59
0 .57
0'57
0.53
0.37

'.:'

619
485
84L
93r

, lB3
,ôtJ
,200
,442
485
615
770

0'42
0.64
0 .87,r.

0 .67
0.89
0.38
0:89
I .02
1.23*
0 '89*
0.51*

,166
512
968
703

,t44
893
860

, ooo
501
t76
492

0.54
0 '53
0.76
0 .59
I .07*
0. l6+
0'Bl
0'97
I '03*
0.83
0.78+

0 .33*
0'57
0.86
0.6s
1.00
o.27*
I .05*
0.91
I .30*
1.23*
1 .02+

521 0-44
310 0'38*
,287 0.82
,550 0'66
,36r 0.97
537 0.59*
342 0.85{,
,303 0.93
785 1.04*
634 0.57'r,

,253 0'68*
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1950-'51 l95l-52 Total
Ifours Rate Ifoun Råte llours Rate

1948-49 1949-50
Hou¡s Rate llours Rate

324 0.47
586 0.76

Table g. The Mean Hourly Rates of Catch in Each Season Determined F¡om Data Obtained From Different Sollrces. Results for the
Mataura and Wanganui Rivers

rs4647 I tnnr-ou
Ifours Rate 

I 
Hous Rate

Souce of Data

297 0.54
249 0.51

599
44t
B+3

0.Bl
0.72
I't7

1.,2t7 0.96
3t2 0.78
67t 1.00

oc
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From two rivers, the Mataura and the Wanganui, data can be obtained from
more than one source, so that it is possible to obtain some indication of the range
of variation from season to seâson when variation in fish stocks is eliminated. Both
these rivers form boundaries between acclimatisation districts, between Otago and
Southland, and between Auckland and Waimarino, respectively. They are therefore
each fished by two groups of anglers who fish the same water but return their
diaries through a different acclimatisation society according to the bank on which
they live. Additional data are available from the Mataura from the records of
angling competitions held there. Table B summarises the seasonal results which
have been obtained from the various sources for each of these waters. The differ-
ences in the combined means for the different sources arise, at least in part, from
differences in length of the fishing day. Fig. 4 showed that, on the Mataura, the
mean daily bags for days of ilifferent length gave a good fit to the same straight
line whatever the source of the data. Table B shows clearly that, for both rivers, the
changes from season to season follow quite different patterns for the different sources
of data. There is thus no evidence that variations in the fish stock have contributed
to the changes which appear. These can therefore be ascribed to random fluctua-
tions together with the effect of the uncontrollable factors mentioned above.

Since there is no indication of any continuing trend, these results can be used to
given an approximate indication of the degree of variation from season to season
which may arise in this way. To do this the rates for each source in each season have
been expressed as proportions of the overall mean for that source. The resulting
proportional values have been combined in a single distribution which has, of course,
a mean of 1'00. The standard deviation of this distribution is about 0'17. As the
distribution is asymmetrical, being strongly positively skewed it is not practicable
to work out precise fiducial limits, but it appears likely that variationi of up tg
about one-third may occur in the hourly rate of catch from season to season without
it being necessary to ascribe them to fluctuations in the state of the fish population.

As well as the chance effects, the rates of catch as determined from the diãry data
are subject to certain systematic errors which ma¡ in some instances, have con-
siderable magnitude but which are very hard to estimate.

one of these is the difference, if an¡ between the actual time spent fishing and
the time shown on the diary as elapsing between starting and finishing times.-Most
diaries contained a column for "time fished" as well as starting ánd finishing
times, and where this contained a different figure from that obtaineã by subtractioñ
it was obvious that the angler himself had made the necessary correction. This was
comparatively rare and usually the total elapsed time had to be taken as the time
fished. Any difference between the two would cause an error in the calculated rate
of catch. Even when the full circumstances are known it is, however, often difficult
to decide precisely what is fishing time. Is the dry-fly angler sitting on the bank,
smokirig and watching for a fish to rise, fishing o. not? The oãly practicable
solution seems to be that adopted, to take all elapsed time as fishing time unless
the angler himself specifically excludes some of it. It must be realised ihat this will,
however, produce a tendency for the rate of catch to be subject to reduction by
a systematic error which will increase with the length of the fishing day and with
the activity of the method used.

The other apParent source of systematic error lies in the failure of a certain num-
ber. of anglers to record blank days. Although every effort has always been made
to impress upon anglers the necessity of recording all days fished wiiether or not
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anything is caught, there is a very natural tendency for diarists to overlook some

blank days in writing up their diaries. The extent of these omissions seems to have
varied considerably from district to district. IJnrecorded blank days will lead to a
low figure for total hours and hence to a high estimate of rate of catch. It will
therefore have the opposite effect to that produced by the other source of systematic
error, failure to allow for rest periods.

2. SIZE OF FISH
SUMMARY

In most cases the lengths of fish were recorded to the nearest inch.
Some degree of bias in favour of even numbers generally occurred but
probably had little effect on the mean lengths. The summary of the
principal results (Appendix 1) shows only the mean lengths, but
except when truncated by the size limit, the size-distribution curve
is usually fairly symmetrical about apeak value. The decrease at sizes

less than the peak in the number of fish caught is believed to be due
to some aspects of their behaviour which render them less available
to the angler. The reduction al.¡ove the peak size probably reflects the
actual structure of the population. On a log-natural plot this part of
the curve is usually almost linear, with a slope corresponding to a
ratio between the number at any inch and that of the next inch of
1 : 0'35 to I : 0'6. In large rivers where the nature of the trout popu-
lation varies in different parts, the slope may be less steep, i.e., the
lengths of fish caught are spread over a greater range.

Variations in mean length from year to year are probably not due
to variations in the population if less than about 1 inch. They are due
partly to sampling errors and partly to variations in factors which
may affect the size of fish caught, e.g., method of fishing, water
conditions, and places fished.

Plotting average length against rate of catch reveals a definite
inverse relation. This effect is accentuated to some extent by local
variations in the size limit, since, for any waterr lowering the limit will
decrease the average size and increase the rate of catch. This effect is
only secondary and the inverse relation remains when the effect of
size limit is eliminated. In the South Island, waters with large average
size and low rate of catch (type B) predominate in the north and
west, and those with small size and high rate of catch (type A) in
the south and east. The difference seems to be correlated with the
nature of the terrain, type A populations being found in country of
low relief and type B where relief is high. In rnajor rivers type B
populations tend to occur in the headwaters among the mountains,
while type A occurs in the open alluvial valleys. Type B populations
are also frequently found in the tidal reaches near the mouths of
major rivers, but these are probably produced by different environ-
mental factors from those operating in the headwaters.

The weight of fish caught per hour is generally between 0'5 and
2 lbs. In the South Island yields of less than 1 lb. per hour are
obtained mainly from two small areas, one in Nelson and one in North
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Canterbur¡ and one larger area in south-east Otago. The last seerns
to be associated with the occurrence of schist.

In the North Island the distribution of yield and population type
is more irregular, possibly as a result of the more complex topographic
and geological situation.

Most of the diary forms issued to anglers laid down no standard of accuracy to
which fish were to be measured, but it was found in practice that the majority of
anglers appeared to measure their fish to the nearest inch. Some anglers recorded
lengths to the half-inch or quarter-inch but these were comparatively few, and in
the final tabulation for analysis the inch was used as the standard subdivision and
measurements which included fractions were allocated to the nearest integer, or in
the case of half-inches, to that immediately below the recorded length.

fn some waters, where a few anglers had apparentlv relied on estimation of
length, a bias in favour of even numbers appeared. Exact estimation of the extent
of this bias is made difficult by the diversity in shape of the size-distribution curve
for different waters and particularly by the great degree of truncation which occurs
when the average size is not much greater than the size limit. The technique
adopted has been to compare the actual recorded size distribution with a smoõth
curve fitted to these points by eye. The actual recorded totals for odd and even

Þgths are then compared witn the expected totals by means of the chi-square test.
To examine the extent to which even-number bias occurs in the data thè detailed
size distributions which were published elsewhere (Allen, 1954, Table 4) for seven
waters having various types of distribution have been used. In every case the actual
number of even lengths was in excess of expectation. The difference is not significant
in the Awakino, Maitai, and Leith, where the samples are relatively smal! but in
the other waters it is greatly in excess of the 1 per cent level of significance. An
outstanding example is provided by a series of lengths of 1,723 fish iecorded from
a single river by an acclimatisation society officer. These results are set out in
Table 9, and the even-number bias is obvióus. Chi-square is lBB and it is evident
that the method of estimating length was subject to a large systematic error.

Table 9. The Percentaslrengtq Distriblrion lor_l,]Zr Esh Recorded by one observer
From One River. The Results Show Evident Even-number Biás

Perccntage

16.0
2l.s
2r.3
B.B
1.0
0.1

68.7

Length
(Inches)

t3
l5
t7
19
2l
23

Pcrcentage

8.6
t0-7
8-2
2-7
0.9
0.1

3r.2

Although it appears that sorne degree of even-number bias occurs frequently in
the diary records, it probably does not seriously affect the value of the mean length,
since the bias is probably produced by misreading, either upwards or downwards, to
the nearest even number. The number of fish in each two-inch group will tend to
remain the same. A significant effect on the mean is only likely to occur when the
lower limb of the curve is cut off by the size limit, and the remaining part slopes
steeply from the beginning. It is intelesting that among the waters studied this type

Length
(Inches)

t2
L4
16
l8
20
22
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of distribution was found only in those (Maitai and Leith) which appeared to have

no significant even-number bias.

The original data provide useful information as to the size distribution of the fish

caught anâ retained by anglers in each water. The mean lengths tabulated in
Appendix 1 present only part of this information although they do provide a

.orþh 
"otnparison 

of the trout stocks of different waters. Although publication of
the detaileã size distribution for each water is not practicable, the diary data

show the main characteristics of this distribution. If the size distribution of the fish

taken by anglers from a water in which the size limit has little effect is examined,

it is normaliy found that fish of one particular size range predominate and that
fish larger or smaller than this range become progressively scarcer. A number of
such diitributions are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, the percentage frequency being

plotted on a logarithmic scale.

In the waters shown in Fig. 5 the average size is relatively high and the ascending
limb of the curve is correspondingly well developed and clear of effects produced

by the size limit. Where the gap between the size limit and the modal size is less,

truncation of the lower end of the curve occurs as in the waters shown in Fig. 6.

3

Fig. 5: The size distribution of fish taken by. anglers in three rivers in which the most com-
;3; ;i"" ;; ã,r"t' g'"át.. than the ,trË."uflil;rlle ar¡ows indicate the limiting size for
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rn other 
_respects the curves are similar to those in Fig. 5 although the peaks seem

to be rather sharper. In the extreme case where the size limit approaches or passes
the. modal length, only the right hand, descending, Iimb of thã curve is evident.
This condition is rare in waters which are commoñiy fished, but two examples are
sh9w1 in Fig. 7. In both cases the curyes suggest that the size limits then in force
cojncided closely with the modal length. Confirmation of this is available for the
Maitai since the size limit on this river was experimentally reduced to l0 inches
prior to the 1952-53 season and a number of aiglers kept diaries of their fishing
there in 1952-53 and 1953-54. The size distribuiion of ìne 314 fish recorded iã

so shown in Fig. 7, and the
was the original size limit.

below the original limiting
of the curve.

The characteristic shape of the size distribution of fish caught by anglers con-
trasts strongly with the continually decreasing distributionr *hi"h must occur in
natural-populations-oJ fish. The difference is caused by changes with size in the
proportion of the fish population which anglers catch. The ãscending left-hand

¡

FiS. 6 : The size distribution of fish in, threînãtïr"åi,1vn... the peak size was slightly sreater
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FiE. 7: The size distribution in two rivers where the peak size was about equal to the original
tirñit. For the second period on the Maitai the limü was reduced and was distinctly below

the peak size.
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limb of the catch curve must be due to a progressive increase with size in the
proportion caught. The location of the peak and the slope of the descending right-
hand limb is less easy to interpret. In dealing with fish caught in seines and similar
nets curyes of this type are usually ascribed to fish being equally and completelv
catchable above a certain critical size, so that the descending limb reveáh the
structure of the corresponding part of the actual population (Ricker, 1949). Wh'ere
fish are caught by angling, as in the present instance, this assumption may not hold.
rt is commonly believed that there is competition among trorrt for good lies and
that .the .largest fish generally occupy the best positions. This could lead to a pro-
gressive increase throughout life in the probability of a fish being caught by an
angler. Such a continuous increase would give rise to size distributiõn curves oi the
t|P". th9*l provided that the exponential rate of increase of catchability with size
diminished either abruptly or gradually. In a curve arising in this way the right-
hand descending limb of the catch size distribution would i-rot parallel ihat forlhe
natural population but would be less steep.

rn most of the curves in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, the slopes of the right-hand limb are
rather similar. This slope can be conveniently exprêssed as the 

-ratio 
between the

proportion of fish of a given size and the proportion of those one inch shorter. The
majority of values fall in the range 0'35 to 0.6. A rather higher value occurs in
the Taieri where it reaches 0'76. A still r ore extreme case is Jound in the Clutha
where _the right-hand limb is convex rather than straight, the upper part is very
much flattened, having a slope of about 0'92. Both the Taieri 

""¿ 
tn. Clutha arå

large rivers 
_with long and rather diverse courses, and it seems not unlikely that the

wide_ spread of the size-distribution curves may arise from the combination of fish

".""8ry_t various,parts of the river where the populations have different composi-
tion.. Unfortunately no data are available as to the places of capture of fish täkenin either of these rivers, and this hypothesis cannot be tested directly. The effect
can, however, be examined for anottrer river in an adjacent district. Fig. B shows
the size distribution of 2,236 fish recorded from the Orãti River in Soutñland. The
combined curve has a- fay.ly flat right-hand limb with a slope of about 0.7.
Analysis shows that in the highest and lo. est reaches of this rivei the size of fish is
much greater than it is in the middle reaches, and the size distribution of fish taken

ns.

^"Jüffi 
å'ïH'1"iö",?:'å"î:"lj:i

possibrv bv differences in the praces nshed llr"*åf,:::î$;. Ëil:.'år#tî:h,îî1
tion does not usually conform to the normal or any other con,¿entional type, and
shows va
variation of the exPected random

Another distributions themselves.

the same e data are available for

the Mataura river, for which data are available t o- ro,rTrrtii;å::ttî"lå":irî,i
are summarised in Table 10. For the four central years of the period data can be

\)
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obtained from all four sources, and the lower part of the table gives an analysis

of variance for this block. The value of F for sources is only slightly less than that
for 1 per cent probability and indicates that there are consistent differences in the

lengthi obtaineã from different sources. Most of this difference probably-arises
from the consistently low values obtained from Southland rangers' rePorts. If these

records are eliminated analysis of the remaining block gives a value for F between
sources which falls well short of the 5 per cent probability level. Between years

F, although considerably greater than 1, does not reach the 5 per cent level, so that
the hypothesis that there is no difference in the state of the population between
years Cannot be rejected. If this hypothesis is accepted the sums of the squares for
years and discrepance may be pooied, giving a new mean square of 0'312. This
gives an estimate of the standard deviation of 0'559 inches, and variation of up to
twice this amount from the overall mean by an individual sample could be accepted

by the usual standards as being due to chance effects. Even if the differences
between years are assumed to be significant and the original value of the dis-
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Fig. B: Size distribution of trout ^,'ught.in.the.upper' middle' and lower reaches of the

Oreti, and in the whole river.
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Table l0' The Mean Lensth of Fish Taken in rüe- M-ata¡ua in Six Difierent Seasons, and Drawn From Fou¡ Difrerent Sou¡cês of Data. Thc
Analysis of the Va¡i nce of the Mean-í;$h, - - -

t9ß47
Nube Mm

of Leneth
Fish (IncËq)

1948-49

Nmber Mem
of Lencrth

Fish (Inches)

1949-50

Nuber Mm
of Iæncfh

Fish (Inche)

1950-51

Nuber Mru
of Lencfh

F¡sh (Inche)

l95l-52

Nube¡ Man
of Iæneth

Fish (Inche)

Total

Nmber Mem
of IæDgü¡

Fish (Incåe)

4,929 16.101,191 16.383,A20 15.68t,729 15.00

162 16'26126 t7.47
720 16.53280 16.571,242 16.63308 15.3+

442 t6'303t7 t5.93824 t5.59226 t5'34

I,135 t6'28 I 1,559 15.88 I gtt 15.82245 16'67 I '223 15.82 I536 14.90 I 526 t5.74 I 692 14.68598 14.53 I 597 15'18 I

Souce of Variation

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Degree of Frædom Mean Square

3
g

9

l.l9B
0'372
0.l8l

6.58*
2..0.+

(¡ 3
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Table 11. The Distribution of Average Length Ín Each District for the Waters Included in Appendix I

Mean Length in Incho

10-10'9 l1-1r.9 l2-12'g l3-13.9 ltt-l4.9 l5-15.9 16-16.9 17-17'9 l8-18'9 l9-19'9 2a-20'9 21-21'C 22-22's

Taranaki-Ilawera . .

Otago-Southland ..
Ashburton - North Canterbury
Auckland-Waimarino

r2
233
l3

I I

3

.2
2413r215 L2 r0 'ét2

l6
1l l0
56

J
I

'à

2
B
I

.:

I

2
2
6
.:
5
2
2

'å

'i
'á
2
4
'i
I
2 I

I
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t2l3IB28l6l6
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crepance is used, the resulting estimate of the standard deviation, 0'425 inches,
does not differ greatly from that previously obtained. It appears therefore that, at
least in the Mataura data, annual variation from the overall mean of up to about
one inch can be accepted as being due to chance effects.

An alternative approach to the problem can be made by analysing the size dis-
tributions themselves. If they conformed to any standard mathematical form a
precise estimate of the random variation of the mean would be possible. Since the
shape of the curve may vary considerably between different waters, and since in
addition the size limit frequently imposes some degree of truncation, no precise and
simple solution is practicable. Fig. 5 suggests that in the Mataura, which seems to
be typical of a number of waters, the curve is fairly symmetrical until the point of
truncation is reached. An esLirnate of the variance of the entire curve can therefore
be made by calculating it as though the lower limb were a mirror image of the
upper one. This has been done for a single sample composed of all data from the
Mataura and has given an estimate of variance of 7'98. For samples of 600, which
is the approximate mean sample size in Table 10, this gives an estimate of the
standard error of the mean of 0'115. On this basis variation of the mean of a single
sample from the overall rnean should be regarded as being due to random effeóts
only if it is less than about 0'23 inches. This figure is so much smaller than that
obtained earlier that it suggests that a great part of the difference between mean
sizes recorded in different years is due to random changes, not in the fish population,
but in factors which affect the characteristics of the sample. Such facìois woulá
include the characteristics of the anglers providing records, the methods used, the
particular places fished, and weather and water cãnditions.

In the preceding section it was pointed out that, in a group of districts in the
south-eastern part of the South rsland, the usual rate of cãtch-war higher than in
the. rest of the country. Table 11 summarises the distribution of mean iength in the
various districts and shows that this area is also characterised by a relaiively low
average size' Since this observation suggests some correlation between rate of catch
and the usual size of fish in the population exposed to angling, a more detailed
examination of the relationship is desirable. The mean length has therefore been
plotted against the rate of catch for all South Island wateri in Fig. 9. The result
shows that the rate of catch tends to decrease as the mean size increãses. This effect
must be accentuated by differences in the size limits imposed in different districts.
For^ a given_ fish populatio-n, increasing the size limit will raise the average length
of fish_ caught while it will reduce the rate of catch. Lowering the size Íi-it õill
have the reverse effect. The existence of different size limits in ãifferent waters will
therefore tend to cause 

^the 
points to be spread out in somewhat the way that they

are in the figure. The figure also shows :hat there is a tendency for the waters in
the lower right section to have lower size limits than those in the upper left section.
To check how far the pattern is due to the variation in size limiti ànd how far it
mergly reflects the adjustment of size limits in accordance with the characteristics
of the fsh population the figures for the various waters have been recalculated for
a standard size limit. This can only be done by determining what the effect would
have been on the results actually recorded if a higher size 

"limit 
had been in force

and the highest size limit common_ly employed in the South Island (12 inches) has
been used. In a few high-country lakes size limits of more than 12 inches have beenin force, but in these small fish are relatively scarce and the original figures have
therefore been used' Fig. 10 shows the distribution obtained wñen thJ size limit
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is standardised. The figure shows that the tendency towards local differences in
trout catches is not a result of the differences in size limits. In the figure the crosses

represent the extreme southern districts, the white symbols the central and eastern
districts, and the black symbols the northern and western districts. There is an
obvious tendency for the three types to be grouped in that order as the figure is

traversed from lower right to upper left. The inverse correlation between size and

rate of catch is also still evident when the effect of the size limit has been eliminated.
It is particularly shown by the sloping upper edge of the area occupied by the
points, although there has been some filling in of the central area to form a triangle,

Superimposed on both figures is a series of lines showing approximately the com-
binations of length and rate of catch which will give constant weights of fish per
hour's fishing. These lines have been computed on the basis that the mean weight
of the fish caught in any water is that of a fish having the given mean length and
a condition factor of 120 on the cm.-gm. scale or 43'3 on the Corbett scale. Since
the weight of a fish increases approximately as the cube of the length, computation
of a figure for the condition factor from the mean weight and mean length of a

sample of fish gives a value which is in excess of the real average condition factor.
This excess is usually between 5 per cent and 10 Per cent, so that the figure used
in computing the curves in Fig. 10 corresponds to a true average value of about
112cm.-gm. scale or 40 Corbett. This is believed to be a reasonably representative
value under New Zealand conditions and sufficiently accurate for present purposes.
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Fig. 10:.The average length plotted against number of fish per hour for all South Island
y.ate.rs; -the _v_anous symbols. distinguish acclimatisation distriits. The straieht broken linei
drv'rcle the drtterent population,*"rirïl;nnr.#rìr*ft;l" been adjusted for-the effects of a
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TYPE A WATERS O

TY P E AB WATERS O

fYPE B WATERS O

Fie. 11: The distribution poP llation.types cl?ssified on the basis

;i"Fic.'1ô.-Íh";úEJ , ana tne broken line divides Area a
to the north-west'
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h,as begn p!1cea approximately at the believed "centre of gravity" of angling on that
river. For Fig. 11 classification has been tased on the invúse reiation between mean
length and rate of catch. For this purpose two arbitrary lines have been used to
divide the field of distribution into three zones. These iin"s "r" shown broken in
Fig. 10' The waters characterised by numerous small fish and occurring below and
to- the right of the lines are known as type A. Those with larger and leis numerous
fish and occurring above and to the lefi are type B. The inteîmediate waters lying
between the lines forT tlpe_ AB. In Fig. 11, ìype A waters are shown ly *rritã
circles, type B by black circles, and typã AB-bi'divided circles. The figurå shows
clearly the grouping of black circles ió the noith and west and the wÉite to the
south and east. On the map, a
the western end of Te Waewae
into two regions. The area to
waters, will be referred to as Area a, that
to as Area b.

Fig. aberrant waters form one small geographicalgroup' a, three are Lake Ellesmere, its tributary theSelwyn River. In Area b the type Á waters are three
small st

Since geographical position alone would not account for the different types of
trout population found in the two halves of the South fsland, it is of intérest to

ributed. In Fig. l l the area shown shaded
( 1948) as occupied by "steep slopes,,.
steep country in Area a, whereas it
ts marked in Area b lie actually in
of it in fairly small areas of gentler

slope. On the other hand, in Area a most of the waters for which data are-avail-
able lie in large areas of flat or gently rolling land, in southland, southern otago,
and Canterbury.

In Area a 26 out of 39 rivers and tributa;ies are of type A, while in Area b 14 outof 19 are.of type B and there are none of type A. str;;ns ín both areas seem to be
charactensed by typg.4 populations atnougrr the sampres are fe*. populations ofthe few lakes for which data are available- are also in accord with the areas inwhich they occur. There are, however, certain physical differences between the
waters.themselves, in. that.many of the rakes in Ârea a are actually artificial
reservoirs, while all those in Area b are natural. The results for some of these
lakes. are a-lso complicated by the artificial stoching which was Jorr" i., the periodto which the records refer. rn several cases quite iapid alterations in the state ofthe stock have resulted from changes in poliäy by tire ¡oJ", lã"".rned with theliberations. It may be noted that most oi thá lakes in A."" b ãr¡n into rivers
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Table 12. The Distribution of Trout Population Types in the Various Types of Waters in
the North Island and the Two Areai of the South Island

Population Type
Water Type

AB

North Island . .

South Island-
Area z

South Island-
Area b

River
Stream ..
Tributary
Lake

Total

River
Stream ..
Tributary
Lake

Total

River
Stream ..
Tributary
Lake

Total

I
I
5

6
2

t2
I

I
6
o
I

o
I

25
2

5
6

2I
4

44l62r

6020

6
4
5

I 13
.12
t26
29

3
I
I
4
.1

lo
.4
7tI
36

I7

which flow through Area a and which have provided data for this area from their
lower courses. If data from a greater number of waters were availabie, it would.
be possible to construct a more detailed map which would show more clearly the
nature of the correlations between the type of trout population and physical and
geological features. The data at present avaiiable show, however, that, in general,
rivers and lakes in steep country of high relieí contain tïout stocks which yield to
the angler fish fewer in number but of greater average size than those taken from
waters in country of lower relief.

In Fig. 11, only one point is shown for each river except the Buller, which is
flshed in its upper reaches by anglers of the lr{elson district and in its lower reaches
by anglers of the West Coast district. As stated earlier, the point for each river
has been placed as nearly as possible at the centre of gravity of angling, and in
most cases this is somewhere in the lower reaches. It is well known that in many
large rivers the trout stocks have different characteristics in different païts of the
course. In many cases three zones may be distinguished: a short tidal zone at arrd
just above the mouth of the river, where the fish are often large; a middle zone
flowing through plains or large alluvial valleys, often the site of most of tþe angling,
and containing fish of smaller size; and an upper zone where the river lies in
narrow valleys between high hills, and where fish are often relatively large. Nearly
all the points plotted for major rivers on Fig. 11 refer primarily to the middle zone
and show that there is a tendency, even in this zone, Tor the distinction between
the trout populations in the two parts of the South Island to be apparent.

Only one water has been found in which adequate quantities of data are avail-
able from all three zones. This is the Oreti River in Southland. The river has been
divided into three zones: the lower zone consists of about six miles of tidal water
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and extends up to Ferry Bridge; the middle zone lies mostly in alluvial plain and
extends for about 70 miles to Mossburn; the upper zone lies above Mossburn and
extends for many miles back into the hills, although most of the fishing is probably
done in the lowest six miles of this. Table 13 shows the rate of catch and average
size of fish taken in these three zones. The mean length in the middle zone is very
much less than in either of the others, and the population of this zone belongs to
type A while those of the lower and upper zones belong to type B. A similar though
smaller difference also exists in the Buller River between the upper zone fished by
Nelson anglers and the lower zone fished by West Coast anglers. The less pro-
nounced difference here may be correlated with the fact that throughout its course
the Buller lies in or very close to steeply sloping country.

Tabre 13. rhe Mean 
"**rå,:iu"lfrffj iå*l#J,iå.""1"::"ght 

in rhree Zones for the

Number of t'isÏ¡
Measured

Fish Per Mean Length
Ilour (Inchæ)

Number of
Hou¡s

Oreti-
Lower
Middle
Upper

Buller-
Lower
Upper

139
.. 2,275

284
Bl3
r86

248
|,823

165

77
r,189

0.77
0.85
0.90

0'55
0.56

18.09
13'58
18.81

17 -0+
19.41

there are two small grouPs near to Christchurch and Nelson. Comparison with a

geological map of the South fsland shows that most of the waters in the main
gro,rp have tñeir source in the broad belt of metamorphic rock (schist) which
ãxtends across this part of the country. More specific studies are, however, needed

to show whether there is in fact any correlation between rocks of this type and
relatively inferior trout populations.

Examination of the South Island data has shown definite patterns in the distribu-
tion of certain features of the trout stocks. In the North Island no such clear
patterns are apparent. In the whole island, the records include 7 type A waters,
20 type AB waters, and 16 type B waters, and these are distributed in a more or
less irregular manner over the whole island. The position is complicated by the fact
that in the North Island two species of trout occur commonl¡ while in the South
Island nearly all the waters examined contain only brown trout. As will be shown
later, the southern half of the North Island is dominated by brown trout, but north
of a line extending roughly from southern Hawke's Bay to Taranaki rainbow
trout are dominant in most areas. Reference to the map previously mentioned
(Taylor, 1948) shows that in the brown-trout area the distribution of steep
country is much more irregular than is the case in the South Island. This may
have some correlation with the irregular distribution of the trout population

¡
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Table 14. The Distribution of the Pcrcentagc of Undcrsized Fish in Anglers' Catches in the Waters of Each Distict.
fn the Hawke's Bay and Waimarino disnicts difrerent size limits are in force in the same rvaters for difrerent spccies of ffsh.

Sizc Limit
(Inchcs)

Pcrcentage Ifndcreizcd

l0'0-19.9 20'o-29.9 30.0-39.9 40.0-49.9 50.(L59.9 60.0-69.9

Otago

SoutÏ Canterbury ..

Southland
Taranaki-Ifawera ..

Ashbu¡ton - North Canterbu¡y
Auckla¡rd-Waimarino
Otago-Soutlland ..

l0-
t4
12
t4

lo, 12
I

t2
II
t4
9

I

l0
l0
14
ll
ll
12

9, 10, 12
l1
ll
9
9
u
t2
t2

JGa
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types. In most of the rainbow-trout area, low relief country predominates, although
about half of these populations are of type B and there are no type A populations.
These results rather suggest that the physical features which cause the nature of
the terrain to affect the state of the brown-trout population operate in a different
way with rainbow trout. The distributio,n of weight of fish caught Per hour's
fishing is also irregular in the North Island.

t

3. PROPORTION OF UNDERSIZED FISH

SUMMARY

The proportion of undersized fish in anglers' catches varies greatly,

both betwéen districts and between waters in the same dist¡ict. It is

particularly high in the south-east of the South Island'

There is a strong positive correlation between the size limit and the
mean length, probably due both to the direct effect of the limit in
eliminating the smallest fish from the catch and to a tendency to
adjust the limit to the usual size of fish in the stock. There is also a

negative correlation between the mean length and the proportion
undersized because the larger the usual size of fish is in relation to
the limit the fewer will be the undersized fish' fn waters with fish of
any given average size there is a positive correlation between size limit
and proportion undersized, but in the combined data this is offset by
the negative correlation between length and proportion undersized,
and the original correlation disappears.

The proportion of undersized fish varies according to the method

of fishing, but the type of variations differ from water to water.
waters most suitable for fly fishing tend to give diminishing propor-
tions undersized for fly, minnow, and worm respectively, but the

reverse tendenCy ocçurs where minnows and worm are the favourite

methods. There is usually no significant difference between dry and

wet flY.

The pro
will depen
q,f the size
in New Zealand varies greatly amongst

also
singl
they
selec
proportion of the fish taken. In no case rs

itroiorrgn scientific study of the_requirements of the particular trout stock. In these

circumstances a considãrable diveisity in proportion of undersized fish recorded

from different waters is to be expected. This is clearly shown in Table 14' In
,r"urty all districts there is considerable variation in the proportion of undersized

fish tâken in different waters, usually from very small numbers uP to about half
the total catch. Some variation between districts is also evident; the Auckland

district is characterised by high percentages of undersized fish, while at the other

+t
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extreme small percentages are predominant in such districts as Hawke's Bay and
the West Coast. The regional distribution of the size of trout in the South Island
which has already been discussed, also shows its effects in the proportion of under-
sized fish in the catches. The districts of the south-eastern area, Southland, Otago,
Waitaki, and South Canterbur¡ in which the average size of takable fish tends to
be small, show high percentages of undersized fish. In these districts 31 out of 50
waters (62 per cent) yield more than 20 per cent of undersized fish, while in the
north-western area only 15 out of 39 waters (38 per cent) exceed this figure. In
the North Island the diversity in the percentage undersized is greater than in
either region of the South Island.

A statistical analysis of the relation between the percentage of undersized fish in
the catches, the mean length, and the size limit is presented in Appendix 2(a).
This shows that the mean length tends to vary directly with the size limit, both
because of a general tendency to adjust local size limits to the usual size of fish
caught and because, for similar fish populations, differences in the size limit will
produce corresponding diflerences in the mean size of the fish which can legally
be caught. The proportion of undersized fish tends to vary, however, inversely to
the mean length because a given size limit will remove a diminishing proportion of
the catch as the average size of the fish population increases. These opposing effects
tend to cancel each other out, so that the proportion of undersized fish actually
returned by anglers shows no relation to the size limits in force.

The data on which this study is based are derived from angling by a variety of
different methods, and it is therefore necessary to consider whether results based on
comparisons between different waters may not be complicated by the use of
different methods on them. To investigate this point, Table 15 has been drawn up
showing the percentage of undersized fish in the catches obtained by each of the
four principal methods on the six waters for which most data were available. This
table is based on the diaries for the 1950-51 and 1951-52 seasons since only thesq
were analysed by methods which enabled the results obtained by different angling
methods to be conveniently distinguished. This table shows clearly that there are
no consistent diflerences between methods which appear for all waters. Between
dry fly and wet fly for instance, the figures are very similar for all waters except
the Mataura, and in each case application of the chi-square test sho'ws that the
differences are not statistically significant. On the other hand, the percentage of
undersized fish taken by wet-fly fishing in the Mataura is much greater than that
taken by dry-fly fishing and the difference is highly significant statistically. To test
further the reality of this difference the results for each method have been tested
for homogeneity. In each case the data are derived from four sources since they
refer to two seasons, 1950-51 and 1951-52, and have been contributed by anglers
from two districts, Otago and Southland. Application of a chi-square test shows
that for each method the variation between the four groups is much below the
significant level, and that the results for each method may be regarded as homo-
geneous. In the Mataura, therefore, there is a real and substantial difference
between the proportion of undersized fish taken by dry-fly fishing and wet-fly
fishing, but in the other waters examined there is no such difference.

When cornparison is made between wet-fly and minnow fishing, different results
are obtained. In three waters, the Mataura, Pomahaka, and Waipahi, the propo,r-
tion of undersized is greater in wet-fly fishing, and in each water the difference is
significant at the I per cent level. In the other three waters, the Clutha, Taieri,
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and Motueka, the difference is not significant and in the first two the fly-fishing
samples T9 .".ry small. In each case, however, the percentage is slightly higher iã
minnow fishing.

A rather similar Pattern is found when comparison is made between minnow and
worm rshing. In the waters o,f the first group, the Mataurq pomahak a, and.
Waipahi, the percentage undersized is highér for minnow fishing than for worm

on the Motueka, and no comparison is

Thus, in this small sample of waters, nearly all situated in the extreme so,¡th-
east of the South rsland, twg yain groups may be distinguished. The first group,
the Mataura, Pomahaka, and waipahi, shows a progressive and significrnt ieduä-
tion. in the p-roportion of undersized fish as fly, mitrt o*, and wãrm fishing are
considered. These waters lie close together in similar terrain and have the fuither
common feature tkløt fly fishing is the most important method used there. of the
fish_ recorded in lhe present 

_a_nalysis the r"rp""úrr" percentages caught on fly were
54'5, 6l'8, and 83'6. In,the Mataura, the dry fly gave a remãrkably-low proportion
of undersized fish, but in the other two waiers there was no significant'difierence
between wet and dry fly.

The second gro-up includes the Clutha and Taieri rivers, which lie adjacent to
each other and slightly to the north of the first group, aithough the pämahaka
drains into the Clutha. In these, the percentuge ,rnde.sized ihows a reversed
relation to method, being highest in worm fishing ãnd lowest in fly fishing, although
the difference between fly and minnow is not-significant. Therl i, ,,J-difier.rr-c.
between dry and wet fly. unlike the waters of thã first group, those of the second
are fished mainly with minnow and worm, the perceniages'of fish taken on fly
being only 4'3 and 10.0 respectively.

The. Motueka, which lies -at the opposite extremity of the south Island, shows
some similarity to the second group in-that the percentage undersiz"d i, 

";'high;;for fly than for minnow. The absánce of worm 
-fishing 

pievents a full comparñon.
ters which gave adequate samples of
relationship applicable to all waters
ft suggests that in waters of certain

between the percentage of undersized

of the same type and different for waters Jirå:?;1"r"rtl;i 
are similar for waters

4. DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES

SUMMARY
About twenty species of fish have been introduced into New Zea_

wid arerai and

"inJ inry
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more widespread. The relative distribution of brown and rainbow

trout is shoin in Appendix 1 and summa',;zed. in Table 16. In the

South Island brown tiout are dominant except in some high-country
lakes and the associated rivers. In these, various proportions of the

two species of trout are found and, in some, "landlocled" stocks of
quinnàt salmon occur. In the North Island the distribution pattern

iì more complex (see Fig. 13). Trout are virtually absent from the

northern extrìmitiès, the ãast coast, and small areas round Wanganui
and north of New Pllmouth. In the north, high temperatures probably
prevent the establishment of trout and in the other areas the softness

ã¡ tfr" surface rocks prevents the formation of suitable spawning

gravels in the stream beds. In the rest of the North Island rainbow

ãrout predominate to the north of a line from southern Hawke's Bay

to noith Taranaki and brown trout to the south of it, while fairly
evenly balanced stocks occur near the line itself. It appears that
ecological rather than historical factors are responsible for the Present
distribution although the original liberations were largely in accord-

ance with it. This is indicated by the dominance in mixed stocks of
the appropriate species in each area and by the fact that at some time
almoit all waters have received both species. Where both species occur
in the same water there is little difference between them in the normal
size of fish caught by anglers, although brown trout tend to be slightly
larger.

There is little evidence as to the nature of the ecological factors
responsible for the distribution pattern. In particular, the boundary
beiween the two main North Island areas does not corresPond with
any climatic line which has been identified.

About twenty species of fresh-water fish have been introduced into New Zealand
at various times, but only about half of them have become established. Of these,

three, brown trottt (Salmo trutta), rainbow trout ('S. gairdnerü) and quinnat salmon

(Oniorhynchus tschawytcha) arc common over large areas and support the main
fresh-water fisheries. Two others, Atlantic salmon, (5. salar), and American brook
trout (Saluelinus fontinalis), are of interest to anglers in small areas, while two
more, sockeye salmon (O. nerka) and American lake trout (Cristiuomer namaycush)

may be occasionally taken in one or more waters. In addition to these salmonids,

a few other species are established in some waters, but the perch (Perca fluaiatilis)
is the only one which is at all widely distributed, and even this is of little interest to
New Zealand anglers and is not often deliberately fished for.

Of the three species that provide the great bulk of New Zealand angling, the

quinnat salmon, which is largely confi1gd- to the east coast of the South Island, is
tã a great extent the subject of a special frshery using distinct methods and operating
at th; mouths and in the lower and middle reaches of the major rivers. The two
species of trout are, between them, distributed over a much larger area and are

fòund in a greater variety of waters. They are also fished for by more varied
methods. As a result of this situation, on any given day an angler is likely to be

fishing either for salmon or for trout, but not for both. There is also some tendency

for individual anglers to specialise in either salmon or trout, and a better overall

response to the diary scheme was obtained from trout anglers'
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Percentage Rainbow ,.

Table 16. Thc Distribution of Speciè¡ for Each Disbict Among the lVaters Included in Appendix 1

0-40 ,{O-50 50-60 60-70 70-B0 80-90 90-99 100 Other Fish
Ashburton
Auckland
East Coast
lfawke's Bay
Marlborough
Nelson
North Canterburv . .
Otago
South Canterbr¡¡v . .

Southland
Taranaki-Hawera ..
Waimarino
Waitaki
Wellington
West Coast
Westland

South fsland
North Island

Otago-Southland ..
Ashburton - North Canterbu¡y
Auckland-Waimarino

I
I

16
6

26
6

l0
3
2
I
B
5
I
I

) a
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The most useful information on the distribution of the various species which has
emerged from the diaries is that concerning the occurrence of brown and rainbow
trout, and Appendix 1 therefore shows, for each water, the percentage of each of
those species in the catches. These percentages are usually based on about the same
number of fish as was measured for that water, although sometimes the number is
less because a few anglers failed to record species. In a few waters where both
species are known to occur the proportions have been left blank; this has been done
where failure to record species has reduced an initially small sample to a level where
no reliable estimation of percentage is possible. While the records show with some
degree of accuracy the proportion of the two species in anglers' catches, it must be
realised that they do not necessarily show the proportions in the fish population. It
seems to be now generally accepted both in New Zealand and elsewhere that
under most conditions the rainbow trout is more easily caught than the brown
trout (Needham, 1938). rt is probable, therefore, that in most waters where both
species are Present the rainbow trout will form a larger proportion of the catch than
of the population from which it is taken. The position may in some cases be further
complicated by differences in the specific composition of the population in different
parts of the same water. While it is known from general observation that such condi-
tions do occur, the diaries have not given sufficient data to permit of detailed
analysis in any water where this applies.

Where the capture of species other than brown and rainbow trout has been
recorded, this is indicated in the appendix, although the proportion of the other
species is not generally shown since the data are usually not adequate in this
resPect. An exception has been made for those South Island lakes and associated
rivers which contain stocks of small "land-locked" salmon of either Atlantic or
Pacific forms. In these waters the salmon are more or less similar in size and habits
to the trout and are caught by the same methods. Their percentage in the catch is
therefore shown in the appendix.

Since the appendix is based entirely on the records provided over a few seasons
by a relatively small number of anglers, it does not always provide a record of the
occurrence of the scarcer or less important species; they may be present in some
waters from which they were not recorded by the diarists. In addition, some waters
where one of the two principal species predominates also contain small numbers of
the other although they were not recorded. Where the second species formed much
less than 1 per cent of the recorded catch it has been omitted.

The distribution of brown and rainbow trout in the waters of the various acclima-
tisation districts is summarised in Table 16, and several points emerge clearly from
it. The first of these is the complete dominance of the brown trout in the South
Island, contrasted with the more balanced occurrence of the two species in the
North Island. The nature of the distribution within each island witl be discussed
later. The second point is the well-marked tendency for one or other species to
predominate and the scarcity of waters containing a more or less evenly divided
population. Of. 124 waters, 97 (78 per cent) contain onl¡ or virtually onl¡ one
species, while in a further 18 (15 per cent) one species forms over 90 per cent of the
catch, leaving only 7 per cent in which more evenly divided populations occur.
Further examination discloses a difference between the two species in this respect.
where the brown trout is predominant, its dominance, is very complete, and of 102
waters yielding over B0 per cent brown trout, 89 (87 per cent) contain virtually
only this species. On the other hand, populations dominated by rainbow trout more
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often contain a few brown trout as well, and out of the 16 waters containing over

B0 per cent rainbow trout exactly half contain at least 1 per cent and usually from
2 pL, cent to 5 per cent brown irout. This tendency is further confirmed by study

of the results from the waters which gave smaller amounts of data and are therefore

not shown in the appendix.
In the South Ishnã the occurrence of rainbow trout is closely associated with the

high-country lakes. The majority of these lakes have been stocked at various times

wiìh both bto*n and rainbów tiout, and a few of them with other species as well-

In some, such as Lakes Heron and Coleridge, "land-locked" stocks of quinnat
sahnon have become established. The stocks of a few lakes are almost entirely
maintained by liberations but, in general, natural reproduction plays a major part
in the maintenance of the populations. The specific composition of the fish popula-
tion of any particular lake thãrefore largely represents the natural balance achieved
by the speciis in that particular environment. This balance may be struck at a.ny

pôint beiween completè dominance of rainbow trout and complete dominance of
brown trout.

In Lake Coleridge the diaries recorded only rainbow trout, but brown trout are

also present in small numbers. In Lake Alexandrina, also, the records show a great

excesi of rainbow trout although both species are present. At the other extreme,

Lake Rotoiti contains so few rainbow trout than none were included in the recorded

catches despite strenuous efforts to establish this species in the lake. In Lake
Heron r *ó." even distribution of the two species of trout seems to occur although
the fish population is dominated by "land-locked" quinnat salmon. Information
available iróm other sources concerning lakes that did not yield adequate quantities
of diary data confirms the existence of great variation in the specific composition of
the fish populations of South Island lakes.

The South Island rivers from which rainbow trout were recorded in the diaries

belong almost entirely to river systems containing lakes with populations of this
speciei. The three river systems concerned are the Waiau, which drains Lakes

ie Anau and Manapouri, where rainbow are Predominant, and the Waimakariri
and Rakaia, whose iystems include a number of small lakes containing rainbow
trout. Except for the Waiau and its upper tributaries such as the Mararoa, and for
certain areãs in the lower Waimakariri system, the proportion of rainbow trout is

very small in these waters. There are also other large South Island rivers such as

the Clutha and Ashburton which have lakes containing rainbow trout in their
headwaters, but which yield rainbow trout so rarely that none were recorded in
the diaries. A single rainbow trout was recorded from the Avon, which is a small
stream having no lakes in its system but which enters the sea close to the mouth of
the Waimakaiiri. There are also known to be a few rivers in the South Island, such

as the Kaituna and Wakamarina in Marlborough, which contain some rainbow
trout, although they are remote from any major population of this species. They
are small rivers and provided no diary data. The general position in the South
Island is therefore that rainbow trout are rarely found except in waters connected

with high-country lakes, and that they then occur in association with brown trout
in varying proportions.

In the North Island. a very different situation occurs, and the distribution of the

two species shows a much clearer geographical pattern. This is illtrstrated in Fig. 13.

This ihows the composition of the population in each of the North Island waters

included in the Appendix 1, the populations being divided into five categories fot
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ts is a subdivision of the island into areas
es. This subdivision is based on informa-

is on file at the Fisheries Laboratory.
lete, it is believed that the map shown

amendments to the various boundaries. 
ttdy is unlikely to cause more than minor

Where trout are established in the North Island there seems to be a fairly clear
division between a southern area where brown trout predominate and a northern
area dominated by rainbow trout. The boundary between these areas follows
thrgughout most of its length a l.ine (w t_system boun_
daries will allow) between a point on soíth of Cape
Kidnappers and one on the west coast ara. The main
divergences from this line are found in two major river systems which rise to the

elieved to predominate.
In the northern area the whole of the extensive Waikato system contains both

species,
to the
eastwar
trout stocks, lies an area in much of whi
trout are found. A rather complex situation appears to exist towards the north-east
corner of the area but further study is needediå establish with certainty the present
nature of trout populations here.

In the southern area pure stocks of brown trout occupv most waters, although in
a few, such as the otaki, rainbow trout are very occasionålty caught. rn some of theupper Manawatu tributaries, such as the Mangatainoka,'a sräail but persistent
proportion of rainbow trout appears in the catches. Within the area enclaves in
which rainbow trout is the moie abundant species are few and small. In Taranaki
they include two streams flowing off Mount Egmont and the headwaters of a few
others. rn the wairarapa districi there is " prri" population of rainbow trout in asmall isolated reservoir, and similar stocks are found in a few isolated lakes on thewellington west coast. These small waters are not marked on the map. rt shouldperhaps.be 

_emphasised that in the southern or brown-trout area of the NorthIsland the -high-country lakes which are a feature of many south Istand river
systems and which appear to be often associated there wiíh the occurrence ofrainbow trout are comþletely absent.

In addition to showing the relation between the distribution of brown and rai'-
bow 

-trout, -the map also shows the location of the troutless areas. These consist
largely of the northern extremities of the island and a strip down the east coast.Trout have probably been liberated from time to time in'most of the waters in
these areas and their absence must therefore be ascribea to ."oloti"al factors. Until
more detailed studies are carried out, the nature of these factori is uncertain, butit seems likely that in the northern areas the absence of trout may be due to high
temperatures at some seasons, on the east coast, in the wanganui area on the
south-west, and north of New plymouth, the ábsence or troit appears to be
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correlated with the occurrence of soft sedimentary rocks which do not break down
to form, in the river beds, gravels suitable for spawning.

fnterpretation of the present distribution of brown and rainbow trout in New
Zealand is complicated by the need to consider two entirely different groups of
factors, the historical and the ecological. In a land where both species have been
introduced from overseas, they can only occur in those waters to which they have
been transported. In most cases a species which has been introduced into one part
of a river system can be expected to spread to all parts of the system which are
ecologically suitable for it. Natural distribution of this kind may, however, be lirnited
by natural barriers. The commonest of such barriers are waterfalls, which may
prevent upstream dispersion while allowing downstream movement. The pure
population of brown trout in the upper Hautapu river is isolated by a waterfall,
but this species also predominates in the lower part of the river, despite the
dominance of rainbow trout in the rest of the Rangitikei system. Natural
barriers of a more unusual but even more effective nature are formed by zones of
hot or chemically polluted water produced by thermal springs. Such barriers isolate
some of the tributary subsystems of the upper Wangaehu system, and have enabled
populations of differing specific composition to become established in them. Natural
barriers of whatever kind are rare in most districts and even where they do occur
the same species or combination of species has usually been introduced above and
below them.

The brown trout was the first species introduced, being brought into the South
Island in 1867. By 1BB0 it had been liberated in many parts of the South Island
and in the provinces of Wellington, Taranaki, and Hawke's Bay in the North
Island; a few liberations had also been made in the Auckland Province (Hobbs,
1948). Spakman (1892), writing of brown trout in 1892, records "most of the
rivers in the fSouth] Island being well enough stocked to aflord magnificent
fishing. . . . fn the North Island they have been successfully introduced into most
of the rivers as far north as Taranaki on the West Coast and the inland portion of
Hawke's Bay on its eastern side." It may be noted that this defines with remarkable
exactness the area dominated by brown trout at the present time.

The central part of the North Island was still largely inaccessible during this
period, but liberations in the settled region in the north of what is now the rainbow-
trout area were largely in the hands of the Auckland Acclimatisation Society. This
body began to liberate brown trout on a small scale in 1874, but many of the fish
were placed in waters which have never proved satisfactory for trout of any species.
In 1883 and 1884, however, this society brought the first rainbow trout to New
Zealand, and from about 1890 onwards this species was liberated in the district in
rapidly increasing numbers, while very few more liberations of brown trout were
made. In the centre of the North Island, Lake Taupo at the head of the Waikato
river received its first liberation in 1885. This was of brown trout, and although
there is now uncertainty as to its success, it was followed by heavier liberations of
this species in 1894 and subsequent years. As a result brown trout became established
in the lake in sufficient numbers for some to be caught by anglers. In 1897, how-
ever, the fust liberations of rainbow trout were made in the tributaries of the lake,
and these were followed with others in the years from 1900 onwards. In 1904
rainbow trout first appeared in anglers' catches, and within a few years had com-
pletely dominated the brown trout in them. At the present time both species still
exist in the lake although the rainbow trout is taken in much greater numbers. The
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position in the lake is therefore the same as that occurring in the rest of the
Waikato system.

On the East Coast information on the early history of the fish population is
difficult to obtain, but there is evidence that the part of northern Hawke's Bay
which now contains almost pure rainbow stocks was receiving approximately equal
liberations of the two species during the 1900's.

Thus, as early as 1892 the specific distribution of trout in New Zealand was
showing signs of assuming its present form, and by 1910 the pattern was virtually
complete. This pattern is obviously closely related to the nature of the first libera-
tions made in each area and there would therefore be a temptation to regard this
as the deciding factor. Further consideration suggests, however, that this may be
largely fortuitous and that ecological factors have largely determined the present
distribution of trout. The coincidence between the liberation pattern and the present
distribution may arise partly from an unusually early appreciation of the importance
of the ecological factors. The decision of the Auckland Acclimatisation Society to
concentrate on rainbow trout seems to have been largely produced by the failure
of their first small liberations of brown trout to achieve the spectacular success which
had occurred farther south.

After trout stocks had become established, there was a long period during which
the liberation of hatchery-produced fry was the main method of fisheries manage-
ment practised in almost all parts of New Zealand. This period extended up to at
least the middle 1930's, although since then there has been a gradual decrease in
the amount of hatchery work in most parts of the country. During this period most
acclimatisation societies were liberating both brown and rainbow trout, and,
although it is impossible to trace all liberations made in every water in New
Zealand, it is likely that in the great majority of waters both species have at some
time been liberated, regardless of which form was originally established there. In
some instances mixed populations have developed, and in a few of these, such as
Lake Taupo in the North Island and Lake Te Anau in the South Island, the
second species, in each case rainbow trout, has rapidly become dominant. In the
majority of waters, particularly in the brown-trout area, the second species to be
introduced has failed to establish itself. This suggests that the nature of the environ-
ment has played a major part in determining which species has finally occupied
any particular water, although the species originally liberated was frequently that
most suited to the environment.

Evidence of the importance of the environment is also provided by the waters
containing mixed populations. Most of these populations have been in existence for
many years and it is believed that their composition is now generally stable. Mixed
populations are most commonly found in rivers about the dividing line. In river
systems to the north of the line, such as the Tukituki and the Waipa, rainbow
trout predominate. In the upper Wanganui system, which lies on the line and is
immediately south of the Waipa subsystem, the species are in approximately equal
numbers. In the Manawatu system, which adjoins the Tukituki on the south but
is evidently south of the line, brown trout are completely dominant although a few
rainbow are present. Farther away from the line in either direction mixed popula-
tions become less common and dominance is generally more complete. These effects
in stable populations indicate clearly that environmental factors have determined
the balance between species in mixed populations and therefore that they are
largely responsible for the distribution pattern over the country as a whole.
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This study of the present distribution of the various species of trout in New
Zealand has been based almost entirely on their occurrence in anglers' catches.
While it has yielded strong evidence that this distribution is due to environmental
facto¡s it can give no direct evidence as to the nature of these factors. The separa-
tion into northern and southern species immediately suggests the existence of
climatic and particularly of temperature factors, and it has been stated (Needham,
1938) that the rainbow trout can withstand higher temperatures than the brown
trout. The effects of temperature on fish are not, however, limited to the mortality
caused by excessively high temperatures, and it has been suggested by other workers
that the brown trout normally thrives in warmer waters than the rainbow trout. The
only comprehensive data regarding temperature distribution are the meteorological
records of air temperatures. Study of the monthly isotherms (Kidson, 1950) shows
that in the region of the boundary between the brown-trout and rainbow-trout
areas the minimum monthly mean temperatures are about 47or. (8oc.) and are
slightly higher on the west coast than on the east. The maximum monthly mean
temperatures along this line are about 630r. (17oc.) and are rather higher at the
eastern end. The isotherms assume very irregular shapes which change greatly from
month to month, and there is no indication that the boundary between species
corresponds to any significant line in temperature distribution. In these meteoro-
logical data temperatures have been reduced to sea level, and the actual tempera-
tures would be considerably less along the central part of the line where the land
rises to a considerable height. This effect would still further reduce the agreement
between the trout boundary and the temperature distribution.

Since there are no clearly defined climatic factors involved, a study of the causes
underlying the distribution of the principal species of trout in New Zealand would
have to take into account a gteat variety of possible factors. Preliminary considera-
tions suggest the possibility that the nature of the rocks of the drainage atea rnay
have some influence, possibly through the nature of river-bed sediments formed by
their breakdown.

There is one known difference between the two species which could affect the
balartce between them. Throughout New Zealand the rainbow trout consistently
spawns later than the brown trout (July to September as against May to July).
Where suitable spawning areas are limited in extent the later-spawning species

would have an advantage since it would tend to dislodge and destroy the eggs of
the earlier spawners. fn waters where other environmental factors were evenly
balanced this effect might enable the rainbow trout to become dominant.

An ecological study of the factors determining the distribution of brown and
rainbow trout in New Zealand would include examination of the growth of each

species under various environmental conditions, particularly in waters where
balanced populations of the two species existed. IJnfortunately no useful data on
this point are yet available, but the diaries do provide information on the size

normally reached by each species at capture. Owing to the scarcity of populations
in which both species are reasonably abundant, few waters have given large enough
samples of each species to make comparison possible. The results for the seven waters
which gave the best samples are summarised in Table 17. fn these waters the most
usual condition is for the average length of the brown trout to exceed that of the
rainbow trout, usually by about lf inches. This occurs in four of the waters
studied; in two others there is no significant difference in the species, and in only
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Table 17. Comparison Between the Mean Lengths of Brown a¡d Rainbow Trout Caught in
the Seven Rivers Which Yielded Adequate Amounts of Data

Brom Trout Rainbow Trout

Numbcr Mcao Length
(Inches)

Nmbcr Mean Iængth
(Inchcs)

gaiau .

t37
510
99

330
302
42

229

100
563
4l
97
75

225
951

17.44
15.60
t7 -17
20.t2
l7'97
16'05
t7.26

15.69
15.75
18.36
18.59
16.03
15.64
15.39

one, where the sample is relatively small, is the mean length of rainbow trout greater
than that of brown trout.

The relation between the mean lengths shows no evident correlation either with
the specific composition or with geographical features. Three of the waters, for
instance, are in the same river system; they are the wanganui and its tributaries,
the Manganui-o-te-Ao and the Whakapapa; despite their geographical relationship,
they show different relations between the mean lengths. rn the first there is
approximate equalit¡ in the second brown trout are larger, and in the third
rainbow trout are larger.

Study of the detailed length distributions shows some tendency for the brown-

The small amount of data which have been available for analysis shows that the
two species tend to have fairly similar size distributions when they inhabit the
same water, and that such differences as occur show no obvious correlation with
any other factors that have been studied.

5. COMPARISON WITH THE PAST

SUMMARY

This can be based only on tJre comparison of present data with
contemporary unbiased records of angling results in earlier periods.
Data now accumulated allow comparisons-to be made for size of fish,
and sometimes for rate of catch, in 43 waters in 13 districts (Ap-
pendix 3).

In 10 out of 16 waters for which rate of catch can be compared it
appears to be decreasing, and no significant change o""trrs in the
others. No waters show an increasing rate of catch.

Of the 23 waters in which size of fish shows indications of a change,
it had increased in 15 and decreased in B. rn the other 20 it shows no
significant or regular change.
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The most usual tendencies shown by comparison are therefore for
a decrease in rate of catch, and for no change or an increase in the
size of fish. Changes are rather more evident in the North Island than
in the South Island, where constancy is more usual.

Changes in anglers' results are caused not only by changes in the
state of fish stocks, but also by factors directly affecting the angler.
Among the factors are the regulations controlling fishing and, in
particular, bag and size limits. From about 1900 up to the time of the
diary scheme, there was a general tendency for the gradual tightening
of restrictions by the reduction of bag limits and the increase of size
limits. Both these changes will tend to reduce the rate of catch (per
day but not per hour for bag limit changes) and to increase the size

of fish. As these were the types of changes which most usually
occurred, the data were examined in detail to try to determine how
far the observed changes in anglers' catches were the result of changes
in regulations.

The increase in average size of fish caught does not seem to be
generally due to the raising of the size limit, since in only four out
of fifteen waters where increases occur can it be fully accounted for
in this way. The decrease in rate of catch also seems to be largely un-
related to changes in regulations. In five of the ten waters showing
well-marked decreases there was no change of regulations at the.
appropriate time. In the other fivg the change in regulations would
fully account for the decreased rate of catch in only three cases.

In New Zealand, as in many other countries, there has been for many years a
widespread belief that the fisheries were undergoing a progressive deterioration in
the size or the abundance of fish, or both. The validity of such a belief can only
be tested effectively by comparison of the results obtained by anglers at different
periods. For this purpose it is necessary to have for comparison records which give
a truly representative sample of conditions during the period concerned and are
not merely records of selected days. The main sources of such records, in the absence

of organised creel-census schemes, are the diaries of individual anglers and some-

times the results of angling competitions. The organised keeping of diaries with the
deliberate object of providing records for research purPoses began in New Zealand
soon after 1930, at first as local schemes and ultimately as the general scheme which
forms the main subject of this report. For the period before 1930 the only records
available are those kept by individual anglers for their own interest. Only a verv
small proportion of anglers keep such records, and of the records which are kept
few ever become available for research.

Hobbs (1948) collected many records of the catches of New Zealand. anglers.
From his study of the results he concluded that, although the size of fish in some

waters declined during the first few years after establishment, it was rare for such
a decline to continue after about 1900 and that the size of fish had generally not
changed appreciably since that date. The number of fish caught per day or per
hour had on the other hand, shown a continued decline in a greater number of
waters) although this decline had generally not been great and was proportionately
much less than the increase in the number of anglers during the period.

The present work has enabled the comparisons published by Hobbs to be added
to in various ways. For the waters for which comparisons have already been made,

5
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Tabte 18. The Numbe¡s of Wate¡s in Each District fo¡ Which Records Show Various Kinds of Changes in Anglers' Catches

Rate of Catch Average Siæ

Iacreasing Decreasbg Co$tant fncgular lncreasing Deaeæing CoÉtæt Iregulat
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it has extended by about seven years the period covered by the comparison. For
some other waters data were previously available for only a single period; in these
cases the general diary scheme had added data for a second period and so enabled
a comparison to be made. Finally, the publicity which the general scheme gave to
the value of diaries caused several anglers to make available for analysis personal
records which sometimes covered quite long periods. The largest group of waters
for which comparisons are now possible for the first time is formed by those for
which large samples of the scales of rod-caught fish are preserved in the collections
of the Marine Department. Most of these scale collections were made between 1932
and 1937 at a time when growth studies, based on scale reading formed a major
part of New Zealand's fisheries research programme. Although no comparison of
lates of catch is possible in these cases, the size of each fish from which scales were
taken was recorded and the results can therefore be compared with the sizes of the
fish recorded under the general diary scheme.

The data regarding those waters for which infonnation is now available for more
than one period are summarised in Appendix 3 (u).The early data on rates of
catch are sometimes available as fish per day and sometimes as fish per hour. The
results for the recent general diary scheme have in each case been presented in the
same form as the early data. In many cases the early records of size of fish give only
their weights while the results of the organised diary schemes are expressed as

lengths. Where most of the data for a water are mean weights, the mean length
obtained from the general diary scheme is given in italics and, to enable a com-
parison to be made, it is followed by the weight of a fish of that length with a
condition factor of 120 on the cm.-gm. scale. As explained in a previous section this
gives an estimate of the mean weight of the same sample of fish which is probably
correct to within 10 per cent.

The changes which have occurred in each acclimatisation district are discussed in
detail in Appendix 3 (b), and the results are summarised in Table 18. In the table,
waters are classified as showing an increase or decrease only if the differences are
sufficiently great to be unlikely to be caused by sampling errors or if a series of
figures show a continuing trend. Early variations are not considered if later results
indicate that conditions are now stable. The changes are classified as irregular if
there is evidence that changes in one direction have later been followed by a
reverse movement which is still continuing. Examination of the table shows that
where there is any change the most usual trends are for a decrease in the average
rate of catch and an increase in the average size of fish caught.

The daily or hourly rate of catch shows a definite decrease in eight out of ten
North Island waters; in one, the Waitawheta, it shows no change; and in one, the
Hangaroa, it has varied irregularly, showing first a decrease and then an increase
to an even higher level than that prevailing in the first period. In the South Island,
four out of the six waters for which data are available show no change; the other
two, the Hororata and the Otapiri, show a definite decrease.

The tendency for average size to increase is more definite in the North Island.
Ifere, six of the eight waters which show some change have undergone an increase
in average size and there are six showing no change. In the South Island there are
twelve waters in which average size is constanl and among the other seventeen the
size has increased in nine. This frequent increase in the average size of fish caught
by anglers suggests that in many waters there has been, in recent years, some change
in the nature of the trout populations. Since about 1930 there has, however, been

5r
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a fairly general tendency for the r¡inimum legal size to be increased. This change,
by removing from the catch the smallest size group, will tend to raise the averJgá
size of the fish kept, and it is therefore desirable to examine the extent to which lt
has contributed to the observed increases in mean length. one such case has
already been discussed. This was the Kakanui river in th; Waitaki district, where
the observed change was greater than would be produced by the increase in the
size limit. The other waters where increases have been observed will be discussed
district by district.

. In Ashburton, where a substantial increase is shown by the Ashburton river, the
size limit for this river has remained unchanged at 10 inóhes since 1931 and túere-
fore had not affected the results.

In Auckland the size limit was raised from l0 inches to 12 inches in 1932.
Although the earliest records from the Oraka and the Waihou refer to the period
prior to the change, well-marked increases have occurred in both these rivers ând in
three others since that time.

fn Hawke's Bay the size limit for rainbow trout was raised in 1932 from 9 inches
to 12 inches. In the Tukituki, where this species forms over 90 per cent of the
catch, the substantial increase in size which has been recorded sincì l92I-31 may
have been partly due to this change in regulations. Since the 1947-52 records show
only about.15 per cent of undersized fish with the l2-inch limit, the addition to
c¿tch of this proportion of fish, even if they were all just takable under a 9-inch
limit, would only deprsss the mean weight by about 5 per cent. The large increase
which has occurred is therefore rnainly due to a chanþe in the state oi the trout
population.

In North Canterbury the size limit was raised from 9 inches to 10 inches in 1933,
and then to ll inches in 1936. The records for the Cam and Hororata, which show
increases, therefore bridge the period when the size limit was increased. For the
cam the individual lengths of all fish were recorded for each period and the
effect which a higher size limit would have produced on the earller catches can
therefore be determined. The 1917-19 records include no fish of less than 12 inches,

11a 1^t11i1as high as this would therefore have had no effect on the mean length.
The 1928-36 records, on the other hand, include 21 fish of 9 and 10 inches, u.,ä if
these had been excluded by an ll-inch limit the mean length would have been
16'15 inches, which is a very similar figure to that recorãed in 194g-52. No
individual lengths are available for the early catches from the Hororata, but the

fish taken in 1948-52 (42.5 per cent) is very high, being
that recorded for the Cam (25.2 per cent). It seems noi

n this river also the change in size limit has contributed
larçly to the apparent increase in the average size of fish caught and kept by
anglers.

In otago the size lirnit was increased from 9 inches to l0 inches in 1932. Two
of these, Poolburn Dam, the change in

å" ;ïr1i;' Llï-"'j,"?#:,ii#lì:î
towards the increased avera ge,i,", 

"r.no'fî" 
t:i?îiu'åtïilÍJti,"l iî: ":jìit#,".l

The 1946-52 records show _tha.t 2_3 ne1 cent of the fish taken in the wyndham
during this period were undersized, and the addition of this proportion oi g-inch

t
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fish to the recorded catch for this period would only reduce the average weight by
about half the amount of the increase.

The size limit in South Canterbury was raised from 9 inches to 10 inches before
the opening of the 1931 fishing season. Re-examination of the original data for the
Opihi shows that most if not all of the fish shown for the 1930-40 period in the
appendix were taken after the limit was changed. The substantial increase recorded
from this river was therefore not caused by the change in regulations.

fn Southland the size limit was increased from 9 inches to l0 inches in 1928 and
then to 11 inches in 1935. ft was raised again to 12 inches in 1951, one year before
the general diary scheme was concluded, but this final change had little effect on
the average length of the recorded fish. In this district increases in mean length are
shown by two rivers, the Aparima and the Oreti, and in both the increases occurred
more or less simultaneously with the change in the limit. In both these rivers anglers
now take a high proportion of undersized fish (34 per cent), and if many of these
are between 9 and 11 inches and so previously takable, the average size under a
9-inch limit would be little more than was actually recorded when such a limit was
in force. ft is therefore likely that in this district the increase in average size is
largely the result of the changes in the size limit,

Thus in only two districts, involving four waters, does the increase in average size
seem to have been mainly caused by a rise in the size limit. fn two other waters
such a change in the regulations may have caused part though not all of the change.
In the other nine waters the increased average size seems to be solely due to changes
in the nature of the trout population.

Changes in regulations could have affected the rate of catch as well as the average
size of fish taken. Changes in the bag limit could affect the daily but not the hourly
mean catch. Changes in the size limit could affect the rate of catch whichever way
it was measured. During the last twenty-five years there has been a tendency in
almost all districts towards tightening restrictions by increasing size limits and
reducing bag limits. Both of these changes would tend to reduce the rate of catch;
it is therefore interesting to examine the data for those waters where decreasing
rates of catch are recorded in order to find out how far the change is likely to have
been due to alterations in the regulations.

In the Auckland district five waters show decreases in the hourly rates of catch.
In three of these, the Awakino, Kauaeranga, and Mangaotaki, the same bag and
size limits were in force in the earlier and later periods. In the other two the bag
limit has been constant throughout, but the size limit has been changed from 10

inches to 12 inches between the first and last periods. In the Oraka the reduction
in rate of catch is so small as to have doubtful significance and could easily be due
to the increase in the proportion of fish returned as undersized since this is now over
50 per cent. fn the Waihou the data show a substantial decrease in the average

daily bag between 1928-32 and 1948-52. The percentage decrease happens to be
exactly the same as the percentage of undersized fuh recorded in 1948-52 under
the 12-inch limit. If all these rejected fish had been takable under the previous
10-inch limit this would fully account for the change in rate of catch. Although
some of these fish would almost certainly have been less than 10 inches long it is

not possible, in view of the sampling errors, to reject the simple hypothesis that the

change in regulations was largely responsible for the reduction in rate of catch.
In Hawke's Bay the reduction in rate of catch in the Tukituki was contem-

poraneous with the raising of the size limit for rainbow trout, which form 91 per
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cent of the catch, from 9 inches to 12 inches. The rate of catch shows a reduction
of 29 per cent in the samples available and in 1947-52 the recorded catches included
38 per cent of'undersized fish. The reduction in rate of catch could therefore be
explained in this case also as arising from the increase in the size limit.

In the North Canterbury district the records show a large reduction in the
average daily bag between 1920-31 and 1948-52 on the Hororata. In the interval
there were two changes in regulations, both of which would tend to produce a
reduction in the daily bag. The size limit was raised from 9 inches to 11 inches and
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the t¡out population. On the other hand, in three waters in Auckland and Hawke's

Bay there-wère simultaneous changes in bag and size limits which could have pro-

duäed the entire recorded change in rate of catch. The only two South Island

waters where a decrease *.t te.-ded, one in North Canterbury and one in South-

land, occupy an intermediate position in this resPect. In both of them there were

ch.nges in^bag and size limits which woul I have tended to reduce the rate of catch,

but in neithei of them would the alteration in regulations have been likely to
reduce the rate of catch to the extent actually recorded.

6. SHORT.TERM CHANGES

SUMMARY

Few waters provided sufficient data to show whether any signifi_cant

changes in anglers, results occr¡rred during the period of 
. 
the diary

scherire. For the Mataura there is evidence of a steady decline in the

size of fish caught and comparison of data from four sources shows

that it is highÇ significant. Three other waters show fairly con-

tinuous decüães'in average length although the significance cannot

be tested. On the other haid, two waters show steady increases in size

over the period. Many other waters which gave equally good series of
data show no sign of a change.

None of the waters examined show any continuing trend in the

rate of catch during the period of the diary scheme. fn some cases the

irreg¡lar variations frotn season to season seem to be significant, and

ir, ã g.orp of four adjacent rivers in South Otago these variations

follow- much the samã pattern. Comparison with climatic factors

shows that the rate of cãtch varied from year to year in much the

same way as did the mean air temperature during the seven months

of the angling season. This may suggest that the variations in rate of
catch werã póduced more by changes in suitability of the weather for
angling than by changes in the fish stock.

The previous section has dealt with changes in anglers'-catches which were

,"rrot"d by comparison between the results of the general diary schem"- t1d
,".ordr, obiained'from various sources, for the same waters at earlier periods' It
has shown that in some waters definite
have occurred. Most of the significant
years or more, although a few occurre

Ûy the general diarY scheme was rel
seasons in most disuicts' To become

must either be relatively great or occur
ficance to Both the large size of the sampling

errors and with any precision contribute to the

di_fficulty o any of the characteristics of angling

catches wh records'

The extent of the sampling errors has been discussed in plevlous sections. It was

poi.rted- out that the ,rrråb"t" of independent sources which had provided data for

ih" M"ørrru River gave an unusually good opportunity of assessing the significance
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{tvTablc 19. Tlic Variation From Yea¡ to Year in the Mean Length of Trout Caught in the Five Waters Which Showed Most Deffnite Trends
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| Fish

Mean
Length
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Nelson Buller
Motueka ,.Otago Clutha

- Mahinerangi-Waipori
Southland., Aparima .-.

l15
t97
2s3
BI

tB. 76
t7.97
19'67
t1: uo

IB.BI
17.66
t7 -33
l5 .75
t4-40

2t2
393
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99

544

19..t6
17.00
16-37
15.56
l+-31

248
692
430
t48
504

l9.ll
16.91
15.99
16.37
r+.42

tg8 19.Bt
I,193 16.81

B7B 14.99
315 16.05
525 13.98

l0B 20'47I,035 16'85
702 t4.7t
338 16.4t
704 t3.87

Table 20. The variation F¡om season to season in the Rate of catch for Fou¡ Adjacent Rivers

rs4a-4eltnnr-sol,rro-r,
Fish I

Iloun Per Hour 
I 

How

o.57
o'37
0.sB
0.83

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Souce of Variation Meæ Squarc

Years

Fish I
Hours Per Hou j

Fish
flours Pe¡ lfour

t,675 0.82806 0.82289 I.IB
25t 0.96

2,183 0.89
1,200 0.89328 0'66
228 0'85

2,144 t.07
860 0.Bl
24t 0'85
278 r.52

1,361 0.97
342 0.85165 0.83
396 l'05

Fish
Ifours Per IIou

Fish
Per llour

Fish
flours Pc¡ lfou

Pomahaka
Waipahi
Wyndham
Mimfüau

701
353
93
53

2,050
683
lB6
t7l

Degrees of
Freedom

Rivers
Discrepancc

5
3

l5

I,461
970
241

6.06**
4-02t

a
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of the variation in mean length for that water. Analysis of variance gave a value of
F for the four seasons 19+748 to 1950-51 oL 2'04. Although this is less than the
value for 95 per cent probability it is sufficient to suggest that there may have been
actual changes in the state of the trout population from year to year during the
period studied. The likelihood of this is increased both by the tendency for the
annual means to form a descending series and by the fact that the less complete
data for tÌre seasons immediately preceding and following the main results also fit
in with this series. There is therefore reason to believe that the average size of fish
taken by anglers in the Mataura was decreasing steadily druing the period of the
diary scheme.

A few other waters also appear to show progressive changes in the size of fish
during this period, although no statistical test of significance is possible. These results
are summarised in Table 19. The Buller and the Mahinerangi-Waipori system
both show progressive increases from year to year which total nearly 2 inches over
the whole period. No earlier data are available for the Buller but comparison with
Appendix 3 (a) suggests that in the Mahinerangi-Waipori system the size of fish
declined during the early 1940's and rose again to its earlier level towards the end
of the decade.

The decrease in mean length in the Clutha is much greater than any other change

recorded during this period. It is possible that it has been produced partly by
changes from year to year in the methods used or the areas fished by the anglers

who sent in diaries, but it is so continuous that it seems likely to be due, at least in
part, to changes in the trout Population. The decreases in the Motueka and the
Aparima are much smaller, and it is only their continuity and the relatively large
size of the samples which justify their inclusion in the table. If the apparent
decrease in the Aparima is real it represents a reversal of trend, since Appendix
3 (a) shows that just prior to this period there had been a rise in the size of fish
in this river.

Most of the other waters, including those listed in Appendix 3 (a), have not
yielded sufficient data to show whether any changes were taking place during the
period of the diary scheme. For the Makakahi in the Wellington district there is

iome indication that the downward trenc in size during the 1940's has ceased and

an upward movement is commencing. In a few other waters where fairly definite
changes were shown by earlier comparisons good samples of data do not suggest

that any further change occurred during L9+7-52. These waters include the

Awakino, Tukituki, Mimihau, Wyndham, Opihi, Oreti, and Manawatu. In no other
waters are the data sufficient to give any satisfactory indication of conditions.

The evidence of current changes in rate of catch is even less than that for
changes in average size, which was discussed above. None of the waters for which
relatively large amounts of data are available show any sign of a continuing trend
either upward or downward during the 1947-52 period. Thus, it does not seem

that the general long-term tendency for rates of catch to decrease that was noted
in the previous section is at present proceeding fast enough to produce any
measurable effects during the recent 5-year period. Where the data are sufficient,
they suggest that, apart from minor year-to-year variations which are generally of
doubtful significance, the rate of catch has stayed at about the same level throughout
the period studied. The only notable exceptions are the Makakahi and Manawatu
in the Wellington district, where the recent decreases referred to in the previous
section continued during the period 1948-52.
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The significance of changes in rate of catch from season to season has been dis-
cussed in an earlier section, and it was pointed out that even where a change was
great enough to have statistical significance it did not necessarily imply that there
had been a corresponding change in the state of the fish population. Many other
factors could contribute to the result; some of these, such as angling skill, methods
used, etc., are peculiar to the particular sample; other such as weather and water
conditions may apply to all angling in that season, so that in these respects the
sample is representative of the total. It is not usually possible to determine whether
erratic variations from season to season signify changes in general conditions or not,
but one series of data has been found where the variations seem to have general
significance. In this series four adjacent waters, the Pomahaka, Waipahi, Wyndham,
and Mimihau) seem to show similar variations from season to season throughout the
period studied. These are rather similar streams, containing similar fish populations,
and their watersheds are contiguous and of similar terrain, although the first two
drain eastwards into the Clutha and the last two westwards into the Mataura.
Table 20 shows the amount of data and the mean catch per hour in each river for
the six years for which data are available. The analysis shows that although the
variances due both to years and to rivers reach significant levels, that for years is
considerably the larger, the value of F being well in excess of the I per cent level.
It appears very probable, therefore, that the influences affecting the variation from
year to year in the rate of catch were substantially similar in these four rivers.
Although the same anglers fished these streams to some extent, the bulk of the
records for the diflerent rivers came from different groups of anglers, and it is
therefore unlikely that the identity and characteristics of the diarists contributed
to any important extent to the common features of the variation from year to year
in rate of catch. There is no direct evidence as to whether the trout populations
fluctuated in a similar way to the rate of catch. If they did show common variations
it would seem that they were responding to common environmental factors since, even
if the populations of streams in the same system were regarded as common, the two
pairs of waters in this instance are completely independent as they enter rivers
which join the sea 70 miles apart. The most probable factors which would affect all
four waters similarly are various aspects of the weather. These could operate either
through the trout population, or directly on angling catches by produõing more or
less favourable conditions for fishing.

Many different aspects of the weather could affect trout stocks or angling succesò,
and no very clear correlation between rate of catch and weather characteristics is
likely to be obtainable. The New Zealand Meteorological Service has provided
data for Gore, which lies within 25 miles of most points in the four drainage areas.
A number of the principal features of the weather have been examined for the
period 19+6-52, and the only one which shows any sign of similar variations is the
daily mean temperature during the seven months of the fishing season. In Table 21
the mean temperature for each season is compared with the mean of the rates of
catch for the four rivers. It appears that they tend to follow a similar course.

The direct correlation (r : 0'78) is just below the 5 per cent level of significance,
but in view of the exponential nature of many temperature effects the correlation
coefficient has been calculated for the temperature - 1og. rate relationship. The value
of r (0'86) thus obtained is significant at the 5 per cent level. The parallel variation
is therefore close enough to give support to the suggestion that the similarity between
the four streams is due to meteorological factors. Since the best correlation is with
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Table 21. Conparison of for the Seven Months of the
Aogling Season,-With the for the Pomahaka, Waipahi,

,. 194647 1950-51

0.59
53.5

l.l3 0.93
55.5 54.2

0.95
s6.0

0.82
54-2

l'06
55'l

a

weather conditions during the same season, it is more likely to arise from the
influence of the weather on the suitability of conditions for angling than from eflects
on the size of the fish population.

¡,

3

t
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IV THE ANGLING EFFORT
I. THE INDIVIDUAL ANGLER

SUMMARY

The number of days recorded as fished in one season by one angler
varied from 1 to 143. The distribution curve conforms closely to the
negative binomial distribution with a value of ,t of about 2'5, and with
the average number of days fished in a season ranging between 20
and 30 in most districts. The average number of days fished in a
season tends to increase with the number of seasons for which an
angler kept a diary. From this it is inferred that diarists fished more
often than the true average angler, and by fitting a regression line to
the number-of-seasons / number-of-days data, an estimate is made of
the average number of days fished by anglers who never kept a diary,
and this is taken to provide an estimate for the whole population.
The correction obtained in this way to the average for the diarists is
usually -5 to -10 days. The correction is negligible in relation to
the sampling error for samples of anglers less than about 45. More
precise estimates can be made by applying to the data a transforma-
tion appropriate to the negative binomial distribution, but the differ-
ence in the results is too slight to justify the time involved.

The length of the fishing day varies from day to day and from
angler to angler. The average length also varies significantly from
district to district, being highest in the extreme north and south,
intermediate in the centre of the South Island and lowest in the north
and west of the South Island and the south of the North Island. Dis-
trict means range from about 2'4 hours to about 4.5 hours. There is
no evidence that the diarists are not representative of the whole
angling population as regards length of fishing day.

The shape of the distribution curve for length of day varies greatly
for different waters, being sharply peaked at about 2 hours when the
mean is low and flat-topped or sometimes bimodal when the mean is
greater than 4.0. To interpret these curves angling days are classified
as "half-days" (4 hours or less) or "whole days" (over 4 hours).
Where the average day is long there may be up to 50 per cent of
whole days, but where it is short few whole days are recorded. The
distribution curves for individual anglers conform very closely to the
general curves for the waters they fish.

There is a tendency for the length of day to increase with the dis-
tance the angler has to travel to reach the water. There are also differ-
ences between the average length of day for different angling
methods; the nature of these differences varies somewhat from water
to water, but the fly-fishing day is usually the shortest. These differ-
ences due to method and distance are, however, small compared to
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differences in average length between acclimatisation districts. Estab-
lished local custorn seems to be the most important factor in producing
these.

It is a truism that the total angling effort in any district or on any water is the
sum of the efforts of all the individual anglers who fish there, but, except when
complete control of angling can be organised, the total effort can often be estimated
only by the study of some of the individuals. This is particularly so when, as in the
present work, the original data are derived from a relatively small group of anglers
but contain an almost complete record of their fishing. Although its length may vary
greatly, the fishing day is the most natural unit and therefore forms the best basis
for the study of the fishing eflort. In Table 22 the distribution of number of days
fished in a season is summarised by districts for all the complete diaries available.
The range is considerable, the number of days recorded in a season varying from
I to 143. The distribution is obviously asymmetrical, having a long tail on the
upper limb.

Many such distributions have been shown to be frtted satisfactorily by the negative
binomial (q- þ)-*, where p:mlk and q: (1+p). This has therefore been
tested for the present series by the method of Bliss and Fisher (1953). For this
purpose the Nelson and Southland series have been used since the amounts of
d.ata are relatively large and their means occur at the high and low ends of the
usual range. The values obtained for the parameters were: Nelson, m:20'37,
k:2'33; Southland, m:31'33, k:2'57. Application of the chi-square test gives
probabilities of more than 0'4 and 0'1 respectively, while tests of the second and
third moments also show that the original distributions conform satisfactorily to the
negative binomial. The difference between the values of È for the two series is not
significant. ft seems likely therefore that the number of days fished in a season by a
group of anglers may tend to be distributed according to the negative binomial
with a value of k of about 2'5.

The data are derived from the records of all anglers who sent in complete diaries
for one or more seasons during the period of the general diary scheme. They are
to some extent selected, since they come only from those anglers who voluntarily
maintained and sent in diaries. On general grounds it seems reasonable to expect
that these would tend to be the most enthusiastic anglers and that they would fish
more frequently than those anglers who did not keep diaries. The validity of this
belief has been examined in two ways.

If the anglers who kept diaries fished more often than the average, it seems a
logical extension that those who kept diaries for a larger number of seasons should
fish more often than those keeping diaries for fewer seasons. This hypothesis has
been tested for those districts which returned the greatest number of diaries. The
results for the Nelson and Otago districts are summarised in Tables 23 and 24. lt
is evident in each case that there is a tendency for the mean number of days fished
per season to increase with the number of seasons recorded.

A regression analysis has therefore been made in Appendix 2 (b) for the seven

districts which gave the greatest amounts of data, and in every district but one a
significant positive regression coefficient is found. This indicates that anglers keeping
diaries for a larger number of seasons generally fish for more days per season than
those keeping diaries for a shorter time. It therefore supports the hypothesis that
those anglers who keep diaries fish more frequently than those who do not. Some
more direct evidence, although on a small scalg is also available on this point. In
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Table 22. The Distribution for Each District of Nr¡mber of Days Fished by Individual Anglers in a Season -,t
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Table 23. The Distribution of Number of Days Fished in a Season by Otago Anglers Who Kept Diaries for Difrerent Nr¡mbers of Seasons
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Table 24. The Distribution of Number of Days Fished in a Season by Nelson Anglers Who Kept Diaries for Diffe¡ent Numbers of Seasons

Nuber of Seasons
Numbu of Days Fished in a Season
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Table 25. The Pcrcentage Distr-ibution of_N-umler { flg.h Caug_h1 in the Nelson District in 1949-50 by Anglers Who Sent in Diaries, and
by Those Who Did Not Return-Dia¡ies But \{ere Subsequently Intervieried "

Nmbe¡ of Fish

6-10 4l-60 6lJ0 81-100 l0l-150 l5l-200 201-
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1950, shortly after the close of the angling season, a visit was made to the Nelson

Acclimatisation District for the purpose of interviewing anglers who had not sent

in diaries. About one-third of the ãnglers in the area were interviewed and these

were chosen largely at random. Each ãngler seen was asked to estimate as closely as

possible the number of fish he had caught in the preceding season. Table 25 shows

ihe distribution of these estimates anã compares them with the corresponding
figures taken from the records of the anglers in the same area who sent in diaries for
th; 1949-50 season. Since these figures represent numbers of fish caught, and not
days fished, they are not strictly comparable with those discussed earlier in this
section, but the much higher proportion among the non-diarists of anglers catching
less than six fish in the season iuggests that the distribution based on the diary
records may contain an insufficient proportion of anglers fishing only a few times
in the season. It therefore supports the previous conclusion.

Table 25 also shows that among the non-diarists there was a grouP that caught
more fish than any angler who sent in any diaries. In the absence of any detailed
records from these anglers, it is impossible to be sure whether the high catches arose

from a large number of fishing days, a long average day, an unusually high degree
of skill, or some combination of these factors.

Since the diary records are Probably deficient in anglers fishing only a few times
in the season, the mean numbers of days per season shown in Table 22 will be

higher than the true means for all the anglers in the district. An attempt can be

made to determine the magnitude of the necessary correction. If the relation between
seasons recorded and days fished is linear, then the constant terms in the regression

equations in Appendix 2 (b) provide an estimate for these districts of the number
of days fished by anglers who never returned diaries. As such anglers were in the
great majority in all districts, this estimate may be taken also as an estimate for the
entire angling population of the district. Table 26 shows for each of these seven

districts, as well as for their combined results, the correction which is obtained in
this way for the original mean number of days fished. Except for the anomalous
South Canterbury results, for which the amount of data is relatively small, the
correction is negative and less than 13; in most districts it is between 5 and 13.

Comparison with Table I shows that the cbrrection tends to be greatest when the
proportion of anglers sending in diaries is least, and conversely. Statistically, the

Table 26. The Effect of Applying the Corrections Based on the Regression Equations on
p. 145 to the Estimated Mean Numbe. .f*Oåiårt*hed per Season for the Seven Principal

Number of Diarics Meæ Days Correctcd
Complete Per Angler Rccordcd Mcan Corrcction

Diaries

Auckland
Nelson
Otago
South Canterbury
Southland
Waimarino ..
Wellington

97
241
435
57

t37
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83

2.30
3.07
3.10
1.98
2 .05
2.28
2'00

22.5
20-+
26.7
23'9
31.3
l9'5
23.r

9.7
t4'5
2r.2
33.9
r9.0
t7.9
r0.2

- t2.B
- 5.9
- 5.5
+10.0
-t2'3
- 1.6

-12.9
. . 1,155 2 .69 2+.6 19.3 - 5.3
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coffelation, ignoring South Canterbury results, is just below the 5 per cent level of
probability. Intrinsiãaly, however, it is quite probable, since the smaller the propor-

ïon of anglers sending in diaries the grea er the likelihood of the group's consisting

mainly of very enthusiastic anglers who fish frequently.
If corrections were desired fór the other nine districts, values of -5 to -10 days

would appear to be appropriate in most cases according to the proportion of anglers

contribuiing diaries, ¡"t, ãr the size of the sample decreases, the.probable error of
the originaÏ mean will i.r"r"u." until a roint is reached at which it renders the

prop*"ã correction unimportant. For the seven pri19þal series the variance ranges

iongtrty from 200 to 400, with an average value of 285. For this variance, a correc-

tion- of 5 will become equal to twice the standard error of the mean when the

sample is reduced to 45. fhere is little jus:ification therefore in applying the correc-

tion to the remaining nine districts.
It has been shown ihat the number of days fished per season is distributed accord-

nomial. A bias is the
this is based on the
by Anscombe (1948

data to obtain more accurate estimates
differ by less than 1'5 from those given in Appendix 2 (b).These differences are

well beiow the sigrrificant level, and it is therefore unnecessary to undertake the

more laborious procedure involved in applying the transformation.
The effect of the transformation on the estimate of the minimum size of sample

to which the correction for anglers not recording should be applied, has also been

examined. The more exact method does not seriously alter the conclusions previously

reached, although it allows rather greater latitude when the mean is small.

Obviously the length of time spent fishing varies from day to day even for one

angler. In addition to this, there may be tendencies for the mean and the usual

range to vary from one angler to another, and also from one water or one district
to a'nother. iable 27 shows the distribution by districts of the mean length of the

fishing day in the 130 waters included in Appendix 1. There are considerable differ-
ences-between districts. At one extreme is Auckland with a mean for the whole

district of 4'19 and no waters with a mean less than 3'51; and representativeof the

other extreme is Nelson with a district mean of 2'92 and no waters more than 4'0'

The other districts occupy intermediate positions but some general trends may be

observed. Auckland, with a long average day, is the most northerly district, and

East Coast, which lies in similar latitudes farther east, gives a similar result for the

one water which has yielded adequate data. To the south of these two, in the

remainder of the North Island and on the north and west coasts of the South Island,
the average day is much shorter, being generally about 3 hours or even less. Farther
south, however, the length of day tends to increase again, being about 3'5 hours in
most of the districts on the east coast of the South Island and about 4 hours in the

extreme south. These regional trends are clearly shown in the lower section of
Table 27 in which the country is divided into four areas.

The implications of these differences in mgan length of fshing day cannot b_e

understooå without knowledge of the way in which the length of day is distributed.
Table 27 shows that in any one district there may be considerable variation between

different waters. Distributions for entire districts would be the resultant of the

different distributions for the various component waters and would have little value.

Analysis has therefore been made of the distributions recorded for a number of

6
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l\fTable 27, The Distribution fo-r Dach Dist¡ict of the Mean Nr¡mber of Hor¡¡s Fished Per Day in Each ofAlso Wittrin the Fou¡ Mwìtuüä;;Nff"ïtriäiiä"ftii',fl,f%f*:,1*.f,,nu1' t:l :I{in_l 

g"*i:*ffi";ütráf:kr;
Otago, iouthland

Mem Nuber of lfow Per Day
District
Mean

r.sl-2.0 2.e1-2.5 ,TH'fi

Ashbr¡¡ton
Auckland 3-42

4-t9
4.t5
2.90
2.48
2.92
3.69
+.4Ð
3'51
3.73
2'98
2-35
5 .63
3.1l
3.03
2-47
+.29
4.12

4.t9
2.82
3 .61
4.23

East Coast
Hawke's Bay
Marlborough
Nelson
North Canterbr¡rv ..
Otago
South Canterburv ..
SouttrIand
Taranaki-Ifawera ..

3
4
2
2
3

I
I
4
2
5
2
3
I
IWaimarino

Waitaki

Westland

Wellington
West Coast

Otago-Southland
Ashburton' North Canterbury
Auckland-Waimarino

Total
2.40

l022l92416

Nor*r fsbnd
Souttr Island

3446532t132015165251
3ll

I ..
l.
l5l

321056
662
B5t2

159
24
23

Area I
Area2
A¡ea 3
Area 4
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typical waters for which adequate amounts of data were available. The results are

shown in Figs. 14 and 15. In the panel for each water the upper number is the
number of recorded days in the distribution and the lower the mean length of day.
The data on which the figures are based are those obtained for the 1950-51 and
1951-52 seasons. The shape of the curve varies greatly for different waters. For the
waters in Fig. 15, where the mean is 3 hours or less, the curve has a strong peak at
about 2 hours and falls away more or less rapidly above this figure. In Fig. 14,

where the mean is more than 4 hours the curve tends to have a fairly flat top
extending from about 2 to 6 or 7 hours; there is sometimes a suggestion of
bimodality. The appearance of the curves suggests that they may be interpreted
by assuming that an angler normally fishes for either a hall-day or a whole day.
The half-day is less than 4 hours and is most usually about 2 hours; the whole day
is more than 4 hours and has the peak of its distribution at 6 or 7 hours. In the
waters with a low mean length of day half-days predominate, while in the waters
with a greater mean half-days and whole days occur approximately equally. This
is shown by Table 28 which gives the percentages of whole days and half-days
recorded in each of the waters shown in the figures; half-days are taken to be all
fishing days of 4 hours or less.

E
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M ATAURA
856

4.9

I

WA IPAH I

?28
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Fie. 14: The distribution of the length of the.recorded fishing day fo¡-fi¡e waters in whicb- the average day was over 4 hoì.rrs, Results for the 195G-51 ¿nd 1951-52 seasons.
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Table 28. The Percentag-e_Distrib_ution of the Recorded Days for the Waters in Figs. 14 and
15 Between Half-days oTf Foor Hours or Less and Wttãt" iÍ.viif M;ïli; rãuï-ltã"* -

Wholc Days

Mataura
Waipahi
Clutha .
Pomahaka
Arapuni-Karapiro
Mangatainoka
Motueka
Mangawhero
Tukituki

44'7
45'7
54-2
60.8
62.9
74-3
87'3
BB.9
90.2

s5.3
54.3
45.8
39'2
37.1
25.7
12'7
ll.l
9.8

The similarity between the various waters in the same area and the differences
between different areas suggest that there are differences in the habits of anglers
in those areas. The data so far considered are drawn from the records of a lãrge
number of anglers for each water) and the differences described could arise eithãrif the majority of anglers in each area followed the characteristic habits of that
3tg?,:. if the proportion of angler r way, e.g., fishing mainly
half-days, or mainly whole days, urru. Ti investilate this
point it is necessary to examine th of days in reäords of
large numbers of days fished- by single anglers preferably on one *át.r. Few anglers
have contributed sufficient data but the iecordr of a gro,rp of seven anglers, fäm
div-erse districts, which have already been used to stud"y thä distributior, ãt uág ,ir"
(Allen, 1955), are also suitable for this urpo6e. The distributions obtained from

,t

MANGAWHER
371

2'3

MOTUEKA
936

MANGATAINOKA
238

3'O

TUKITUK I

340

Fig' 15: The distribution.of the length of the recorded fishing day for four waters in whichthe average day was less than 4iours. Resulrs ro. trr"-iÖsõ-sí""ã ié-sr-sz seasons.
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these anglers are plotted in Fig. 16. Comparison of this and the two previous figures

shows a iemarkable degree of iimilarity bitween the individual distributions and the

general curves for all ánglers on the iame waters. As a necessary corollary of this,

är. 
"rr.rr", 

for two different individuals fishing the same water resemble one another'
These results seem to indicate that for each district and to some extent for each

water a characteristic pattern of behaviour develops which is adhered to by a large

proportion of the anglèrs concerned. The apparent resemblance is increased to some

èxtent by the fact ãhat the data for the water include those for the individual
anglers. Ín all cases, however, only a small proportion (usually 15 per cent o_r less)

of the total is derived from the individuals who are included in Fig' 16, and there

is therefore a real similarity between the general and individual distributions.
The tendency of anglers in one district to show similar distributions in length of

fishing day doés not, however, outweigh the variation which naturally_occurs be-

t*.e.iindiniduals. This is shown by the F test (Snedecor, 1946), which has been

applied to two of the larger series of data, those for Nelson and Otago in the 1948-

4'9'season. With 44 andl4 anglers respectively, these give values of F of 7'2 and

19.2, which ate very greatly in excess of the 1 per cent significance level.

For the same series, tests of the difference between waters also give significant

results, although the values oL F arc much less than tfiose for differences between

anglers. Since"each angler does not distribute his effort evenly over all the waters

bui usually concentrate-s on a very few rivers, there must be a- high degree of inær-

action beiween the differences between anglers and those between waters' The

nature of the data, and particularly the large ProPortion of blanks in a two-way

table of anglers aná wateis, makes a full analysis of variance vey complex, an-d it
has not thãrefore been considered worth while to extract the interaction and to
assess separately the true variance due to anglers and to rivers.

In using the data derived from a relatively few anglers to assess the total angling

effort, it iã necessary to consider whether the diarists are rePresentative of the whole

angling population. It has been shown earlier in this section that there is evidence

thai th"e diarists tend to fish on more days per season than do most anglers, and it
is desirable to find out whether there are similar tendencies in regard to length of

the fishing day. Since diaries are more commonly kept by_ those anglers who fish

frequently] any correlation between diary keeping and length of fishing day is_most

likeiy to âiir" Îto* a correlation between length of {ay and- number of days fished

i.r a season. The data are suitable for testing this correlation directly. Owing
to the variation from district to district both in length of day and number of days

fished, it is desirable to apply the test independently to separate districts. The results

for túe two districts yi"ldi"g the largest ãmounts of data are summalised for the

lg48-4g and 1949-50 season; in Table 29. The Nelson results show an increase in

the length of fishing day with number of days fished, b-ut those for Otago vary

quite iriegularly. Stãtistióal analysis of correlation for the Nelson data gives a_ value

of , *hicË, for the lg4}4g results, is signifrcant at the 5 Per cent level, but is well
below significance for the 1949-50 results. Thus there is little indication that the

length oT the fishing day is usually affected by the number of days fished- in the

,"uJorr, and it is p-robably therefore justifiable to assume that the diarists are

reasonably representative of anglers as a whole in this respect.

The dáta Lave shown that, as was to be expected, there are great differences

between individual anglers in the length of their normal fishing day; they have also

shown that there are 
-smaller but significant differences between various waters in
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Table 29. The Relation Between Nr¡mber of Days Fished in the Season and Mean Length of
Fishing Day for the Nelson and Otago Districts in the 1948-49 and 1949-50 Seasons

Mean llours
Anglers Days Per Day

Mean llours
?er DayDays

Nuber of Days
Fished Aaglers

l-10
I l-20
2r-30
3t-40
4t-50
51-60

l7l
535
214
380

23r

2.89
2.72
3.27
J' 3Z
3 .56
2.37

101
717
9s7
755
601

I,02r

4.16
4.82
5.22
3.91
4.43
4-49

l9
46
5t
2l
l3
l6

22
36
I

1l
5
4

È

this respect. The length of fishing day depends primarily upon the behaviour of the
human beings concerned, and the difference between waters must therefore arise
from the influence on that behaviour of certain attributes of the waters. A full
analysis to determine the nature of these attributes and thefu method of operation
would be laborious and would require far more comprehensive data than are at
present available. A preliminary study has, howèver, been made of a few of the
factors which may be involved. The distance which an angler has travelled might
have some effect on the length of his fishing day, although two opposing influences
might be involved. On the one hand there might be a tendency for the time spent
fishing to increase with the distance travelled, owing a feeling that it was not worth
while travelling a long distance except for a substantial day's fishing. On the other
hand, the time spent travelling cuts into that available for fishing, and this might
produce a tendency for the length of day to vary inversely with distance travelled.

The estimates of distance travelled which have been used in this analysis are based
on the single, not return, journey by the most direct route from the centre where
the angler lived to the nearest point on the water that he fished. It is assumed that
each fishing day was a separate excursion. In the analysis distances are grouped in
units of 10 or 20 miles, which will smooth out most of the minor errors arising from
these assumptions.

The length of day has been compared with the distance travelled for the Nelson
district in the 1949-50 and 1950-51 seasons and for the Otago district in the
1949-50 season. The results are summarised in Table 30. The Nelson results show
a steady increase in length of. day with distance travelled, but the Otago results are
less simple. The length of day is shortest for the least distance, but there is a very

Table 30. The Efrect of Distance Travelled on Mean Length of Fishing Day
(Results for Nelson for the 1949-50 andt950-51 Seasons and for Otago for the 1949-50

Otago
Distæce Travelled

(Mile$ Number of Days Mean Number of Number of Days Mean Nmber of
Ifous Per Day llours Per Day

l-10
I 1-20
2140
4l-60
6l-

2'45
2.s3
2-93
3.15
3.37

4.04
s-78
s.82
4.83
4.16

872
277
278
84

2t9

58l
t3+
343
158
247
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abrupt rise at about 10 miles, and between 10 and 40 miles the length of day is

almost constant. At distances greater than 40 miles there is a definite decrease. Thd
greater complexity in Otago is not unexpected, since the district is not only larger
in extent but also contains a much greater number and diversity of types of fishing
waters. fn order to break down the complexity slightly, the Otago anglers have been
divided into geographical groups according to the location of their homes. The
basis of this division is shown in Fig. 17. The groups selected for separate analysis
are those resident in Areas t and 2. Area 1 is the urban district centred on Dunedin
and including the townships of Port Chalmers and Mosgiel. Area 2 is a fairly
closely settled agricultural district and is well supplied with a network of good trout
streams belonging mainly to the Clutha and Mataura systems but including also a
number of independent coastal streams. The results from these two areas are com-
pared in Table 31. The most striking difference is in the distances normally travelled
by the two groups. The anglers of Area 1 living in an urban district and with few
fishing waters close at hand are accustomed to travel considerable distances for their
fishing; only 29'0 per cent of recorded days were spent within 20 miles of home, and
almost a third more than 60 miles away. Those from Area 2have good fishing waters
within easy reach almost anylyhere in the area and as a result they rarely travel more
than a short distance; 90'3 per cent of the recorded days were spent within 20
miles, and none of the anglers in this area ever tiavelled more than 60 miles.

Table 31. The Number of Days Fished and Mean Lengtl of Day i! Relation to Distance
Travelled for Anglers Resident in the Two.,{îi?: 

it 
,O" Otago Acclimatisation District Marked

I a*"o z

û

Disønce Travelled
(MiIe$

Mean
Number of Perceotage Number

Days ofDays ofllours
Per DaY

Mean
Percentage Number
ofDays ofllou¡s

Per Day

Number of
Days

l-10
I 1-20
2140
41-60
6l-

58
104
182
3t

t77

10.4
18.6
32.6
6.6

31.6

4.13
7 -45
5.97
6.03
4.58

76.6 4'14
r3-7 4.78
7.4 5-21
2'5 6.84

The relation between distance travelled and average length of day was also

different in the two areas. In the rural Area 2 the length of day increased steadily

with the distance travelled, as it did in Nelson, but to an even greater extent. The
variation in the urban Area t has the same irregular form that was seen in the
combined results for the whole Otago district. This is partly because of the great

preponderance of Area 1 anglers among those who travelled the greatest distances.

Anãlysis of the waters fished by Area 1 anglers at different distances from their
homes throws some light on the rather irregular relation between distance and

length of fishing day. The principal water within a radius of 10 miles is the Leith,
whiìh actually flows through Dunedin. In the region between 10 and 60 miles, the
main waters are those of the Taieri system. The waters in the most distant region,
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þey9nd_ 60 miles, are those of the Pomahaka subsystem of the crutha, and beyondit the Mataura and its tributaries. The short averáge day on the Leith seems io be
a direct reflection of the very short distance which-Area'l anglers have to travel to
reach it, and it is identjc,al with the ave¡ age day of anglers ìravelling similar dis-
tances in Area 2. The difference between the lengths oftay for distaãces of l0 to
60 miles and over 60 miles- may- be partly due tã differencLs in customary fishing
methods. The waters more than 60 miles fiom Area 1 are mainly fly-fishing str"".rrJ
They are the waters lvhich gen¡rally lie within 20 miles of the îomes of ãnglers in
Area 2, and rable 31 showi that the average fishing day on these waters-is very
similar for Area 1 and- !r-ev.2 anglers. on tie other"hanâ, in many of the waters
of the Taieri system, which lie at an intermediate distance, áy is comþaratively little
used and chiefly
Table 32 fishing
average I the ma
and 1951 in the
worm waters. They lie dt distances of 20 to 50 miles from Dunedin, the main
population centre in Area 1. On the bottom three waters, which are representative
9f the principal fishing streams in Area 2 and which are 75 to 90 miles from
Dunedin, fly fishing is clearly the favourite method. The table shows that there is
a general tendency for.thg length of day to be less for fly fishing than for the othertwo methods, and this is particularþ marked for thä clutña and the Taieri.
Between the other two methods there is no consistent difierence; in the first three
waters the_ average day_ is longer for worm fishing, but in the rait three, where fly
fishing is the usual method, thi day is srightry rorifer for minnow fishini.

rable 32' 
T*åÍ:r.r",i"-ihfi hlhå?Tiå,iläTtrfr5,å""'úrff:-'"t DavsDevoted to it

_ Me an Number of Hours pcr DayNuber
of Dals Flv Miuow Worn

Perccatagc of Days

Minnow Wom

Taieri..
Mahinerangi-Waipori
CIutha
Pomahaka
Waipahi
Matar:¡a

267
.. 191

637
773

.. 2t8
636

The data therefore indicate that the distance which an angler travels to fish has
some effect on the length of time spenr fishing; the lengih of the fishing day
increases with the distance travelled. fhe methoJ used also"seems to exert a-slighi

rnce tends to be shorter than that devoted to

travelled. The length of the fishing day
factors and the locally established custom
is no indication at either the individua
b_etween the usual length of the fishing
the season.

t
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2. THE TOTAL DISTRICT EFFORT

SUMMARY

From the estimates of average individual fishing effort and the
known number of licence holders the total effort for each district can
be estimated (Appendix 4). It ranges from nil up to about 200,000
hours per season in Otago. When the widely varying areas of districts
are allowed for, the effort is generally between about 1 and 30 hou¡s
per square mile per season in districts providing any significant
amount of angling. Intensity is greatest in the south-east of the South
Island and in the centre of the North Island. It is light in the extreme
north and west of the South Island, and negligible in the northern
extremities of the North Island.

Population density has some influence on angling intensity, although
the intensity is greater in the South Island despite a generally lower
population density. Within the South Island the distributions of popu-
lation and angling intensity are roughly similar. In the North Island,
the highest intensity occurs in the Taupo-Rotorua area where popula-
tion density is very light, but there is a gteat influx of visiting anglers.
The lowest intensity is found in the virtually troutless north, although
the population is relatively dense. Apart from these extremes there is

a general similarity in the two distributions.

The proportion of anglers in the population as measured by the
percentáge of licence holders among males of 18 years and over has

ðonsiderable influence on angling intensity. The percentage varies

from about 1 to 10 in districts having significant amounts of angling.
Except for the tourist areas it is highest in the south and east of the

South Island, and shows a general tendency to decrease northwards.

Comparison with the catch both in numbers

and weight of fish show anglers in the popula-
tion tenãs to be correla angling. The relation-

ship, however, is not complete, and a notable exception occurs in the

troith-*"rt extremity of the South Island, where the proportion of
anglers is much smaller than the quality of angling would warrant.

Acãessibility of fishing water also seems to have some influence'

The Government-controlled districts - Rotorua, Taupo, and South-

ern Lakes - are essentially tourist areas and make a contribution to

the total amount of angling in New proportion to

their size. In Taupo, the extreme ca ngling is four
times as great as lt would be if all ers and there

were no 
-nititott. In the North Isl of the total

the South Island is nearly 50 per cent greater than that in the North
Island.
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The average individual fishing effort in a season provides a basis for the estimation
of the total effort in each district. The estimates obtained in this way for each
acclimatisation district are shown in Appendix 4. This is divided into thiee sections
according to the sources of data available for the various districts. In the top
section are those districts for which diary data were directly available. The middlL
section contains those districts controlled by acclimatisation societies which did not
co-operate in the diary scheme; the estimates of avetage individual effort used for
th-":" g-" generalised averages taken from similar rr"ãr in the upper part of the
table. The bottom section comprises the three districts controlled by ifre Department
of l_nternal Affairs; different methods of data collecting *"re ,s"ã here, ånd most
of the results obtained will be reported elsewhere. ln ihe first two sections of the
table estimates are based entirely on the holders of men's whole-season licences.

Ygp"l children, and holders of short-term (half-season, monthly, weekl¡ and
daily) licences are ignored. Not only are whole-season licences much more ,rrr*e.ous
than the other classes, but all avaiiable evidence suggests that the average amount
of _fishing per season b!-women and childrãn and by
holders of much less thán for men. fn 1951-52, l+]g+
out of the s issued by all acclimatisation societies were
sold_to men; of n under 16. By contrast only
2,810 short-term being for a week or less. Thê
estimates of tota s bui only to the extent of a
few per cent.

. c9lÌpî 
- 
1 of Appendix 4 shows the esrimated mean number of days fished by

the individual angler in each district. The figures marked with a cross are taken
from the regression equations in Appendix 2lb).As discussed earlier, they there-
fore represent the highest standard of accuracy available. For the other districts in
the top section of the table the figures are thoie given in Table 22 reduced by one-
third_as an approximate correction for the bias produced by the tendency of áiarists
to fish on more than the average number of days p". ,""rórr.

column 2 shows for each district the average length of fishing day taken from
Table 27. Since no evidence has been found that this is subject io systematic bias,
these figures are unmodified. Column 3 contains the estimated number of hours
fished per season obtained by multiplying columns I and 2. For the second section
of the table this column has been completed by inserting estimates of 40 hours and
60 hours for the North Island and South Island districts respectively since these
seemed to be typical values. Column 4 shows the number of holders of men's whole-
season licences for the 1951-52 season taken from Table 1 and p. 11. From
columns 3 and 4 are obtained by multiplication the estimates of the iotal number
of hours fished in each district for the 1951-52 season, and these are shown in
column_5. Strictly, these figures are estimates of the number of hours fished by the
licence holders of the district but, since the amount of interchange between disiricts

ciprocal movements, they provide
g within the districts. The only
fnternal Affairs districts, which

licences issued by acclimatisation
although freely interchangeable between

societies, the estimates given in the first two sections of the table are irot affected by
anglers visitìng the Internal Affairs districts. The estimates for the latter districts
will be discussed later.
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The appendix shows that there is a great variation in the amount of fishing in
the various districts. ft ranges from a few hundred hours for the whole four districts
in the North Auckland peninsula up to nearly 200,000 hours in Otago. The districts,
however, vary greatly in such features as area, population, and amount and quality
of angling available. As a first step in the analysis of the distribution of the angling
eflort, the influence of varying areas has been eliminated by calculating the hours
of fishing per square mile for each district. Column 6 shows the approximate area
of each district and column 7 shows the fishing intensity in hours per square mile
obtained by dividing column 6 into column 5. The range of fishing intensity is still
considerable although much less than that for total effort. For the society-controlled
districts it ranges from zero in North Auckland to over 20 in Otago, South Canter-
bury, and Southland. The distribution is shown by main categories in Fig. 18. It is
evident that the greatest fishing intensity occurs on the east coast of the South
fshnd, particularly in the southern half; the west coast of the island and the
northern tip are relatively lightly fished. In the North Island intensity is generally
moderate except in the northern extremities where it is negligible; a very high
intensity occurs locally at the centre of the island in the Government-controlled
Taupo and Rotorua districts.

The distribution of population may be expected to have an influence on angling
pressure. Column I therefore shows for each district the size of that portion of the
population which is concerned in this stud¡ i.e., males of 18 years and over. The
figures are taken from the results of the 1951 census and are therefore closely
comparable with the data for the 1951-52 angling season. A few minor approxima-
tions were made in determining district populations, but it is unlikely that the
errors they produced amounted to more than 50 for any district and they are
therefore negligible. fn column 9 the population density in males, 18 and over, per
square mile is derived from columns 6 and B. The distribution is shown in Fig. 19.

Comparison with Fig. 18 shows some striking differences, particularly between the
North and South Islands as a whole. The South Island has a much less dense
population, although fishing intensity is greater. In the North Island, fishing
intensity is generally light despite the much denser population. Within the South
Island there is some general agreement between fishing intensity and population
distribution. fn particular, both are highest along the east coast although population
density is heaviest at the northern end of this strip while fishing intensity is heaviest
at the southern end. In the North Island the position is complicated by the lightly
populated, heavily fished Government-controlled areas of Taupo and Rotorua but
apart from this there is a general similarity between the distribution of population
and fishing intensity.

The discrepancies between the distributions of fishing intensity and population
are sufficient to show that other factors are involved. fnterest in angling may be

assessed by the proportion of the population which take out whole-season licences.

This is shown as a percentage in column 10 and graphically in Fig. 20. The general
appearance of this figure is similar to that of Fig. 18. For example, the proportion
of men taking out fishing licences is greater on the east coast of the South Island
than in any other part of the country except the Government-controlled districts,
and it is this which accounts for the high fishing intensity in the area. It aPPears,

therefore, that the extent of popular interest in fishing is a primary factor, of even
greater importance than density of population, in determining the fishing intensity
in an area. Since it seemed likely that interest in angling would reflect to some
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Fig. 20: The distribution by acclimatisation districts of the percentage of whole-season licence
holders in the adult male population,
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extent the quality of fishing available, the table also shows in column 11 the average

rate of 
".t"tr 

toi each dist-rict. The hgure given is an overall aveÍage based on all

available diary data for each district; the results for the different waters within the

district are túerefore weighted in accordance with the amount of data obtained

from them and therefore very roughly in accordance with the amount of fishing

they yield. The results ur" uiro shówn on the map in Tig. 21. Comparison with
fig. áO shows some points of similarity in the distribution of rate of catch and

prãportion of licence 
-hold"rr. 

In particular the areas of high interest in fishing in
,orrih.r.r Canterbury and in Southland have also very high average rates of catch'

On the other hand the proportion of licence holders is unexpectedll l9Y in_ tle
Nelson and Marlborough arèas at the northern extremity of the South Island. In
the North Island there is little agreement between the two distributions although
the position is complicated by ih" 1..g" number of licences taken out in the

Rotorua and Taupo districts, where the numerical rate of catch is relatively low.

An alternativ" *.ãrrrr" of fishing quality is given by the weight of fuh caught per

hour. An average weight for an individual fish has been determined from the mean

weights of all ihe fish recorded as measured in Appendix 
-1. 

Weights have been

estiñrated from lengths by assuming a condition factor of 110 on the cm.-gm. scale

for all fish. In determining mean weights for each district in this way, the waters

which did not yield 
"nongh 

data to warrant their inclusion in the appendix have

been ignored, but it is noiconsidered that this would significantly affect the results.

These are shown in column 12, and by multipþing these figures by the mean
number of fish per hour a mean weight per hour is obtained and shown in column
13 and Fig.22.

In geneial, the distribution of rate of catch by weight shows less agreement with
that fõr proportion of licence holders than does the numerical rate of catch. The
very higli pioportion of licence holders i both

islands is, however, seen to coincide with
Another factor which probably contr n of

anglers in the population is the amount of reasonably goo{ lshing water within
coñvenient r"""it. 

-Thir 
cannot be easily expressed in numerical form but it varies

considerably from district to district. Some areas, such as parts of Souttrland, Otago,

and South Canterbury, are covered with a close network of streams, nearþ all
containing abundant trout and easily accessibte by road. fn others, such as Marl-
borough, ihe northern part of North Canterbury, and northern llawke's Bay, many
of the major rivers arè in mountainous country and difficult of access' In other
districts again the rivers, although nlmerorr.s and easy of access, contain few trout;
this appliãs for instance, not only to the four North Auckland districts but also to
much of the northern part of the Auckland district.

Thus the factors determining the fishing pressure in any district include the

density of population, the quaúty of fishing available, and the amount of useful

and aócessible fishing water. Other factors probably also operate, including intangible
ones such as social customs. The big differences which occur from district to district
in such effects as length of fishing day indicate the reality of these behaviour
differences.

It is necessary to give special discussion in this section to the Government-

controlled districts, Rotorua and Taupo in the North Island, and Southern Lakes

in the South Island. As has been explained earlier, different arrangements were

made for the collection of angling statistics from these areas and the results will be

7]
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reported elsewhere. Thege districts, however, play such an important part in the
general distribution of fishing pressure,
would be unrealistic to ignore ihem in
been included in Appendix 4 and Figs.
appendix have been derived from dala
Affairs.

As the table shows, these districts have smarl resident populations, but they pro-

cent, Taupo 87 per cent, Southern Lakes
ich visitors usually spend in these districts,

T?:{ "f them only take out short-term licences (i.e., monthly, weekl¡ weekend, or
daily), and it has therefore been necessary to estimate the efiárt contributed to thetotal by these classes of anglers. Good áata are available for the Taupo district
regarding the-averagetotalfrours fished by holders of the various classes ôf ü""rr".r,
a-nd le^ss good but still useful data are uäiUbl" for the other two districts. From
these figures, combined with the total numbers sold of the various classes of licences,
the estimates of total fishing effort given in column 5 have been calculated. Thé
numbers of licences shown in Column 4 for these districts are obtained by dividing
the -total effort by the average number of hours fished by whole-season licence
holders. They are not therefore the actual numbers of whole-season licences but
the numbers which would have been sold to produce the same effort if virtually all
fishing were done by such licence holders as ln other districts. The actual numbersof whole-season licences sold were mucl smaller: Rotorua Z,iS4, T^upo lr94L,

licence holders shown in column 10 aré
number of visito,rs is responsible for
for instance, the amount of fishing
cted if every resident man was an

whore-seasonricencesareappro:cim",.rr.,"iÏåtJ."lïi:iä:ii'"'"ï:tî;"å:ï-""î:
southern Lakell2 per c"rri.-They are ihus much higher thaninany other districr,particularly in Taupo.

These three Government-controlled districts clearly make a substantial contribu-tion to the amounr of fishing availablg particuhíly in the-Nàrth rsland. The
positio'n in each island is summarised in TaËle 33. In ihe North Island the Govern-ment-controlled three_quarters of the fishing effort, butin the South Isl 

.On.thL n"ri, æ pãpliutior,] tf." ,o"irÇ
districts provide ing in the Nortn Tri"rrà as in the South
rsland, but, as à sf ñ.otorua ,"J i^;;;;-the North Island
as a whole provides ¡¡¡o-thirds as much a
to provide another 400,000 hours of fishi
amount of fishing per head as in the So
position- the majority of North Island angl
while those in the South Island 

"rn ,ãt
Cunningham et aI. (t9SZ) have provided
and Taupo anglers. They have shown tha
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from the Auckland district and of those to Taupo from Wellington and Hawke's

Bay.

Table 33. The Total Fishinc Effort, and the Average Amor¡nt Per Head of Populæion for
Society- a¡d Government-con¡rolledR::Ffji*i*"*rî.*r3"u South lsla¡ds separatelv and

Poor¡Iatios
Hous Fished Ñ{abs, Houn

( x 1.000) l8 and Over Pe¡ Man' (x l'ooo)

North lsland . .

South Island ..

Combined

Societv districts ..
Goverhment districts

Total

Society districts ..
Government districæ

Total

Society disnicts ..
Government districts

Total

410'0 0.52
11.6 58.31

421.6 2-tl
205.7 3'02

2.0 19.95
207.7 3.r8

615 .7
13.6

629.3

2r2.4
676-4
888.8

620.6
39.9

660.5

833.0
716.3

r ,549.3

1.35
52.66
2.46

3. DISTRIBUTION WITHIN DISTRICTS

SUMMARY

fn each district the estimated total effort has been allocated between

the various waters in the same proPortions as were found in the
recorded effort. In this way an approximate detailed distribution of
effort has been worked out. The resulting map is shown in Fig. 23.

The accuracy of the estimate varies greatly between districts, being
highest where diary coverage was best.

In the previous section, estimates have been made of the total angling effort
exerted in each acclimatisation district during the 1951-52 season. This is easier

to estimate than the effort expended on any particular water since the total number

of anglers t"kirrg out a licence in each district is known accurately, but there are

few re-liable datã on the numbers who fish each water, and the proportion of total
fishing time spent there will vary greatly from angler,to angler. The best method of
estimãting the total effort exerted on each water is therefore to take the estimated

total effoit for the district and to attempt to split it up between the various watÞrs

concerned. Where diaries were kept by a reasonably large proportion of anglers well

scattered through the district, the distribution of the recorded effort will provide a

reasonably g-ã *"ænre of the distribution of the actual effort. fn districts such

as Nelson, õtugo, and Waimarino, the angling effort devoted_to each of the princþal
waters can belitimated fairly accurately in this way. In districts yielding smaller

numbers of diaries the estimated distribution of angling is correspondingly less

accurate, and where few or no diaries are available the total effort can be dis-

tributed over waters only by an intelligent guess based on general knowledge of the

area.c
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t]

Fig. 23: The approximate local distribution of angling effort^throughout New Zealand' The
shaded area represents land over 3,0UU leet.
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Table 34. The Total Numtel of Recorded Days Fishing Which Fell on Weekdays, and on Weekends and Public Holidays. in Each Monthin the 1950-51 and 1951-52 Seasons. r{lso the Ãverage Number of Dia¡y-leeping Anglers Fishing o" E"cl Õãt"góiyìt-ñiy --- -

November Decmber February Ap"iI Combined

Weekdays

Holidays

Combined

Total . .
Average

Total .,
Average

Total ,.
Average

t,256
29.9

2,068
103.4

3,324
53.6

|,t24
25.6

I,329
83.0

2,453
40.9

823
23'r

1,490
56.5

2,3t3
37.3

963
23.2

t,162
56.6

2,125
34.3

694
t7.r

B84
54.2

I,578
27.7

539
t3.4

l,0r r
46.5

I ,550
25'0

424 5,82310.9 20.6

93r 8,875
M.3 62.5

1,355 14,698
22'6 34.6

I{t ft
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In view of the highly variable reliabilþ of the estimates it does not seem justifi-
able to attempt to tabulate the angling effort expended on individual waters.
Estimates have, however, been made by the methods indicated, and they have been

used in preparing the angling-distribution map shown in Fig. 23. On this diagram
each smãl ãot rãpresents 1,000 hours of angling in 1951-52. On major rivers the
appropriate mrmbèr of dots are arranged roughly along the course of the rivers,
bui with only a slight attempt to place them according to the parts most often
fished. On small streams and where the intensity of angling is less, the dots are
placed in the general vicinity of the group of waters concerned.

As an indication of accessibility the map also shows approximately the main masses

of high land over 3,000 feet in altitude. In the South Island fishing is obviously well
distributed over nearly all the accessible country, although there is a general

tendency for it to be most dense in the south-east Part of the island. In the North
Island tÎe picture is rather different. Some of the main unfished are s ate caused

again by mõuntainous country, for instance, that between Taupo and Hawke's Bay.

Iã other areas, however, e.g., Wellington east coast, Wanganui area, and North
Auckland peninsula the lack of zLngling is due to the scarcity or absence of trout,
as the figure also shows.

ç

4. DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THE SEASON

SUMMARY
The average number of anglers fishing on any.day declines steadily

during the season except for a check over the January ho_liday period,

whenlt remains steady. Fishing intensity is only about 40 per cent as

great at the end as at the beginning of the season. The number of
ãnglers is three to four times as great at weekends and public holidays

as ãn weekdays. It is greatest of all on the opening day, whether this

falls on a weekday oi at a weekend. About 60 per cent of the total
fishing days are at weekends and holidays. Bad weather 

-may 
reduce

the númber of anglers to about one quarter of the normal for that day.

The length of ihe fishing day does not vary signìficantly during the

season, bui is about 50 per cent greater for weekends and holidays

than for weekdaYs.

The number of anglers fishing on any one day in the season is not constant but
xpected to be of two kinds; long term
nations from day to day within a short
to two main causes: more anglers will be

holidays than on weekdays, and there will
d water conditions. The main subjects of

e as the season Progresses and the
Only the data for the 1950-51 and

is analYsis.

Table 34 shows the combined results fo,r both seasons and all districts. fn this
holi-
iday,
and
th"Y
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also include the usual opening day of the season ( 1 october) since so many anglers
find an-opportunity to fish on this day. In each section of the table the upper-line
shows the total number of recorded fishing days in each category for each-month.
Since the numbers of weekdays and holidays vary from month io month, the average
number of diarists fishing on each type of day'is shown in the lower line.

The table shows clearly that the variations in fishing intensity referred to at the
beginning of this section are of consideral le magnitud.l Th"t" ís an almost regular

of the seven-month season.
A similar decrease in intensity of ûshing was found for each acclimatisation dis-t'rt which provided an adequate amouniof data. This general tendency probably

arises from a progressive loss of interest in angling as the"season corrtin¡råsj interesi
is.,restored_.during the close season when fishiñg iíprohibited. It is probabie that a
diflerent distribution of effort may occur in some waters in which hshing is better
in a later part of the season or which rie in popurar holiday areas remote from main

cheme.has not provided sufficient data for
this effect to be studied. Hobbs (1953)
taries, where both the above conditions

lff '#Jïir"äff ålt'*'î"L ;:ïi:
o shows that is generally thre
on working 71 holidays and
not falling ut in the two
cent of the ng days were on holidays, and only 40 per

9en1 o1t'ygrking days, although there are twice as many working days as îohdàysin the fishing season.

tendency for the intensity of fishing eve
season advances. The nodceable.
More anglels fish on t it is not a
normal holiday. The pening day
in- the two seasons may have been caused a weekend
(sunday) and 1951-52 on a weekday (Itionday). The order of rhe difference is
approximately that of the intensity of a normal-ieekend day in the earþ puri oi
the season.

_ 
There are two days in the table which show fishing intensities very much below

the normal. These are Anzac Day in 1950-51 and christrnas Day in 1951-52. rt

â

Ð
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Table 35. The Number of Recorded Days Fishing on Each of ttre Public Holidays and Other
Special Days in 195È51 and 1951-52

c
I October
Labor:r Day
Christmas D"y ..
Boxing Day
27 December
New Year's Day
2 January
Good Friday
Easter Monday . .

AnzacDay
Anniversary Day

seemed possible that bad weather on these days was responsible for the small amount
of angling and information on weather conditions was therefore sought. Informa-
tion provided by the New Zealand Meteorological Service shows that on each
occasion the weather was dominated by a deep depression þing off the Otago
coast, and that cold stormy weather with rain or showers prevailed in most parts
of the country.

ft seems likely that these conditions were responsible for the small amount of
angling recorded on these days. This suggests that bad weather may reduce the
arnount of angling to as little as a quarter of the normal for a similar day.

The foregoing discussion has dealt only with the distribution of fishing days, but
a complete study of fishing effort must also take into account variation in the
length of the fishing day. The 1951-52 data have been analysed in respect to this.
The changes as the season progresses are quite irregular and vary from district to
district. They are probably chance effects arising from the changes in the amount
of data from different individuals and from different waters. On the other hand,
there is a consistent difference between working days and holidays. These results
are summarised in Table 36 for seven of the principal districts and for all districts
combined. The length of fishing day is considerably greater on holidays than on
working days. For all districts combined it is about half as long again, and the ratio
varies between 1'6: 1 and 1'1 : 1 for different districts. When this effect is taken
into account the proportion of the total fishing effort expended on holidays rises
from about 60 per cent to about 70 per cent.

The occurrence of the opening day on a weekday and on a weekend in the two
seasons studied provides an opportunity to examine the effect of this diflerence on
the length of time fished. The mean number of hours fished on the opening day in
each season is therefore included in Table 36. Two main tendencies can be observed:
the time fished on the opening day is longer than on a typical day in the same

category, and it was greater in 1950-51 when the day fell at a weekend than in
1951-52 when it occurred on Monday. fn the second case, the length of day is
about the same as on a typical holiday.

Rather similar tendencies for fishing to be concentrated on weekends and holidays

and at the early part of the season have been recorded by Cooper (1953) and
Rupp (1955). On Pigeon River, Michigan, Cooper found that more anglers visited

161 370
76 180
13 58
62 t27
48 96
53 119
61 109
46 73
47 tot
42 54
28 67

209
104
45
65
48
66
48
27
54
l2
39

c
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Table 36. The Mca¡ længth o_f_the_-Fishing D4y for Weekdayo and Holidays in f95G5f a¡d for the Opcning Day in f950-51 and in
f95l-52. Resrilts for Seven Prinõipat Dishicts ánd for All Districts Combined-

Weotdayr Holidays Orming Dav, 1951-52 Opming Day, 1950-51

NuberofDayr MruHou¡s NubaofDayr MmHou¡s NuberofDayr MemIIou NmbcrofDays Memlfor¡¡s

2,733

3.34
2-45
3.61
4.37
2.78
l'94
2.34

3.20

310
657
47t

I,5t7
222
290
315

4,948

4.74
3.lB
3.98
6.99
4.38
3.36
4.04

4'BB

5.29
3.63
3.67
3.85
4-94
3.00
4.7t

4.14

t6
40
2t
67

7
l5
t7

204

7
24I
48
l8
t3
14

t52

t7s
425
325
742
t62
220
223

5.84
4.00
4.98
8.75
6.21
4.23
5.9V

6.17

aC} îil
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and the opening day.

5. LONG-TERM CHANGES IN EFFORT

SUMMARY

Past changes in total angling effort can be deduced only from the

number of licences sold. They are summarised in Fig. 24. The num-

ber of licences increased fairly steadily from the beginning of angling

in 1883 unril the beginning of the war in 1939; there was a check

during the war, but iince then it has increased much more rapidly
than 

-before. Ai present the number of anglers is doubling every six

years. The pe.""rtrge of anglers in the adult male population rose

steadily to slightly over 1 per cent by 1900. It then remained almost

constant untif 1946, but tñen began to rise rapidly and reached 2'B

per cent in 1953-5'1.

The above figures are based on the number of licences sold by

acclimatisation õcieties, but in addition mrmerous licences are sold

for the Government-controlled districts. Angling in these areas com-

menced relatively late, but in recent years developments have paral-

leled those in the society districts. Although many of the licences sold

in these districts are for short periods, they are equivalent in angling
effort to about 60 per cent of the whole-season licences sold by

societies. Some but not all of the anglers in Government-controlled
districts also hold society licences. The total number of anglers in the

country is therefore rather greater than the number of society licence

holderi, but not as much as 60 per cent greater. About 0'3 per cent

of women and 4'0 per cent of boys hold fishing licences'

The present intensity of angling on the most heavily fuhed New

Zealand. rivers is about 1,000 angler-hours per mile or 150 angler-

hours per acre Per season. Comp show

that streams supporting intensities often

stocked, but thài morJ heavily fish kable

fish although the actual need for this has not often been demonstrated.

In view of.the present rapid increase of angling in New Zealand there

is therefore need to mainøin a careful watch on the state of stocks in

our more heavily fished waters,

The total angling effort is the product of the average individual effort and the

,r,r*b", of anglãrs."A full study 
- investiga-

tio"-oi¡oth tËose factors. Unfor of fishing
scheme is
e in effort

er of anglers as shown by the number ofc
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Table 37. Changes iq Nr¡mber of_ Licences, Sold, and in tìe Resulting Revenue, Compared
With Changes in the Relevant Part of the Populatioã

(l) (2)
Acclimatisation

Socicty Govcrment
Revenue Rwcnuc(x {t,000) (x f1,000)

(3) (4) (s)
Me¡'s Population, Pcrccntagc

Whole-scason Males of
Liccnces l8 and Ovcr Licæce(Socictics) (x1"000) Holdcn
(x 1,000)

b

IBB3
1893
1903
l9t3
1923
1933
1938

0.4
1.6
3.9
5'l
t.J
9.2

LL.4

0'3
r'2
2.9
3.8
5'4
6.9
6-7

0. l7
0-57
I .03
I .08
r.28
t.34
t'2r

2'B
4.6

175
213
285
355
426
515
550

1946
1947
I94B
r949
1950
r951
1952
1953
1954

il.8
13.9
16.1
t7.4
22-r
23.3
28-4
30.6
34.1

7-2
8.1
9.2
9-7

10.4
Ll'7
t4-2
t6.4
24'0

7.s
8.8

l0'3
il.1
12.6
r3.3
14.8
16. I
18.9

r.32
1.51
r.73
r'81
2'02
2.07
2'27
2'+2
2'80

570
s83
595
6il
625
638
651
666
680

licences sold. The main data available are summarised in Table 37. This is divided
into two sections: the upper part, covering the period up to the 1g3g--45 war, out-
lines the results, generally at ten-year intervali; the lówer section, covering the
Post-war period, is more detailed, showing the figures for each year. The da{a are
also shown graphically in Fig. 24.

In the table, column 1 shows the total revenue received by acclimatisation
societies from the sale of fishing licences. rn the upper section the figures are
derived from Hobbs (1948) by correcting the figuies given for the six major
societies in his Table IX on the assumption that the proportion of total Nãw
zealand. revenue received by them remained constant ìhrõughout at the 1936
figur9 of 84 per cent. fn the lower section the actual figures dérived from returns
supplied to the Marine Department by each society have been used. It is evident
that revenue increased fairly steadily until 1946 but that since that year the rate
has been much more rapid. This increase in revenue has been derived mainly from
an increase in the number of licences sold, but it has been added to by several rises
in the cost of licences.

whole-season licences cost Ê1 from their inauguration until 1936. They were
then raised to sl 5s. ln 1942 there was a further rise, in the Noith Island ónl¡ tofl 10s. In 1949 the south Island licence ¿lso was raised to f,l 10s., but in l9sí the
North Island licence was aga.in advanced to f,,2. The total number of men's whole-
season licenc column 3. The changes are very similar
to those for ncrease up to 1938, ã check during the
war period, rise during the post-war years. Iñ this
column also n are based-or, 

"*á"t 
returns, while those

in the upper section are derived from Hobbs (1948) on the assumpdo; that, as he
states, f,100 of licence revenue was, in this period, equivalent to 125 licenceé of all

{

o
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kinds, and that, as in 1952, men's whole-season licences constituted 60 per cent of
the total number of licences sold.

To determine the influence of population changes, the numbers of licences in
column 3 have been compared with the size of the relevant section of the population
(i.e. males of 18 years and over) in the same year. The population figures, which
are derived by simple interpolation from the results of the five-yearþ censuses, are
shown in column 4, while column 5 shows the number of licence holders as a per-
centage of the population. The figures in this column are comparable with those
in column 10 of Appendix 4. They show that the original build-up of interest in
angling was complete soon after 190Q when about 1 per cent of the population were
fishing. During the next 40 years there was only a slight further increase, and in
the 1930's the figure was about 1'3 per cent. Since the war, interest has spread very
lapidl¡ and in B years the percentage has more than doubled, reaching 2:B per cent
in the 1953-54 season.

The actual percentages of adult males who fish are greater than those shown in
column 5, since this compares with the total population only the number of licences
sold by acclimatisation societies. Large numbers of licences are also sold for the
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Fig,, 242 The number of men's whole-season licences sold, the revenue received from the sale
of licences by acclimatisation societies and by the Department of fnternal Affairs, and
the population of males of lB years ."U 
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the commencement of angling in New
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Table 38. The Estimated Intensity of Angling on Nine Major Rivers in 1951-52, and on the Main Water of the Horokiwi Stream in
19

Acclimatisation District
Leugth
(Miles)

Alea
(Acres)

Total Hour
(x 1,000) Hous/Mile IIou/Acrc

Otago-Southland
Southland
Otago .

Otago .

South Canterbury
Southland

Mataura
Waiau
Pomahaka ..
Waipahi
Opihi
Aparima
Shag
Oreti
Horokiwi
Motueka

77
l9

106
1.rc
n0
5l
55
l3
94
1t

930
920
890
700
660
620
270
250
165
t40

70 850
40 1,900
50 420
24 120
40 24r
46 560
24 r20
70 1,,100
3'2 5'6

40 480

65.3
36.7
44'3
16.7
26.5
28.3
6.6

17.6
0.5
5.5

Oøgo ..
Soutlland
Wellington
Nelson

Tabte 39. Published Data on Angling Intensity on a Nr¡mber of North American Streams

Lenstì A¡ea Total Hom/
(Mil-es) (Acrs) Ifoun Mile'

(x 1,000)

Homi
Acre

Referenæ Cotments

Spring Creek, Pæsylvæia

Blackledqe River, Comecticut
Fanwoith Brmch, Peusylvuia. .

Fuæce.Brook, \/emoat : :

Battenlill River, Vernott

Pi¡gah National Forest, North Carolina

Crystal Cræk, New York

+4+ 114,000+

9'7 5,700
l0'8 I,800

6.7 l,,m0 280
3.1 910 500

0.6-15.2 .. 4l-296
3.5 550 t75

10.2 slo 70

25 L7O t

Peruylvania Fish Comisiou,
t95+

Thorpe, ct ø/, 1947 ..
Pen¡sylvania Firh Comision'

1954

Very heavily stocked - "Anglers' Paradisd'.

Heavily stocked, Special reearch project.
Heavily stocked.

fish
eught

Heaviet of ûve seasou. Mai¡ly wild fish
øusht.

Heaviõst of five seæom. Combined results of
@Dy streæ. About half etch f¡om
lit¡erated fish.

Meao of three seasoru, Experimental aræ.
No stocking.

t23

I

t'7
6

4.8
3.4
L-12
6.5

20

t48

4.2

::
24
6'2

3'0-57.5
20

145

0'46 110

Gooper, 1953
Rupp, 1955
Shetter, 19,14
Lord, 1946 ..
Lor4 1946 ..
Chmberlain, 1943

Schuck, 1945

Ò 3

rDavs. no data siven on hom firhed'
tAvåifaUle data-ruggets an intensity of about 60 hous/acre.

ù
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Government-controlled Taupo, Rotorua, and Southern Lakes districts. Column 2

of Table 37 shows the revenue received from the sale of licences for these districts.
Relatively few data are available for the pre-war years, and the figures for 1933 and
1938 have been obtained by interpolation between the years for which there are
reliable figures. The figures for the second period are accurate, and have been
obtained from the files of the Department of Internal Affairs. In recent years the
total value of these licences has been between a half and two-thirds of those sold by
societies. Column 4 of Appendix 4 shows that in 1951-52 the total number of
licences sold in Government-controlled districts, when converted to the equivalent
number of whole-season licences (9,107), was 62 per cent of those sold by societies
(l+r794). An unknown proportion of anglers in these districts also fish in society-
controlled districts and therefore hold two licences. The percentage of anglers in
the adult male population is therefore greater than is shown in Table 37, but not as

much as 60 per cent more. The figures also do not make allowance for men who
fish less frequently and only take out short-period licences.

The proportions of anglers in the other groups of the population, women, and
girls and boys under 18, are different from those for men. At the 1951 census the
population contained 6+7,578 women of 18 years and over. Of these 2,150 held
whole-season fishing licences issued by societies in 1951-52. This is only 0'33 per
cent compared with the figure of 2'27 per cent for men. At the same date there
were 622,158 children under 18 years, and of these 7,369 or 1'18 per cent held
licences. Nearly all these licences would be held by boys in the upper half of this
age group. It therefore appears that the proportion of boys between 10 and 17 years
who hold fishing licences is at least 4 per cent.

The rapid increase in the number of anglers since the war is not yet showing any
sign of slowing down. A logarithmic plot shows that over the post-war period the
rate of increase amounts approximately to a doubling of the number of anglers
every six years.

If this increase continues in the future, it must lead on some waters to angling
pressures considerably in excess of those so far experienced, and these in turn will
bring up new problems of management. The position may be automatically met
to some extent by a greater tendency for anglers to visit the more remote waters
so that the increase in efiort will be greater on these and less on the waters already
heavily fished. There is considerable evidence that this process has occurred in the
past and it seems likely that it will continue in the future, particularþ as access is
improved to areas which are now remote.

fn view of the continuing increase, it is desirable to attempt an assèssment of the
present intensity of angling on popular New Zealand rivers. This has been done
for a number of rivers in Table 38. The length of fuhing water on each river has
been measured approximately on 4 miles to 1 inch survey maps and has been
multiplied by a subjective estimate of average width to obtain the approximate
area. The estimates of hours fished have been made by the method described when
dealing with the distribution of effort within districts. The rivers selected for
inclusion in the table are popular waters for which adequate data are available.
Also included in the table are the corresponding figures for the main water of the
Horokiwi Stream; these figr-rres refer to the 1939-40 season, which was that in which
the greatest amount of fishing was recorded in this stream (Allen, 1951).

Although the various approximations which have been made in compiling this
table are such that the individual results have a rather low standard of accurac¡

Gì'
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tfrey probably indicate reasonably closely the general level of angling intensity on
the^most popular New zealand, rivers at the prèsent time. This rpþ""ir to be atout
1000 angler-hours per mile per season, or 150 ãngler-hours p.r u"tè per season.

This level of intensity can be compared with that recorded frorn waters which
have been studied in other countries, particularly the U.S.A. Data from ten sources
are set out in Table 39. The top example is refers to
closely controlled fishing in a short length of y stocked
with fish, including some of large size. The iso to be
abnormal. ft refers to an experiment desigaed to determine the rate of removal of
liberated fish by heavy angling. The remainder form a connected series which is
very similar to the New Zealand series except that the Farnsworth Branch and
Pigeon River rather exceed New Zealand intensities.

Similar data for a number of Massachusetts streams have been published by
Mullan (1955), who states: "Average angling effort expended per ìotal surfacã
acres per season are light to heavy,
hours state wide, but favourite or rea
cities may be subjected to 300 to
attractive or accessible areas receiving
hours." Large-scale liberations of takabl
larger main streams hatchery-produced fish are believed to make up 90 to 95 per
cent of the catch. In smaller streams the hatchery contribution is much less.

Useful information on methods of management can be derived from these data.
The comments in Table 39, which are based on statements made in the original
publications, show a clear correlation between angling intensity and exten"t of
liberations. The waters. in the upper part of the table ãpparently depend on the
liberation of considerable numbers of takable fish to mài.rtritr íh" nign angling
intensity; lhose in the lower part of the table rely primarily on naturalli prodiceã
fish. The division between the two sections falls at-or rathér above the ievel which
now prevails on the most heavily fuhed Nerv zealand waters. rt appears, therefore,
that in North America satisfactory angling can be maintainá'undãr anglnj
Pressures as heavy as any in New Zealand without recourse to artificial rto"ËirrgÏIt also aPpears, however, that if the present rate of increase continues, intensitiãs
may soon be reached on some of the most popular New Zealand waters which will
equal those found on some American waters- where liberations of takable fish are
regularly made. Wheth_er this practice is necessary at those levels of intensity does
not yet appear to be fully established ' investigation, but the situation ináicates
the need to keep a close watch on the
anglers in the #oJ foprrlar warers. Ir m $,::Tl

pular or mosr accessible reaches î:ii ;j
however, generally continuous through_

bly the average angling intensities which

a

I
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G
V THE CATCT{

SUMMARY

The recorded individuat catch for a season varied from 0 to 508

fish, and the district means ranged ftolrn 2l to 105' Except in the

souih-east of the South Island, where higher catches prevailed, the

mean was generally between 25 and 40. The distribution of seasonal

catch in " áirttict Áeems to conform to the negative binomial distribu-
tion. The estimate of seasonal catch obtained from the diary data

seems to be biased by the tendency of diarists to fish more often than
other anglers. Comparison with the results of a canvass of a small

random Jample of ãnglers suggests that the diary data may also be

deficient in very large catches. The estimates of district mean rate of
catch are not believed to be significantly biased either by non-
representativeness of the diarists in their individual rates of catch or
by inadequate distribution over the waters of the district.

The best estimates of total district catch are therefore obtained by
multiplying number of anglers, mean number of hours fished per
t.utott, 

'uttã 
*ea.t rate of catch. They are shown in Appendix 4,

column 15. By multiplying these by the district mean weights esti-

mates of total weight of catch are also obtained (column 16).

The two most productive areas are the Rotorua-Taupo area in the

North Island, with a lake fishery for large rainbow trout, and the

south-east of the South Island, with a river fishery for relatively small

brown trout. Together, these districts, covering 29 per cent of New
Zealand, yield three-quarters of the trout caught'

The total weight of trout caught in a season (about 23,000 cwt')
is about 5 per cent of the commercial catch of sea fish landed in New

Zealand.

AN estimate of the total quantities of fish taken in each district can be made by

;;*sing the toøl angling effort and 
-the - 

average -catch 
per unit effort' Three

alternaã..,e units of 
"fiãtt 

ä." possible: the individual angler, the angling day, and

the angling hour.

The total catch for the season varies greatly from angler to angler, and the dis-

t.ibrrtior6 in each district are summarised in Table 40. In most districts the average

"urcfr 
of those anglers who kept diaries was between 30 and 40 fish, and relatively

f"* u.rgt"., took rirore than 10-0 fish in a season. The group of districts in the south-

east of the South Island - South Canterbr

d Southland the total fishing effort per

angler is higher while in South Canterbury it ìs also very

frl$- T.uUt"" +t ibution of seasonal catch in four typical

ãir'tri"tr, Southl g the group with very high catches, and

8r

Þ
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Table 40. The Distribution for Each District of ttre Number of Fish Caught by Individual Anglers in a Season O)

Nube¡ of Fish Caught in a Season

0-10 11-20 2t--go gl-40 4l--50 5l-60 6l-70 7l-€o gl-90 9r-100 rol-150 l5l-200 201- o¡åi", Fl,¡,h

Total Mean
Nuber Nuber

of of

Ashburton
Aucklmd
East Coast
Ilawke's Bay . .

7
ll
5
5

82
20 l35l
8750 4232t4 L4

37 45831331362l 19t4 124311

I I 3 ..737rnl
4 2 .. 2 3 ..12105483

.. 1l I .. I 2 222 2l 20 t7 61 3ls3439264t242924.. 3 I .. 1 I
2 4 .. 2 5 23361243t2

22356t2l3l06l29 l8 L42l767
29 45 2551048735+l15a211114
931., I I

.- 29 36'1.. 98 48'3.. t5 21.5.. 48 39.92 240 37.9.. t2 27.9.. 70 33'938 423 85.62 59 69.012 133 105.4.- 40 35'01 r07 36.8

Marlborough . .
No¡th Cmterbw
Otago
Soutl'_Cmterbury

IYelson

SoutåImd

West Co¿
Westland

43
J

l5
34
I

Taræaki-Ifawera
Waimarino
Wellington
West Co4t

B
5

26ll
2
I

.. 82 44.2.. 28 4t'3.. 5 30.4
South-æt
Othen

Tot¿[

,. 43.. 134
58

I6r
42
96

62
69

32
46

28
27

36 24 99 57 52 615 88.320 12 39 t3 3 77+ 38.9
49

t22

t77 2t9 l3Bt31 55 I,389 60.8

rabre 4r' rhe Percentase Dist¡it¡$:A;å\*,,åf-"*"T1ì0""Ëäå1lli"tå{** 
tr",-,iï'Àïftj.,ï'iOrl^"u on Diaries From Four or rhe

0-10 ll-20 2L-30 3l-40 4l-50 5l-s0 6l-70 7l-80 8l-90 9l-100 t0l-150 151-200 201-

6.0 9.8 2.38.0 8.7 t0.224.3 t9'6 17.7t7'9 20.8 t7.5

45.6 t6'5 6.8

6.0 5.36.9 10.614.0 7.5l2.r 7.5

2.3
5.9
t.9
5.8

2.9

4'5
5.2
1.9
5'0

4'9

3'0
5'0
3-7
¿"..)

t'9

9.0
4.7

i:t

3.0 2l.B lB'0 9.0
4'0 t4'+ 7.3 9.0
1.9 4.7 1.9 0'9
1.7 3.3 1.3 0.8

1.03'95.8l'91.03'93.9

IG
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Waimarino and Nelson the remainder. In the fi¡st two districts about 50 Per cent
and 30 per cent respectively of the catches are gïeater than 100, but in the other
two the corresponding percentages are 7'5 and 5'4.

The general form of the distribution is similar to that for the number of days

fished per season; the mode is at a fairly small number and there is a long tail
running up to relatively high values. A test of the Nelson data by the method of
Bliss and Fisher (1953) showed that they fitted satisfactorily to á negative binomial
distribution with m: 37'90 and k : 1'30.

The means given in Table 40 provide an estimate of the true average catch per
angler, which could be used in estimating the total district catch. They are, how-
ever, liable to bias owing to failure of the diarists to be truly representative of the
anglers as a whole. This problem has already been discussed in relation to the
fishing effort and it was shown that the recorded mean was an overestimate of the
true average effort. This effect will tend to cause a similar bias in the estimate of
catch, but it could be further complicated if there were differences in the catch
per unit effort between anglers who kept diaries and those who did not. Such an
effect might be expected to take the form of an increase in rate of catch with
increase in total effort; in other words, the anglers who fish most often are the most
skilful. To test this effect, the data provided by the seven anglers whose records
have been used in Fig. 16 and in a previous paper (Allen, 1955) have again been
used. Their diaries showed that they fished their favourite stream very frequently
for a number of years, and in Table 42 their rates of catch are compared with those
of other anglers who fished the same waters less regularly. Of the seven, four
achieved rates higher than the general average, but the other three were lower than
the average by quite substantial amounts. This does not suggest that it is necessary

to allow for failure of the diarists to be representative as far as rate of catch is
concerned. The correction for overestimate of effort can therefore be applied
directly to the seasonal catch.

As discussed earlier, one attempt was made to obtain an independent check on
the seasonal catch. In 1950, after the close of the fuhing season, a visit was made
to the Nelson Acclimatisation District and as many anglers were interviewed as was

possible in the time available. The part of the district covered was Waimea county
and the included towns, and the adjoining Takaka area. Within the area the anglers

chosen for interview were as far as possible taken at random although a few living
in places remote from other anglers or convenient routes of travel were deliberately

Table 42. Comparison Between the Average Rates of Catch Obtained by Certain Individuals
Wno- fi.l"¿ Ceitain Waters ParticularlV Frïfiï""JP and the General Mean Rate on the

Iudividual

Hours Fished Fish Per Hou¡ Hours Fished Fish Per Hour

Tulituki
Tukituki
Motueka
Clutha
Waipahi
Pomahaka
Pomahaka

A
B
c
D
E
F
G

0.50
0.36
l.3B
0.74
I .07
0.64
0.70

693
5ll
582

t,429
932

l,160
633

2,073 0.45
2 ,073 0.45
4,989 0.76
4,462 0.61
3,312 0.78
7 ,949 t-02
7 ,949 1.02

$
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omitted so as to give the best possible use of the available time. Of 259 holders of
mÞn's whole-season licences in the area 102 were contacted and a further 26 had
abe3dy sent in diaries. Of those contacted 13 produced diaries which they had kept
during the previous season but failed to send in.

The anglers who had not kept diaries were asked to estimate as accurately as
possible the number of fish they had caught in the previous season. Almost without
exception they proved fully co-operative and did their best to give accurate replies.
The results of these replies and of a further 14 obtained from holders of other
classes of licences are shown in the bottom line of Table 41 and may be directly
compared with the general diary results for the same district shown on the line
above. Two main differences can be seen. The canvass gave a much greater propor-
tion of anglers catching 10 fish or fewer per season, but at the other êxtremè it also
showed a greater proportion taking large numbers per season. The effects on the
mean of these two differences largely cancel each other out and the mean of the
c-anvass results (42'1) was only about 10 per cent higher than that given by the
diaries_(37'9). The greater number of low catches in thi canvass resultJseemr iit 

"tyto be due to a not unnatural feeling on the part of anglers who do little fishing thai
their results are not worth recording. The eicess of high catches is more difficult to
lse¡s. I! may be that some anglers taking large numbers of fish do not want to
disclose h9w big their catches are, but on the otñer hand there may have been some
exaggeration, deliberate or unconscious, in the verbal estimates given to the can-
vasser. This small independent check suggests, therefore, that the mean seasonal
catch as recorded in the diaries could be uied as a satisfactory estimate of the true
mean.

The other units of effort which can be used in estimating the total district catch
are based on time, i.e., the day or the hour. of these the hour seems to be the more
suitable although it has been shown earlier that the catch per hour is not indepen-
dent of the length of the fishing day. An estimate of the total number of hours fished
in each district in the 1951-52 season is given in Appendix 4. There is no evidence
that the diaries are not representative of the wfrólã nshing population as far as
length of day is concerned, and therefore this estimate is 

"oi 
tìt ðty to be biased by

variations in length of fishing day. The evidence considered earliãr in this section
did not indicate that the diarists were likely to have a higher rate of catch than the
rest of the anglers. Lack of a represe
of the district is therefore likely to be
average rate of catch. This will vary greatl
ing to the proportion of anglers sending i
least where the largest proportion of anglers ceoperated. The results of the Nelson
canvass can be used to test the extent of the error in a district where there is a
relatively high degree of co-operation. Table 43 compares the number of fish takenin the 1949-50 season in various waters of the disirict by the anglers contacted
personally and by those resident in the same area who sent in diarie-s. ft is obvious
that the.general pattern is very similar although the difference is highly significant
statistically. To test the effect of the differenðes on the rate of catãh, meän rates
were worked out for each group of anglers, using the data in Appendix I as a basis.
The_group means for diarists and non-diarists ùere respectively 0.67 and 0.68 fish
per hour and are clearly not sigrrificantly different. Th; orr"r"íl district means ob-
tained by pooling all available diary data for each district therefore seem to give
satisfactory estimates for those districts where substantial numbers of diaries riere 0
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Table 43. Comparison of the Numbers and Percentage Distributi'on-.of Fish Taken From the
rvr"¡i-c'ó"p'-of'úãi"'* in the ñekon._Piïir'""å B:*li,î"ders 

sending in Diaries and rhose

Percentage Percentage

Eastern rivers
Maitai
Waimea system

Riwaka
Western rivers

Motueka svstem

110
IJ
74

818
186

15
53-t

6.8
4.5
4.5

50.2
rl.4
0.9

2r.7

51 1.6
l8B s.9
rB9 5.9

1,880 59.1
114 3.6

6 0.2
753 23.7Buller sl'stem

r ,629 3,181 100.0

a

retumed. Where only a few diaries are available the reliability is less but the

estimates obtained in this way remain the best available.

In Appendix 4 this method is used to obtain estimates of the total catch in each

district. bolrrmr, 11 shows the overall mean rate of catch in fish per hour for the

district. Column 14 shows the estimated
by multiplying the mean rate by the m
The estimates of catch obtained in this
usually by about 30 per cent. This is p
fished per season have been adjusted for
more tLan the average. In view of the indication given by the Nelson canvass that
anglers catching ,r"ry-lutg" numbers of fish are aPParently inadequately represented

in the diaries, the estim=ates of catch given in the appendix may be consid-ered

minimal, and those given in Table 40 as maximal. The estimates for the th¡ee

Government-controileã districts have not been adjusted for non-representativeness

since they are based on data collected by different techniques; they must therefore

be regarded as the best available estimates and have no known bias. For the districts

for w-hich no diary data were available mean rates of catch were assumed to be 0'6

in the North Island and 0'75 in the South Island.

Estimates of the total number of fish caught in each district are shown in column

15. These have been obtained by multiplying the average individual catch by the

number of whole-season licence holders shown in column 4. Finally the data are

used to estimate the total weight of fish caught in each district (column 16). To do

this the estimated numbers arã multiplied by the district mean weights (column 12)

obtained. from the pooled data for each district. For districts where there were no

diary data, means 
^of. 

2'21b. and 1'4 lb. were assumed for the North and South

Islaids resþectively. The accuracy of the district mean weights will be influenced

by the factors which have already been discussed in connection with the district
mean rates of catch. The Nelson canvass results have again been used to give a
check, and the district mean calculated from them is 2'341b. as against 2'251b.

from the diary records for the same season. The diflerence is negligible.

The main features of the catch are summarised in Table 44. This shows the con-

tribution which is made to the catch by the Government-controlled districts, whigh

are fished essentially by visitors from other parts of the country. In the North Island
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Tablc 'l'1. -The Dstimated Total N¡¡mbers and Weights of Trout Causht in l95l-52 in the
Society- and Government-conrrolled Districtsin the-N';ith;;d-S-oùn iriã"i"ã"íñd%"Ëã

as a Whole

Numbcr Weight

(x 1,000) (x 1,0001b.

North Island

South Island

Combined

Societv districts
Government districts

242.6
r,486'8
r,729'4

767'3
77.4

844'7

586.4 1,009.9
383'3 1,564.2
969.7 2,s74.1

Society districts ..
Government districts

r20.3
358.6
478.9

466.1
24.7

490'8

Total

Total

Total

Society clistricts
Government districts

these districts provide 
1bo_ug 75 p€r cent by number and 86 per cent by weight of

the catch; in the South Island the contribution of the Souihern Lakes distiict is
relatively small, but over the whole country the contribution from these districts is
about 40 per cent by number and 6l per cént by weight.

. Th. only other compact area which m the total catch
il_tfe-C.ro¡p of districts in the sourh-ea thland, Otago,
Waitaki, Waimate, and South Canterbu ut 77'per cZníby number- and 67 per cent by weight o The two main
hsh-Produclng areas are thus the Rotorua-Taupo area in the North Island and the

In the above comparisons lhere may be a slight tendency to overestimate theproportional contribution made by the Government-controlled districts. This willarise partly because the estimates used for the society districÀ are believed to beminimal for reasons
Government district bias in the

whole-season licences men 
- 
holding

the Government distr n included in
n these areas.

are ultimately eaten by the anglers and
therefore 

_to compare the total weight of
marketed by the commercial sea fislheries
'wet fish', landed in 1952 was 40g,B5B cwt.
3). The estimated total weight of trout

5.6 per cenr or the commercial catch. tn"11,,llï"TiÏXiåt"jÏ,,i¿','^ïä'i.iiî:,J
part of the commercial catch 1 s"tt.a o. p..p"r"ä in otheî ways plio. to *.igfu"g,while the estimated weights of trout ur. br*éd on the ..rti." n'rt.'tt appears, how_ever, that angling contributes about one-twentieth of the entire amount of fresh o
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or smoked fish consumed in New Zealand. Only frve commercially caught species
are landed in greater quantities than trout.

The conti¡uing increase in fishing effort, which has been discussed earlier, is

probably bringing with it an increase in the total seasonal catch. It has been shown
in a previous section that in some waters there are sþs that the catch per unit
effort is decreasing. This will cause the total catch to increase more slowly than the
effort. Ultimately a point may be reached at whicþ under present methods of
management, t-he rate of catch decreases as rapidly as effort increases, so that the
total catch is stable. ff unrestricted fishing is allowed to increase beyond this point,
overfishing may lead to the depletion of stocks. The dat¿ presented in this investiga-
tion have provided for the fi¡st time a reference point which will make it possible
to observe future trends with suffi.cient accuracy to reveal any major changes in
time to consider remedial measures.

e

e
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VI THE BFFBCT OF REGULATIONS
I. THE SIZE LIMIT

SUMMARY
ft is not at present possible to determine the importance of size

limits in maintaining adequate breeding stocks, buf their effect in
enabling the best yield to be obtained from an existing breeding stock
can be assessed.

The use of size limits for this purpose assumes that the small fish
returned as undersized will ultimately add more to anglers' catches by
beìng recaught when larger than they would by being retaineá
when originally caught. If it is assumed that there is no competition for
food, the value of the size limit giving the greatest totai weight of
catch can be determined from W : RV where W and V are thimean
weights at limiting and R is the propor-
tion of takable fish W lV has been deter_
mined for the wat found to range from
0'06 to 0.96. The vily fished Nãw Zea_
land waters is believed to be about 0'3. Thus afl waters in which
wlv is greater than 0'3, as well as someothers, have size limits which
are too high and lead to an unnecessary reduction in the quantity of
fish obtained by anglers. on account of the generar practice of imþos-
ing a uniform size limit throughout each district without regard for
the varying nature of the local stocks, wfv varies widely wiihin dis-
tricts, although some districts show consistentry lower and'more appro-
priate values than others. rn about three-quaiters of the waters exam-
ined the size limits appear to be wastefully high.

. I{ ^competition 
for food between rarge and smail fish is commonly

sig.nificant, the proportion of waters in which size limits are too higú
will be even greater.

Tn¿ direct effect of the size limit is to cause fish of less than legal size to be returned
to the water when they would otherwise have been kept by anglers. The actual

ed in various waters and with different fishing
earlier section. Great variation occurs; the
ng negative correlation with the mean length,
size limit only for groups of waters in which

Over the entire sample of wateri studied, the positive
gth of takable fish caught and size limit is suffiõient to
the latter and proportion of undersized fish.

The use of size limits 
_in the management of fish stocks rests on the assumption

that of the small fish released, enough will survive for sufficient time to maintain
or increase the catch, either by being caught themselves when of larger size or by
adding to subsequent generations by sp rwning. The conditions undãr which sizä
limits will help to give maintained or improved catches have been discussed else-
where (Allen, 1953, 1954). It was shown that, at the present level of knowledge of a
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the characteristics of fuh populations, the only effect of the size limit which can be
tested with any degree of reliability is its influence on the total weight of fuh caught,
assuming that there is no significant competition for food. When the value of the
size limit is that which gives the greatest weight of catch, W : RV (l - GFzIF),x
where W is the mean individual weight at limiting size,

Z is the mean individual weight at capturg
R is the proportion of fish reaching takable size which are ultimately caught

(angling efficiency),
G is the proportion of the food of older fish which would be eaten by younger

fish if it became available to them, and
F, and F" are the total amounts of food eaten by fish smaller and greater than

the size limit respectively.
When there is no competition for food G:0 and W: RV.It is not possible at

present to estimate the value of G even approximately, but any positive value will
reduce the value of I4l. Thus the optimum size limit is maximal when estimated on
the assumption that no competition occurs.

The correctness of existing size limits can only be determined if the value of
W lV can be compared with the angling efficiency (R) for the same waters. The
only New Zealand water for which R has been directly estimated is the Horokiwi,
where a value of 0'29 prevailed about 1940 (Allen, 1954). Comparisons of angling
intensity as shown in Table 38, and of the rate at which number decreases with
increasing size, suggests that R is likely to be as heavy on the Horokiwi as on any
New Zealand waters. A value of 0'3 has therefore been assumed to be the maximum
occurring in New Zealand, and the size limit has been considered to be too high on
any water where W lV is greater than this.

Table 45 shows the distribution in each district of the value of WIV for the
waters in Appendix 1. Of the 130 waters in the table, 72 have W lV greater than
0'3. Some of those with lower values will be relatively lightly fished so that .R will
still be less than WlV.Thus it appears that in this sample of waters, most of which
are locally important fishing streams, about three-quarters were fished under a size

limit which was too high and prevented the greatest possible weight of catch from
being achieved.

The table also shows that within most districts there is wide variation in the value
of. W/V. The variation arises usually from the imposition of a single size limit over
all the waters of the district despite large differences in the normal size of fish
caught. These variations within districts emphasise the necessity of taking into con-
sideration the characteristics of individual trout stocks if size limits are to be used
effectively to assist in obtaining the maximum yield. The uniform limits over whole
acclimatisation districts which are now general are administratively simple and easy

to enforce but may produce undesirable effects.
There arg however, some variations between districts in the relation between the

size limit and the usual size of fish caught. Thus in the Ashburton, Marlborough,
West Coast, and Westland districts all the ten waters for which data are available
gave values of. W lV of less than 0'3. On the other hand, among 29 waters in the
East Coast, Ifawke's Ba¡ South Canterbur¡ Southland and Waitaki districts, 23
}irad W lV greater than 0'3. It appears, therefore, that in the second group of dis-
tricts the size limits in force in 1947-52 tended to be too high to allow the maximum

*In Allen (1954) the last term of this equation was inadvertently printed upside down.
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Table 45. The Distribution in Each District of the Value of W/Y fortheWatersfncludedinAppendix I

0:0Þ: 0¡10- 0.15- 0'20- 0.25- 0.30- 0.35- 0.,(}- 0.45- O.s0- 0.SS- 0.60- 0.65-0.09 0.14 0'19 0.24 0.29 0.54 0.39 0,44 0.49 0.54 -0;59 -0;64 -0;69 0.70_ Total

Ashbuton
Auc&lmd
East Coæt

3
t3
I
6
I

I6u
26

7
l4
6
6
I

l0
5
I
I
I
I

Hawte's Bay
Marlborægh
Nelsou
North Cæterbury
Otago
Souttr Cæte¡bury
Soutålæd
Tuæaki-lfawe¡a
Wai-"ri¡o
WaÍtali
Wellington
'West Coa8t
W6tlæd
ÕtagoSouthlæd
Ashbuton - North Cæterbu¡y
Aucklmd-W¿imi¡o .,

Total 27111919231116 1 130

Do
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yield being taken by anglers, while in the first group they were closer to the correct
value or may even have been too low. In the remaining districts a more even
distribution round 0'3 is found.

When W lV is equal to R, the size limit already has the best value. When the two
quantities are not equal, the optimum value can be estimated by a method of suc-

cessive approximations (Allen, 1953).

Within most individual waters the fish caught by anglers fall mainly withir' a

relative small range of sizes and have size distributions of rather similar shape

although with widely different means. For a given rate of exploitation the ratio
between the average size and the optimum limit is constant, so that the proportion
in anglers' catches of fish smaller than the optimum size limit will tend to be

indepéndent of the mean size. In lightly fished waters, therefore, the optimum size

ümif wil be so low as to exclude a negligible number of fish whether the average

size is large or small. Thus the desirability of having a size limit at all will depend
more on the intensity of angling than on the average size of the fish. Size limits are

most likely to be desirable where the angling pressure is particularly heavy and
where the size range of fish caught, including undersized, is unusually wide.

The foregoing discussion is based on the assumption that no competition for food
occurs. There is evidence that there may be significant competition in at least some

trout populations and, in these circumstances, even lower values of the size limit
wiil bè desirable. Thus, if competition is generally significant, the proportion of
waters in which existing limits are too high will be even greater than is indicated
above.

Other bases for assessing the most desirable catch are possible and methods of
estimating the correct size limits to produce them have been discussed elsewhere

(Allen, 1954). IJntil more is known about what anglers really want, the total weight
of catch, which has been used above, appears to provide the most reasonable basis

which is susceptible to analytical treatrnent with the data and techniques now

available.

The other major function which is often ascribed to a size limit is the preservation

of an adequate breeding stock, but insufficient is yet known as to the relation between

egg production, efficiency of spawning and subsequent survival rates to allow the

es-timation of the optimum values for size limits from this point of view.

2. THE BAG LIMIT
SUMMARY

The effect of the bag limit is to reduce the average daily bag, and

this can be estimated by fitting any series of data to the appropriate
Iog (n + 2) - normal distri.buti.on. The reduction in daily catch is

worked out in this way for each district and for a number of the
principal waters. Within districts it varied from (0'1 to 5'0 per cent
ior limits in force in 1952 and there were considerable local variations
within districts. fn general the reduction was much greater in the
South Island than in the North Island, where it never exceeded 0'2

ns

Pa
of
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Table 46. The Parameters nm-ân-d e W_hiqh Define tle B4g Distribution for Each District. Where the Bag Limit Was Changed During the
Period Covered, and Where Difrerent Limits We;e in Force for Major Groups of Waters, These"a¡e Shown SeparaËly -

T]le table ction in average daily bag (D) produced bo$r by the actual Iimit and by a limit of tve; also the percentage reduc-
tion in total five on the assumption ihàt g0 per cent of takable ûsh are caught bf anglers in the âbsence oi a limiti also tne
expected per

For Actual
4 Limit

D

For Limit of Five
Waters or Seasoro

Ashburton

Auckland
East Coast
Ifawke's Bay
Marlborough ..
Nelson

North Canterbury

Otago

South Ca¡rterbury

Southland

Taranaki-Ifawera
Waimarino
WaitaLi
Wellington
West Coast
Westland

Lakes
Others 

::

1946-49
1949-52
Lakes
Others
l9{6-51
l95l-52
Lakes
Others
1947-5t
l95l-52

Not Wangäui
Kakanui

B
t2
l5
r2
t5
l0
5
B
B

l0
20
l0

B
r2
t5
l0
20
20
20
12
20
20

0'55
0.90
r.25
0.65
0.20
0'70
r-20
0.70
0'85
0.55
t -75
2.0s
0.85
l.B5
2-05
l.B0
0'15
0. l5
0.90
0.95
0.70
0'65

t -71
I .80
r.67
I .60
r .66
r.59
l'64
l.B0
t -73
1.73
1.93
I .86
l'4ß
l -79
r.77
1.90
l.83
r -72
1.93
1.69
t'71
l .39

õ/

0.9
0.9
0.1

<0'l
<0.1

0.1
6.9
2'5
1.6
0.5
0.8
4.8
0.2
1.9
0'7
5.0

<0.1
<0.1

0.3
0.2

<0.1
<0'l

4.7
t0.2
8.0
3-3
2.3
3.5
6.9
7.8
7'3
5.3

2t.3
20.5
2.5

t7'2
t7'0
20'0
4'7
2.0

t4'7
6'6
5.5
1.3

3.3
7'3
5-7
2'3
t.6
2.4
4.9
5.6
5'2
3'8

l5'B
t4.9
t.B

12.7
12.5
14.B
3.3
1.4

10.7
4.7
3.8
0.9

0.8
0.5

<0'1
<0.1
<0.1

0.1
5.3
l.B
r.2
0.3
o.7
4.2
0.1
2.0
0.8
4.2

<0.1
<0.1

0.1
o.2

<0'l
<0'l

o
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the country the reduction in the various districts would range from
1 to 16 per cent. In some districts local regulations impose specially
low bag limits on a few waters and these seem generally to be appro-
priate to the stocks in them.

Some of the fish not caught because an angler has stopped on
reaching his limit are ultimately caught later, so that the reduction
in total catch is rather less than that in the daily bag.

The expectation of achieving a limit bag has been determined for
the various districts and principal waters, and is found to be very
similar to the percentage reduction in the catch.

The increase in catch caused by anglers continuing to fish in the
hope of reaching their limit is generally negligible.

There is no appreciable benefit to less skilled anglers from any re-
distribution of catch which the bag limit causes by reducing the
catches of the more successful anglers.

fn general, existing bag limits have no significant effect on anglers'
catches or on the conservation of fish stocks.

The effect of the bag limit has been discussed elsewhere (Allen, 1955). ft was
shown that the distribution of bags of different size, n, could be satisfactorily fitted
by the log (n + 2 ) - normal distribution and that any given distribution was con-
veniently defined by the parameters nss, the median value of n, and g, the antilog
of the standard deviation of the transformed distribution. Methods of estimating
these parameters were described, and curves were given showing the effects produced
by different limits for various values of the parameters.

These techniques have been applied to the data obtained from the general diary
scheme. An overall distribution table of daily bags was drawn up for each district
from all available data. Where different bag limits were in force for different major
groups of waters, or in different seasons, separate tables were compiled for each
limit. From these distributions the values of n5s and q were estimated by the
graphical method and the results are shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 46.

The most important effect of the bag limit is to reduce to some extent the total
angling catch. Figs. 3 and.4 in the paper referred to above show the direct reduction
D produced by various limits for different combinations of z5s and q. By interpola-
tion in these figures the appropriate values of D have been estimated for each
district or other category in Table 46, the values being converted to percentages.
Column 4 therefore shows the overall average effect of the limit actually in force
in each case. Even although the small amount of data restricts the accuracy of some
of the estimates the table shows clearly that the bag limits in force in 1951-52
generally caused a very small reduction in the total catch. In only three districts did
the reduction exceed 2 per cent and in none did it exceed 5 per cent. In the North
Island where the effect is generally less that in the South Island, the largest reduc-
tion was 0'2 per cent in Wellington. Since 1951-52 there have been changes in bag
limit in a few of the minor districts, but these have had little effect on the general
position.

The effect of the bag limit in any district depends partly on the value of the
limit, and partly on the abundance of fish. To distinguish between these factors the
reduction in catch has been estimated for all districts on the assumption that the
same limit was in force throughout. For this purpose the value chosen for the limit

o
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@Tzble 47. The Values of-nm a-nd_q, the Expectqtion o[al-r¡"it Bag P, and tle Percentage Reduction D in the Average Daily Bag Caused

by the Limit in Force at tle End of the Periód of the Records for Some of the Principal Waters "

Nmbuof Days

Hawke's Bay
Nelson

North Canterbury

Otago

South Canterbury
Southland

Taranaki
Waimarino

Wellington

West Coast
Auckland-Waimarino
Otago-Southland

927
52t

t,s42
325
248
286
389
277
996
3t9
386
206

1,740
282
606
207
641
216
226
300
620
339
838
430
237
549
362
350
242
748

I ,810

l5
B
o
B
B

l0
l0
l0
t0
t0
10
l0
l0
5

t0
l0
l0
l0
t0
12
l0
l0
l0
20
20
20
r2
t2
20
l5
l0

0.41
0.84
r.2B
I .15
0.90
0.9s
0'6s
0.30
t.78
I .35
1.20
4.00
2'54
0.54
o.72
l.85
2.41
0.90
1.55
t.72
2.27
l .70
1.30

-0.050. 70
0.40
0'75
l'28
0.40
0.68
2.68

t.64
t.57
t.70
1.69
1.69
r'71
l.B2
r'67
I .75
1.95
|.7t
1.79
l.9l
l .68
t.76
t'75
2'04
t.B7
1.99
1.69
l.Br
I'82
I .70
t.57
1.65
l'56
l .68
1.64
l.6l
I .56
1.90

o/
/o

<0'l
0.6
2'2
l.B
l'3
0.7
I'l
0.+
t.,
4.9
1.0

l0'4
8.2
4.2
o.7
3'0

t4'5
2'0
7.5
0.7
4-4
3.0
1.0

<0.1
<0.1
<0'l

0.2
0.3

<0.1
<0.1

8.3

o/

<0.1
0.3
2'0
1.5
l'2
0.5
0.7

<0.1
2.3
2-B
0.8

ll.0
7-0
2.6
0.5
2'2
7.8
1.3
4.0
0.6
4.4
2.5
0'9

<0'l
<0'l
<0.1

o-2
o.2

<0.1
<0.1

7'0

1

*Thc waten marked with an asterist are those for which tle values given are taken from Allm, 1955, Table l.
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was 5, which is the smallest value which has ever been applied in New Zealand to

"r, ".rtir" 
district. The results are shown in column 5 of the table. It appears that

both factors are contributing substantially to the irregular effects of existing limits.

Thus Ashburton lakes and iaranaki-Hawera are evidently similar in abundance of
fish since a limit of 5 would in each case cause a reduction of 4'7 per cent; the

actual reductions are 0'9 per cent and (0'1 Per cent
arise from the different limits of I and 20 respectively.
and Nelson would show similar reductions with the sam

of 15 and I respectively the reductions are 0'1 and 2'5 per cent. On the other hand
the difference 6etween'South Canterbury and Ashburton waters, other than lakes,

evidently arises from differences in abundance, since) both with their present

identicai limits of 12 and with a hypothetical limit of 5, there is a substantial

difference between the districts in the reduction produced by the limit. The same

applies to North Canterbury and Otago, each with a limit of 10, and to Nelson and

thã Ashburton lakes, each with a timit of B. Other similar comparisons can be made

illustrating the influence of each of these factors. The relatively large reduction
which is found in the districts in the south-east of the South Island is largely due

to the relatively abundant stocks which have been shown earlier to exist in this

area. There are no indications of any general tendency for district bag limits to be

adjusted in accordance with abundance of fish stocks.

In the three Canterbury districts - North Canterbury, Ashburton, and South

Canterbury - a uniform bag limit of B has been agreed on for the high-country
lakes, although varying limits (10, 12, 12) are in force in the remainder of the

districts. If the data foi the three districts are combined, the average abundance of
fish in the high-country lakes is less than in the lowland waters, and, if a uniform
reduction in cãtch is desired, there is therefore justification for a lower limit in these

waters. The differences between the three districts are considerable, however, and

uniformity between them tends to produce different results in each district. The
average róduction produced by the limit of I in the combined high-country lakes

is 1 pã cent. To produce this effect in the six categoriçs of waters would, on the

data availablg require approximate limits of
High-country

Lakes Others

North Canterbury
Ashburton
South Canterbury

9
7

6

B

10

13

None of these limits differ by more than 2 ftom those actually in force. Only in
the North Canterbury district is the principle of having a lower limit on the high-

country watels incorrect if uniformity of catch reduction is regarded as the

objective.

The effects so far discussed concern the average reduction in catch produced by

the bag limit for complete acclimatisation districts or major parts of them. In any

districithere .r" -uny waters containing üout stocks of varying abundance' Where

the same limit is applied to all these waters it may be expected_to produce varying

degrees of catch rËdìction. Table 47 shows the param€ters 9f. 
tl9 bag distribution,

arrä the reduction produced by the limit for a number of individual waters for

which adequate aniounts of data are available. For the waters marked with an

asterisk the parameters are taken from Allen, 1955, Table 1, and were estimated by

9
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the method of least squares. For the other waters they have been estimated graphic-
ally. In general there does not
waters within one district, altho
have been examined, there is a
cent. In this district special mention m
tions provide a special limit of 5 for
shows that bag size on this river tends t
the special limit is to produce a catch reduction (4'2 per cent) which is about the
mean for the whole district, whereas if the usuai disthct ümii of l0 had been in
force the catch reduction would have been only about 0.3 per cent.

The reduction in catch D is the direct effect of the bag limit. The fish saved
because an angler has had to stop fishing on the water
and are still available to anglers. Some of the t the final
reduction. in c4ch (U) will be less than D. 955) that
,t : 2$;ff where .tRe is the proportion of takable fish caught by angters if
no limit is in force. when, as is often the case, D and Re are both small, approxi-' mately U: D(l-Ro).

fn an earlier part of this paper it was shown that there is reason to believe that
at Present the value of R in New Zealand waters rarely if ever exceeds 0.3. Table
46 therefore shows in column 6 the corresponding value of U for .Ro : 0.3. The
final reduction in catch which a limit of 5 would p'roduce will therefore lie between
the.values given in columns 5 and 6 of the table. The reductions given by present
limits are generally lower, so that the approximate equation wilt appiy, and the final
reduction in total catch can be taken-io be betweeï 0.2 and 1.0 times the value
of. D.

, Many- a-nglers probably obtain some satisfaction from tÌ¡e achievement of a limit
Þ"8:.u11 the frequency of occurrence of limit bags in the various districts an¿ waters
studied is therefore of some interest. The last 

"oiú*rx 
of Tables 46 and 47 thereforeshow t p of limit bags which-"".r-¡" 

"*pe"ted. 
ihefigures ily by the extei'sion oi,l-r"ì"gr"rsion lines fittedto the aóh óas".

The tables show that in general the varue of p for any water is very similar tothat of D, and that in most ãistricts a rimit bag is rarely át"i".ã.
Hobbs (1948), in discussing the records 9f 9ne angler who had habitually takenvery large bags, suggested that the bag limit, whJn attainaUle with reasonable

frequency, might have the effect of incrásing ihe totar 
"ut"r, 

¡ã"u,rre anglers whowould.otherwise_-stip fishing mìght continrr" if th"y felt that trr"y rr.a a chance ofachieving their limit. rn 
.considering the oyera-f resurt produ*a î, a bag rimit, itis desirable to examine the extent io which this effect t"""rr. wrt"n it occurs thenumber of bags slightly less than the limit will be reduced r"ã t¡" number of limitswill be increased when compared with the numbers which wourd occur with anunmodified distribution. Tþe effe9t is likely to be at its maximum under conditions

such that the limit is reach-ed. fairly frequãntry. Table 4s ;;;;;;", the actual andexpected numbers of bags of the limit anã of one less than the I'imit for some *rt'*and.districts w.hich gave adequate sampres of data ."a . t"irty high expectation ãireaching the limit. The expeèted numËers have been 
""àp"tãa'ty distributing theactual total number of bags of limit size and one less ¡"t*'.å"-trr" two categories in

¿l

I
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Table 48. Comparison of the Actual and Expected Nr¡mber of Bqgs,of Limit Sizc and of One
Less for a Nr¡mber of 'aters Where Limit Bags Occu¡red Relatively Frequentþ

Seasog or \{ater Nmber
of Days Actual Expected Actul Expected

Otago

Soutåland

Otago-Soutbla.nd

Nelson

Pomahaka
Waipahi
All

Aparima
Alt

Mataura

1946-49
1949-52

326
B3

2,155

200
I ,045

467

| ,7tl
3.293

20.9
6.6

12r.4

15.0
57.3

s4-4

163 .0
7s.0

6.1
t-4

38.6

5.0
20.7

15.6

t24.0
s6.0

5.8+*
9.2++

l.l

5
3

39

I
I

t2

130
5l

24
5

12r

l9
69

58

r57
80

2.O
2-2

0.5
0-8

ô

the expected proportion. The chi-square test shows that, excePt in the two South-
land sãmples, the divergence frcm the expectation is well below the significant level.
It appears, therefore, that in most cases there is little if any tendency for anglers
to continue to fish in the hope of attaining a limit bag. It may, however, occur
occasionall¡ as seems to have happened in some of the group of anglers providing
records for the Aparima. If the Aparima data are taken out of those for Southland,
the remainder, covering the other waters in the district, show less divergence from
expectation, giving X' : 4'7, which is significant at the 5 per cent level. The data
for Southland and Otago apply only to the t95L-52 season since this was the only
one in which a limit of 10 was in force. The earlier limits of 15 and 20 respectively
did not give a sufficiently good chance of reaching the limit. The Nelson data have
been divided into two periods in which different limits were in force.

The extent to which a bag limit causes a redistribution of the catch, and thus
benefits the less successful anglers, has been analysed elsewhere. It was shown that
any benefit occurred only when a number of conditions were fulfilled; the group
benefited took a small proportion of the total catch; the total fishing effort was
heavy, so that anglers took a large proportion of fish reaching takable size; and the
bag limit had exactly the right value for the particular circumstances. Even under
these conditions the benefit to the less successful anglers is small, increasing their
catch by only a few per cent. The last two conditions would be rarely fulfilled in
New Zealand, and it is evident that the bag limit causes no appreciable benefit
through redistribution of the catch.

3. RESTRICTIONS ON METHOD

SUMMARY

The principal restrictions on method limit the lures and baits which
may be used. Many combinations are found among local regulations,
but increasing restrictiveness generally prohibits successively worrn,
natural insects other than flies, natural minnows, natural flies, and
artificial minnows. There is a general tendency for restrictions to
increase progressively from the south to the north of New ZeaLand.
In the extreme south there are very few restrictions on method, but
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in the North Island a large proportion of waters are reserved for fly
fishing.

Methods are sometimes prohibited because they are believed to
cause interference with other anglers or to be "unsporting,'and these
aspects are not suitable for analysis in the present study. Methods are
also prohibited because they are believed to be too destructive, and
some data on this point are available.

Study of the rates of catch obtained by various methods shows that
none are consistently or markedly more successful than the others.
There is therefore no justification for the prohibition of any particular
method as too effective. under different conditions of weãther and
water different methods are most effective and prohibition of any
method whatever therefore tends to reduce the pròportion of time in
which angling can be carried out at maximum effictiveness, and so
reduces the total catch.

believed to cause destruction of young fish
to undersized fish caught accidentally.
cause damage in this way but there is no
cent overseas work has shown that about

ultimately 
"uyc_h_t 

is, however, negrigibre except perhaps on waters
where worm fishing is the favourite method.

It is difficult to find any basis for such a wide diversity of restrictions. The inten-
tions underlying restrictions on method are probably of two main kinds. one con_
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cerns the convenience and tastes of anglers; it is often believed that some methods,

e.g. spinning, disturb the water and diminish the chances of following anglers to.a
gõatår ext;t than others; there may also be a feeling in some cases that certain
irethods are less sporting and should be discouraged as far as possible. Restrictions

for such prrtp*"t as tÉese involve questions of behaviour and taste and their
justification lies outside the scope of the present Paper.

The other intention underlying restrictions on methods is the protection or con-

servation of frsh stocks. The úasii of their imposition for this PurPose is the belief

that some methods are unduly destructive. There seem to be two main suggestions

as to ways in which certain methods could be particularly de-structive. They.could
be excessively effective, leading to the capture of too many fish of takable size, or

they could 
"â.rr. 

du*uge to aiy undersizãd fish caught so that many of them died

aftÉr return to the water. The data obtained in the present work provide some

information as to the difference between the various methods in these respects'

Table 49 shows for ten of the principal waters the rate of catch obtained by each- 
toth dry and wet fly and also large feather
y only" waters; "minnow" includes artificial

:iî,î1f î1;1#, îX1ï:1.Î:l ;i ":T:i"i:
given on both daily and hourly bases since it has been shown earlier that each has

Jome adrrantages as a method of expressing catch per unit_effort. Since there are

sometimes con-siderable differences in the average length of fishing day for different

methods, the relation between rates of catch for the three methods sometimes varies

on any one water according to the time unit employed. Only the data for the

1950-é1 and 1951-52 seasons were recorded in suitable form for use in this analysis'

The relative rates of catch obtained by the various methods vary ertatically from
water to water, and each method achieved the greatest rate on some waters and

the least on others. The differences are generally not great, particularly on waters

where adequate samples of data are available for all methods as on the Mataura
and pomahãka. In eãr[er discussion of the significance of variation from season to

season in the recorded rate of catch it was shown that variations of up to one third
could arise from sampling errors, changes in identity of diarists and other factors,

without indicating ut y 
"hãttg" 

in the state of the frsh stock. The same considerations

arise with rega.d"to áiff"."tr-""r in the rates of catch recorded for different methods.

There is therefore no evidence that there is any difference in the normal rates of

*t"h obtuined by different methods and thus no justification for prohibiting any of

them as unduly efficient.

In all the waters included in the table all methods permitted by the general

regulations are allowed, but there are obviously great {t{:-t":":. between waters in

thË extent to which tÉey are used. The Motueka and Waipahi are essentially fly
waters and other methods are rarely used; in the Motueka the use of the worm was

never recorded in the two seasons siudied. The same applies to a lesser extent to the

Pomahaka, Aparimq and Mataura. At the other extrÞme is the T1!er! where the

worm was thè commonest method recorded; in the Waiau and Clutha spinning

(usually with natural bait) was the co differences arise

largely'from differences in the nature of is probable that

locäl 'custom also has an influence. It nce, that if the
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Table 49. The Rate of Catch in Fish Per Day and Per Hour Obtained by the Three Principal Methods in Some of the Principal Waters

Ilous Fish/Day Fish/Hou Days Ifow Fish/Day Fish/Hou Days Hou FishiDay Fish/How

Nelson MotueLa
Otago Clutha

Mahinerangi-Waipori
Pomahaka
Taieri
Waipahi ..

Southland Aparima ..
Oreti
Waiau

Otago-Southland Matau¡a ..

396 1,0r2
4l t2015 109

467 t,803
57 t62
185 809I3B ß4+7 t97
56 25947t 2,3t3

2.29 0.89r.B3 0'62r.60 0'223.93 t'02
2.00 0.704'O3 0.93
3.22 0.96
2.tB O.52
2.77 0.604'67 0.95

t.7B 0.772.rB 0.54
2.88 0.{63'69 0.84
2.22 0.576.29 l .00
4-94 t'28
3.78 0.87
2.33 0.504.03 0.72

s.fu olô¡
2.38 0'32
4.27 1.05
1.06 0'rB
7'45 t.67
2.76 0.92
l'73 0.31
1.69 0.34
4.79 I .18

àiø t,ü+
86 M3
B9 360
84 503IB BO
4t t23
26 146
16 B0

ll9 483

90 208
362 I,564
tt7 737t76 780109 43774
57 22r50 2593r5 1,002

284 1,568

T
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Motueka were situated in Otago, minnow and worm would be used as little as is

actually the case. Local conditions will have influence between different sections of
major iivers, and there is no doubt that if the results were subdivided in this way
different methods would sometimes be found to be used predominantly in different
parts of the same river.

Regulations limiting the methods that may be used may reduce catches in a more

indile-ct way. It is weil known that different conditions of weather and water favour

different fiihing methods. Regulations which permit the use of a wide range of
methods therefóre allow fishing at maximum efficiency for a greater proportion of
the season than do regulations which limit the range of methods. They therefore

allow a greater total catch to be taken. Restrictions on methods will tend to reduce

the catcñ whatever methods are prohibited, and there is no reason, on grounds of
efficiency, for selecting any particular methods rather than others for this PurPose.

The second way in which certain methods are sometimes considered to be unduly
destructive of fish stocks is by damaging undersized fish so that they die after
release. This suggestion is most commonly made with regard to two methods; these

are spinning wiih tackle embodying numerous or multiple hooks, and worm fishing.

Tackles *ith n.r-"rous hook points may perhaps become attached to fish in such

a complex way that it is impossible to detach them without doing more or less

seriouJ damage to the fish. In the absence of any critical experiments, it is not
possible to determine the magnitude of this effect.

The worm and other soft natural baits are much more frequently taken well into
the mouth or swallowed by the fish than are artificial lures. There is therefore a

much greater risk of internal damage to the eyes, gills, throat, heart, etc., and this
can have serious effects. Shetter and Allison (1955) compared the survival of brook,
brown, and rainbow trout caught on fly and on worm on several streams in
Michigan. Averaged over a number of experiments they found that 20 to 42 pet
cent, according to species, of fish caught on worm were dead by the following morn-
ing, while of fish caught on fly only 0 to 11 per cent died. Roughly, therefore, one-

third of the fish caught on worm were killed, but a negligible number of those

caught on fly.
In comparing the destruction of young fish in this way by various angling methods,

it is neceisary 1o consider for each method not only the proportion of undersized

fish which die as a result of hooking, but also the proportion of undersized fish

actually caught. Thus a method which killed many of the fish hooked would do

Iittle serious harm if it led to the capture of few undersized fish. The ProPortion
of undersized fish in catches obtained by various methods has been discussed in an

earlier section, and data for some of the principal waters are shown in Table 15.

This showed that there was some variation from water to water; waters fished

mainly with fly tended to show a progressive reduction in proportion of undersized

fish fiom fly to minnow to worm. Where worm and minnow were the most usual
methods, worm gave the highest proportion of undersized fish, and there was no

significant difference between fly and minnow.
Only a few waters gave su.fficient data for this comparison but the results indicate

that the damaging effect of worm fishing is at least not offset by a tendency for the

number of undersized fish caught by this method to be relatively small. ft seems very
probable that in some waters worm fishing may cause.the deaths of considerably
^more 

undersized fish than does fly fishing. Minnow fishing cannot be brought into
the comparison since not enough is known of the damage it causes.
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The destruction of lol.g fish by worm fishing courd, however, only justify the
prohibition of this method if it were on a large enãugh scale to 

"u,rr" 
uí uppr"ói"Ut"

reduction in the stock of fish. Some indicatiãn of tñe extent to which tftis is tit ety
to occur can be obtained from the data in Tabte 15. Of the waters included in this

rtion of undersized among the fish caught
xtreme example for discussion. The table

of anglers in two seasons of 394 takable
. If it is assumed, on the basis of Shetter

amounts ;iå,i*i. n:il;,1;îij'.(,",:il;probably at
the most
which fis at

tion of takable fish actually caugh i;the recorded worm fishing -orrd reduce trre catch of the same group of
anglers in subsequent years by abo sh, or less than 2 per cent of their actual
season's catch.

ry approximate throughout but
to give the highest final result
hat prohibition of worm fuhing

percentage to tÌ¡e stock and to the total

worm fishing was extensively used, so
large group of anglers for a very small
worm fishing tåe saving produced by it
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VIII APPBNDICES
APPENDTX I. SUMMARY OF DATA FOR THE PRINCIPAL \'VATERS

ater for which sufficient records were available. The waters are
ecies columns the letters B, R, and Q, indicate brown and

es in the species column indicate: (1) contains quinnat salmon;

) about 66/o small quinnat salmon; (5) contains occasional

Nmber of Fish Pe¡ Ccnt
Fish ljnder-

Per Day sized
Meæ Fish
Lcngth Per HourUnder-

aizcd

Nubcr Nmber
of of

Days Hours Kept MeæuredTakable
Returned

Ashburton

Rangitata

Lake Heron

Arapuni Lake ..
Awakino
Karapiro Lake
Kauaeranga
Mangahoe
Mangaotaki
Mangatutu
Maratoto
Waihou
Waiomou
Waipa
Waitekauri
Waitawheta

EAST COAST
223 217 18.90

169 529

t45 521

100 275

67

9B

ASHBURTON

AUCKLAND
294
599
229

B9

232
82
50

5t2
2BB
374
212
l5B

227 15.948
2s'62q

394 16'738
26'0 q137 22.898
16.lrq
17.00R

2t5 17.60
467 18.12
rB2 20.20
89 15.79
B0 19.87

201 lB.0l
82 16.66
49 14.90

454 17'43
287 17.43
334 16.14
t73 t5.32
150 16.12

248

4+r

t73

0'47

0'84

0 .63

1.46

3 .04

t.73

2.75
3.27
r .53
2.22
2'85
3.22
l.68
2.08
2.2r
3 .89
2'45
3.37
I .60

I .64

2r.3

19.3

0

14.7
57.3
9.6

40.6
22.2
22.r
49.0
65.7
42.r
48.0
36.8
36.9
26. I

28.5

1001

1001

5s

0

0

2

107 396 5l
183 910 80s ::
150 641 25 5
40 236 63 3

27 140 22
72 364 66
49 241 79
24 129 lOt 3

231 892 377 7

74 309 266
153 609 2ls I
63 380 124
99 465 56 I

0.74
0'66
0 .36
0 .38
0 .55
0.63
0'34
0.41
0'58
0.93
0.61
0 .56
0.34

0'39

2
4
2
0
0
3

27
0
0
0

45
5
0

0

9B
96
9B

100
100
97
73

10u
100
100
55
95

100

100 u3
(.oHangaroa 136 644 100 28
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Nubcr Nuber
of of

Day¡ Hou¡
Nubcr of Fish

Unde¡- Takablc
sized Retlmed

Kept
Meæ Fist¡ Fish "út"s#'Merued Length Pe¡ Hou Per Day sized

Spccics .tr
O

Black Creek
Manawatu
Marakeke
Tukipo
Tutituki
Waipawa

Wai¡au

94
t02
12t
r29

. . 1,060
l0B

l7B

3B
707
62

398
49

. . 1,907
55

329
136
t73
105
t27
lB6
74

252
48

192
430
233
263

3,277
294

s7t

rt2
2,275

207
916
t6l

5,571
213

1,043
284
313
401
266
466
180
940
l3l

l5

62
t72
l3

B3l
2

946
l6

266
60

B
4

35
63
B5
79
64

0'33
o.29
0'36
0.47
0.4
o'3+

0'51

0.54
0.56
0'59
0.82
0.56
0.78
0.44
0.7t
0.96
0.29
0'59
0'35
0.53
0 .64
0.52
0.61

0.47
0.56
0.47
0.42
0.50
0'67
0.M

ll
20
t7
2r

909
72

HAWKE'S BAY
36059
4 122 120
97475
3 t22 t22

1.10 t,3t7 t,052
12 89 80

MARLBOROUGH
39 249 250

NELSON
59 60

1 ,2t4 t,lB9
t22 97
728 723
89 BI

4,229 4,t95
86 94

691 697
263 279
87 69

23t 225
92 BB

235 l9l
lll 105
4.67 460
76 76

NORTH CANTERBURY

t6'68
t4'89
16.69
rB .03
15.90
16.10

t9. l2

15.23
19.41
19.96
13.46
2r.48
17.t4
2r'52
I5.86
lB.l3
2t.25
20.99
t7'49
l6'70
r3.65
19.58
14.51

120 15.70
t40 t3'8265 16'35
221 2t'27
469 lB.l8
76 t4'32
9l 15.13

0.64 14.9
l'20 t3'7
0'61 t7.o
0.94 14.4
r'24 38.5
0.82 4l .6

1.40 4'9

1.55 50.4r.72 t2.0
1.96 9.6
l.B3 52.4t.Bz 2.22.22 r7.81.56 t4'7
2.t0 26'31.93 lB'l0'50 B.l
2'20 1.5o'72 27.3r.2B 20.41.49 42.5l.B5 t+.r1.57 4'7

100

9

r00

27.6 99r
15.4 99
25'0 100
l4.l 0r
2.2 10042.5 10043.7 0

Baton
Buller
Gowan
Maitai
Mangles
Motueka
Owen
Riwaka
Lake Rotoíti
Takaka
Travers
Waimea
Wairoa
Wakapuaka
Wangapeka
Whangamoa

Ashley
Avon
Cam
Lake Coleridge
Lake Ellesmere
Ifororata
Lake Lyndon ..

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
r00
100

2
47

ii]
I

l.f0
7

53
9
4
5
I
6
4

l6
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
I
0

34
0
0

100

103 329t40 5437t r77
r 31 701
292 l,13079 t939l 262

59
55
28
48
l3
96
90

2
l9
2
7
I

t7
0

153
283

82
285
560
ll3
ll6

t.48
2.02
I'15
2.tB
1.92
r.43
l'27

o
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Lake Shepherd
Selwyn
Styx ..
Waimakariri

r206858
89 11 667 235
66 51 5l

276 35 445 341

53
392

37
347

264
I,387

120
t,2s2

199
790

5,892
100
t24

I ,031
3, 106

236
658
135

| ,377
207

10, I 16
159
l89
79t

5 ,280
246
565
608
902
397

4,245
I,886

859
I ,303

19.97 0.33
t8.29 0.49
13.06 0.42
29'lBQ o'37
r6.01B
l5'29R

1.1 100
11.6 100
56.4 100
36.6 B7r

0
0
0

l3

r.27
1.70
l.3B
t.2B

Butchers Dam .. 54
Catlins 238
Clutha . . 1,260
Fraser's Dam . 23
Kaihika 57
Leith 383
Mahinerangi-Waipori 465
ManorburnDam 45
Manuherikia Dam l3B
Manuherikia River 37
Mimihau 3ll
Owaka 7+
Pomahaka , , 2,389
Poolburn Dam 25
Puerua 57
Shag .. 353
Taiéri 916
Taylor's Creek 89
Tolomairiro 101

Tomahawk Lagoon 135
Waikaia . . 261
Waikouaiti ll7
Waipahi 898
Waiþori River .. 334
Waiwera 273
Wyndham 236

100 0
100 0
1006 0
r00 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
1002 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
t00 0
100 0
100 0
1002 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
1002 0
100 0
t00 0
100 0

57
199
929 I

50
tB6

|,170
145 3
114
40

J .,
947 60
t4t

5,863 53
l5
43

lB0
I,4BB I

25
33
IB

3BB
43

2,0t3 4
514
696
468 14

OTAGO
153 68
643 512

3,760 3,241
92 56

234 242
I,080 I ,020
1,056 1,052

337 240
642 642
134 r34

1,665 1,678
225 216

9,477 8,379
73 70

l0l l0l
695 690

2,099 1,678
437 436
302 277
r4t 125
770 759
163 16l

3,563 3,455
Bl5 756
769 742

I,l4t I,122

12.90
tB .00
15.95
t5 .25
11.72
10.10
t6'06
13.72
14.40
16.92
t3.62
14.65
13.77
18.49
15.43
l3 .80
13.84
12 .66
15.00
14.83
13.87
15.61
13.61
l2 .86
t3'21
15.10

0. 76
0.Bl
0.64
0.92
l.B9
I .05
0.34
t'43
0.98
0.99
I .15
I .09
0.94
0.46
0'53
O.BB
0.35
l'77
0.53
0.23
0.85
0.41
0.84
0.43
0'89
0.89

2'Bl 27.1
2-70 23.6
2.99 19.8
4.00 35'2
4.1I 44.3
2.82 52'0
2.28 12.0
7.48 25.3
4.66 5.9
3.62 2.2
5.ll 35.5
3.3+ 38.5
3.98 38.l
2.92 17.0
t.77 30.5
1.97 20'5
2'29 4l'5
4'9t 5.4
2.99 9.8
l'04 11.3
2.9s 33.4
l'39 20.8
3.97 36.0
2.44 38.7
2.82 47.6
4.83 23.1
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Nuber Nmber
of of

Day¡ IIou
Nube¡ of Fish Per Cent

IJnder-
sized

Specio È¡\]
Uader- Takable
sized Retmed

Kept
Meæ Fish Fish

Meæued Leogth Per l{our Per Day

SOUTH CANTERBURY
Lake Alexandrina
Opawa
Opihi
Pareora
Temuka
Tengawai
Waihi

238 t,tt2
29 B0498 I,604
154 521
77 274
lB2 67594 262

782
29
60

125
63
79

t62
487
5l
52

.. 1,014
48
54
67

12 38710 139
384
139

2t.22
12.27
14'58
14.36
tl.72
13-54
ll.5l

14.02
14.39
t4.28
15. l6
2I.BB
t5'60
15.30
t5'2t
13.15
t3' 17
t7.47
16.34
l5'89
t4.M

t32 15.96
lB2 rB.0B
57 t5.t2
106 t7'93
88 t8.37

381 r7.2t

1'63
4.79
2.29
3.15
3.65
3-64
3'44

3.80
4.89
4.92
3'19
2.08
2.99
4'48
2.99
4.58
4.76
2.36
l.84
3.02
+:44

r.s3 38.0l.BB t2.7
3.84 20.12.98 30.8
2.99 52.80'85 39'8

r'7 B34.1 100
24.2 1001
t7'5 10040'3 100
34.8 100
4B'5 r00

34'2 1002
l4'2 100
27.4 1001
t2.5 1002
3'5 Bl

29.0 98
l8.B 992
34.r 100
53.9 100
33.0 100
l3.l 79812.6 1007.3 100
30.6 100

92
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
77

396
lt7
206
370
335

0
0
0
0

l9
2
I
0
0
0

2l
0
0
0

100 I,t44 98567 484 444
21 283 l8s30 664 51330 325 283

0 .36
l .86
0.78
I .06
l.lt
l .03
I .3s

1.23
I .14
l-24
0.99
0.48
0.66
1.20
0'76
t.37
1.37
o-71
0.64
0.69
r'2t

Aparima
Hedgehope
Lora
Makarewa
Mararoa
Morley
Orawia
Oreti
Otamita
Otapiri
Waiau
Waihopai
Waimatuku
Waimea

SOUTHLAND
2,573 2,879142 139

295 272402 386r32 lll
238 238725 723

1,457 I,44+
262 237250 25t

2,393 2,33289 89163 163
257300

2,647 1,678 267t26 24 3257 t20 24460 65 5228t54
362 97
618 t72 t6

2,203 869 2tB209 304 24200 135 253,438 369 56t52 t4 B238 13 2
274 146 32

TARANAKI-ITAWERA
2l tØKapuni

Kaupokonui
Ouri
Taungatara
Waiaua
Waiwakaiho

94 186
ll8 384
25 tOB
37 207
29 t4

485 1,129

99
92

100
100
100
92

l0l
35
25
5l

103
283

lB 222
396
4 110
4BB
16 4Lt

0.88
0.62
0.92
0.56
0'64
0.38

I
B
0
0
0
B

o o (t
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Makara
Makatuku
Manganui-o-te-Ao
Mangawhero ..
Taooui
Whakapapa

Kakanui

Hautapu
Hutt
Makakahi
Makuri
Manawatu
Mangatainoka . .

Otaki..
Rangitikei
Ruamahanga ,.
Waipoua

A¡nold
Buller
Crooked
Grey . .

Ohikanui

I 19 l9l
103 205
32t 796
607 I,22s
Lt2 2t2

.. 166 259

t4s 326
92 200

156 453
57 191

244 1,026
. . 382 1,474

113 261
I9B BB2
l7B 625

.. 85 l4l

t43 492
54 139
25 101

261 713
27 119

. . 3,205 13,255 3,604

WAIMARINO
140 t3B

10 155 139
t4 564 477
87 758 734
B lB5 155

2rl l9B

WAITAKI
146 146

WELLINGTON

WEST COAST

WESTLAND
6 .. 65 57

16
IBB
27

2tB
52
36

143

82
56
79
69

t24
t45
2S
B5
97

2t7

M
I
I

87
I

15'96 0.49
l1'12 0'69
lB.B3 0.54
t4'63 0.61
15.45 0.64
l7'83 0.69

l4'25 0.48

16'84 0'85
15.43 0.57
14.49 0'94
14.52 1.03
15'70 0'45
t6'27 0.57
19.02 0.60
16.36 0'47
15.34 0'51
13.69 0.99

16.30 0.58
17.04 0.55
t7.30 0'82
t7.23 0.51
22.23 0'50

17.28 0.54

r.l7
1.51
r.72
r'25
I .65
l.5l

2.97

1.Bl
| .14
2 .68
3.64
1.90
2.19
1.34
2'04
t.79
I .55

1.77
r.4l
3'16
t.32
2.19

I '48

4.03

t'52

L'57

10.3
54'B
5'7

2t.6
2r.2
16.4

49'4

22'B
33 .0
15. 7
26.0
2l.L
14'7
t5'7
16.9
23.2
60.8

13'+
1.3
r.2

t9 .3
1.7

8.5

23.5

7.1

39'4

100
100
100
100
100

100

100

971

5B

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

3

42

100 0
964
2t 79
982
r00 0
3+ 66

100

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
99 l
100 0
l9 Bl

100 0
100 0

t5 263 244
9 105 92
5 419 368
7 190 B0
2 463 389
6 834 697
5 151 98

t4 405 4rl
1 319 235
B t32 99

31 254 250
76 77

s7977
19 345 332

59 60

120

Mataura

Rakaia

Wanganui

120

OTAGO-SOUTHLAND
325 12 ,606 I I , 663 15 .83 0 .97

ASHBURTON - NORTH CANTERBURY
t4 tB2 r22 l9.BB 0.37

AUCKLAND-WAIMARINO
75t 22 I,575 I,39+ 15.81 0.62 ,ts

oc
. . 1,004 1,826
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APPENDIX 2. STATISTICAL ANALYSES

(a) The Relation Between Percentage of Undersized Fish, Mean Length, and
Size Limit

fn order to study the way in which the percentage of undersized ûsh in the catches
is related to the size limit and mean length, a multiple regression analysis has been
performed. This yields the regression equation P: 46'13 - 4'428X + +'576L
where P is the percentage of undersized fish, X is the mean length of takable fish
and L the size limit. The standard errors of the regression coefficients on X and L
are 0'46 and 0'99 respectively. The values of the correlation coefficients between
pairs of variables are given by

rxt' -: 0'367
r¡x : -0'568r¡'P: 0'079

The mean length shows highly significant correlations with both the proportion of
undersized fish and the size limit, but the direct correlation between the two latter
variables falls well short of even the 5 per cent level of significance for 129 degrees
of freedom (0'1i). The significant positive correlation between mean size and size
limit (r¡¿) may arise from two causes. In waters containing trout populations of
similar size distribution, the mean length of the takable fish will tend to vary with
the size limit since this determines the size range of the portion of the population
which contributes to the mean. A positive correlation will also be produced by any
tendency to adjust size limits according to the size of fish in the population. To test
this the correlation coefficient has been calculated for the waters in Appendix 1

between the size limit and the approximate peak length for the size-distribution
curve, the latter being estimated by eye to the nearest inch. The value of r obtained,
0'267, is significant at the 1 per cent level. To avoid an artificial correlation caused
by the fact that the minimum size at which a peak can appear rises with the limit,
all waters having peaks below 12 inches, or subject to limits greater than12 inches,
have been excluded. In all, 112 waters were included in the analysis. The method
of selection will tend to cut out some genuine correlation, and thus the result is
highly significant. Although size limits are in general almost uniform within each
acclimatisation district, the district limits are evidently sufficiently adjusted to the
usual size of fish caught to help to produce the direct correlation between mean
length and size limit which is referred to above.

The strong negative correlation between mean length and percentage of under-
sized fish (rp¡) arises naturally from the effect of fixed bag limits on populations of
different size ranges. If any given bag limit is imposed on a series of trout popula-
tions having a similar spread of size the proportion of fish falling below the limit
will decrease as the mean of the spread moves upward, and will thus give rise to the
negative correlation which is observed. The size limit will have the effect of causing
the mean size to increase rather more slowly than the modal size, but this is unlikely
to reduce the degree of correlation seriously.

The smallness of the positive correlation between the size limit and percentage
undersized (r¿e) is more complex in its origin and less easy to understand. For a
group of populations of the same mean length, increasing the size limit should
increase the proportion of the population which is undersized and should give a
strong positive correlation. That this occurs in practice is shown if the correlations
between size limit and percentage undersized are worked out for groups of waters

0

a

a
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having mean lengths falling in one-inch groups. The values of r from the four
largest groups, 13'0-13'9, l+'0-I4'9, 15'0-15'9, 16'0-16'9, are respectively 0'40, 0'58,
0'58, 0'20. Of these, the second is significant at the 5 per cent level, and the third at
the 1 per cent level. If there were no correlation between size limit and mean
length, the overall correlation between size limit and percentage undersized would
be of the same order as that found within individual size groups. The data, however,
show that the mean length tends to increase with the size limit and that the per-
centage undersized decreases with increased mean length; these eflects, when com-
bined, will produce a tendency for percentage undersized to be negatively related
to size limit, thus offsetting the effect found within size groups. The very small
positive value found for r¡p is the resultant of these two effects.

(b) The Relation Between Years of Diary Keeping and Number of Days Fished

Per Season

Analysis of variance for the data given in Tables 23 and 24 shows that in both
the Nelson and Otago districts the significance of the differences in number of days

fished between years of diary keeping is in excess of the 1 per cent level. Regression

equations for number of days on number of seasons have been therefore calculated
for these and a number of other districts as follows:

Otago D :21'17 + 1'78 
^ç

Nelson D:I4.54+1'90S
Southland D:lB-97 +6'16,5
Waimarino D:17.86 + 0.70S

Auckland D- 9'66+5'57S
Wellington D:10'i9 +6'47,s
South Canterbury D - 33'86 - 4'13 

^S

where D is the number of days and S is the number of seasons'

In fivé out of the seven districts, including those with the largest amounts of data,

highly significant Positive regr
is positive but not significant,
information is available, it is

The remaining districts fall into two g
coefficient is slightly less than 2, and in
about 6. The ãifferences within these groups are not significant, but when two

districts belonging to diflerent groups are comPared the difference is highly signifi-

cant. The ,"riltr" rngg"st that ihere is a tendency for the coefficient to be less in

districts where the ãlary sche-e was continued for a longer period' This is not

unlikely, since when the scheme lasts for only 
_a 

short period the records covering

the fuli number of seasons available would include those from anglers who would

have kept diaries for further seasons if the scheme had continued. These anglers

would hãve tended to fish on more days per season than those who would in any
ime
the
wo

it would have been for the same numb of
longer, and hence the regression coefficient would be increased'

l0

e

Þ
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APPENDIX 3. CHANGES IN SIZE AND RATE OF CATCH
(a) Summary of Data

average size; italics indicate mean lengths in inches and ordinary numerals are
mean weights in pounds. Figrrres in brackets after some of the lengths are estimated
mean weights to enable comparison to be made with the earliei records. In the
records for Lake Heron in the Ashburton district B indicates brown trout and Q"land-locked" quinnat salmon.

The sources from which the data were obtained are indicated as follows:
1. Hobbs (1948). 5. Trapped fernares in spawning run (Hobbs, 1g4B).
2. General diary scheme. 6. Competition records.
3. Local diary scheme. 7. Percival (1982).
4. Individual diary. B. Marine Department scale collection.

I+6

Dist¡ict

Ashburton

Auckland..

East Coast

Hawke's Bay

Average Size Source

23t 12.82 I194 15.94 2
16B 23.27 4
98 22'89 2

124Q 16.il 2859 3.27 I
671 3.43 I

|,329 2.90 I
393 16.73 (2.03) 2

Ð

Water Period Rate of Catch
Ashburton .. 1931-1933

l94B_1952
L.Heron .. l9l7-I918

1950_1952

Rangitata .. lBB0-1900
1900_1920
1920-1940
1948_1952

Awakino . . 1932-1937
1937_1939
r94B_1952

Kauaeranga 1935-1939
1948-r952

Mangaotaki 1936-1939
1948_1952

Oraka .. 1928-1932
t931_1939
1948_1952

Waihou . . 1928-1932
1930_r 939
1936_1939
1948_1952

T5'83 B15.17 3
18.12 214.75 t, B15.79 2
16.70 3
18.01 2
0.92 +

t4'30 (1.27) B
16.50 (1.9s\ 2
0'87 4

14.99 (t.46) I
14-41 (1.30) 3
17.43 (2.30) 2

15.70 I
16.14 2
16.30 3
16.12 2

zit
910
tr4
236
57

364
64

ü
B8

4'0's
23r
892

360-88 1630.66 4670-67 t330'38 890'94 460-63 2012.70 r73
602-36 s83'80 334

IJJ
0.61 248
2.2r 454
0-58

56
334

0.34 67
0'34 150

l .18
0 .57
0 .85
1.64

20 2.88 413 2.40 433 2.95 +2r7 18.90 (2.93) 2

ö
t

e

Waipa 1931-1940
t94B_1952

Waitawheta 1936-1939 195
l948_1952 465

.. Hangaroa .. 1925-1933 17
1933-1939 23
1939_1947 39
1947_1951 136 í)

Tukituki . . t92l-193t 1,212 0.62 757 1.02 7
19+7_1952 3,277 0.44 1,052 15.90(t.7+) 2

Nelson . . L. Rotoiti .. 1933
1946-19s2 :: ::

42 17.50
279 18.13
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District

North Canterbury ,.
Watcr

Cam

Ifororata

Selwyn

Waimakariri

Catlins

Mahinerangi-
Waipori

Mimihau

Pomahaka ..

Poolburn D.

Shag

Pcriod

r917-1919
l92B-1936
1948-1952
1920-193 I
l94B-1952
l9l0-1920
r920-1930
1930-1940
1940-1945
1948-1952
r929-1937
1947-1952

Ratc of Catch

1934-1939
1946-1952
1932-1939
1946-1952
1910-1920
1920-1940
1940-r945
1946-1952
lBB2-lBB3 26
1930-1940
1935-1945 131
1946-1952 2,383
1936-1938
1946-1951
tBB0-1900
r900-1920
r920-1940
1940-r945
946-1952
932-1936

t+7

Avcragc Size Souræ

22 14.70 4
66 14.05 B65 16.35 22r9 0.93 4
76 14.32 (1.27) 2

452 19.9 5
594 18.9 5

2,162 r9.3 54t6 tg-t s
235 18.3 2r57 18.67 I
273 16.01 2

60 14.45
slz 18.00
2lo 16.64

1,050 I6-06
3t4 0.86
4r5 1.04
2t3 1.09

r,678 13.62 (r.r0)
13s t.75
294 1.38

I 3' 77 (r '13)
17. t0
t8'49

1.16
0.82
0-70
I .36

13. 80 (1.14)
16.47
15.61

Otago

Waikouaiti ..

Waipahi

Waiwera

Wyndham ..

South Canterbury .. L.Alexandrina

Opihi

Temuka

Southland Aparima

Makarewa ..

s .oz
t.43

s'.i

4:0
4.0

L.i

2.ö
4.0
2.rq.9

2.8

I
2
I
2
I
I
I
2
t
I
I
2
o
t

1.60
r.07
I .04

B,379
531

70
846
tao
550
2BB
690
r32
l6l

7ro
698
576

2
Õ

29+6-1952
BB2_IBB3 ià

51
89B

I3
24

273

0

BB0-r890
900-1920
920-1940
935-1945
946-1952
879-tBB3
935-1945
946-1952

3,4ss /3.6/ (l '09)
33 2.01t43 r.24

742 13.2r (t.00)
163 r-06
140 1.09
376 1.64

r,r22 15.10 (r'49)

2
I
I
2
I
I
I
2

Þ

910-1920
930-1940
940-194s
946-1952

9l 7-192 I
930-1939
9+7-1952
880-1900
900-1920
930-1940
947-1952
BB0-1900
900-1920
920-1940
947-t952

1890-1910
r9l 1-1922
r920-1940
1947-t952
1930-1936
t947-t952

16 26.30 4
52 22.88 I

384 21.22 2
1,912 0'BB I
3 ,758 0.87 I

34s 0.68 I
985 14.58 (r-34) 2

r,050 0.90 l
589 0.7r I
136 0'83 I
lB5 il.72 (0.70) 2

t36 0.83 I
1,356 0.78 6

229 0.86 I
2,879 14.02 (t.19) 2

40 15'75 I
386 t5- t6 2

\t 11
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District

Southland-¿¿/.

Waimarino

Wairaki ..

Wellington

West Coast

Southland-Otago ..

Auckland-Waimarino

Water

Oreti

Otapiri

Mangawhero

Kakanui

Makakahi ..

Manawatu ..

Rangitikei

Crooked

Grey

Mataura

Wanganui

Period Ratc ofOatch
l8B0-1900
1900-1920
r909-1923
r920-1930
1947-t952
1880-1900
1890-1902 t8 12.9
1900-1920
1930-1932 18 tt.7
1930-1940
1947-t952 s2 4.8
1931-1937
1948-1952

1932-1934 23t 3.81
1934-1938 33r 2'49
1947-1952 54 2.97
1890-19r0
tB95-1905 16 1'27
1940-1945 234 1.22
r948-19s2 453 0.94
r890-1900 100 r.03
lB90-1910
1930-r945
1940-t9+2 I3I 0.86
t948-1952 1,026 0.45
I 929-1935
1948-1952

1934-1936
r949-1952
l93t-1934
1949-1952

193 l-1936
1946-1952

1930-1937
1946-1952

Averagc Sizc Source

3,165 0'94 I
13,686 0.82 I

322 0.76 6
4 ,476 0 .62 I
t,823 /3.58 (1.0s) 2
233 1.02 l

ü) r.ôB I

2iô t.o; I
2sr 13.17 (r.03) 2

r32 14.39 I
734 14.63 2

901 12'02 3
823 13.00 3
146 14.25 2

t24 1.28 I

3iB 2-Lo I
368 14.49 (t.32) 2

287 1.83
224 2.02

I
I

I
2

38ö
229
4ll

45

s2
JJZ

t0l
I I ,663

166
1,394

rc.ì'o ç.ee¡
15.43
16.36
16'29
17. 30
20-83
17.23
16.31
15.83
15.75
15.81

2
I
2

B
2
B
2

(b) Discussion by Districts
The dist¡icts are arranged in geographical order from north to south.

Auckland

^ 
fþ.e agtq fo_1 the- period 1 scheme run by the

Auckland Acclimatisation So rawn from a diary
kept by one individual angle strict.in the period
covered (16-2+ years) are nd an increãse in

East Coast

The data, derived prior to 1947 from a single dia the
gen-eral diary scheme, show that the fish populaiion of not
undergone any significant change during tire last 25 are

o

{
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supported by less complete results recorded in another diary covering the Hangaroa
for much the same period.

Hawke's Bay

Percival ( 1932) has published information obtained from one angler's diary cover-

ing fishing in the Tukiiuki and Waipawa rivers from 1921 to 1931. These results are

"otnp"r"d 
in Appendix 2 with those obtained from the Tukituki River under the

genelal diary scheme between 1947 and 1951. The figures obtained from the
Waipawa, which is a tributary of the Tukituki, are very similar. The results show a

definite increase in the average size of fish between the two periods, and it may be

noted that Percival pointed out that a tendency for the avetage weight to increase

appeared in the l0-year period which he studied. The catch per hour has decreased

by-nearly one-third between the two periods; the significance of this decrease is

emphasised by the fact that in none of the five seasons of the later period did the
rate of catch rise as high as the overall mean for the early period, while in only
two of the ten seasons of the early period did the rate fall as low as the overall
mean for L947-52.

Waimarino
There are no indications of any change in the size of fish in the only river in this

district for which data are available.

Wellington
The average size of fish in the Makakahi seems to have undergone changes of a

rather unusual kind. Hobbs (1948) pointed out that the average weight was nearly
twice as great in 194045 as it was about 1900. This increase does not aPpear to
have been sustained, and by about 1950 the average weight had reverted to its
original level.

I am indebted to Mr D. F. Hobbs for providing an amended figure for the mean
weight in 1940-45; the amended figure is shown in Appendix 2 and is diflerent from
that given in Table IV of Hobbs (1948). In the Manawatu there are slight indica-
tions of changes similar to those in the Makakahi, but they are less definite. In both
rivers there has been a progressive decline in the average rate of catch.

The records for the Rangitikei cover a shorter period but they do not show any
definite change in size during this time although there is some indication of a
slight increase.

Nelson

The data for Lake Rotoiti, the only water in this district for which comparison is

possible, do not indicate any change in the size of fish in this lake in the last twenty
years.

West Coast

The Grey River shows one of the largest decreases in mean length of any water
examined in this study. On the other hand, the Crooked River, which is part of the
same system, shows no definite change.

North Canterbury

In the Cam and the Hororata there seems to have been some increase in recent
years in the average size of fish caught, and in the llororata this has been associated

P
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larger
might
ar t¡e

would
of the

mature females from 1910 onwards, whi

fuhburton

rogressive fall in average size in the Rangi-
orded in the general diary scheme has a
of the earlier samples. On the other hand
r in the district, the Ashburton, show a
e twenty-year interval.

brown trout show no sign of alteration
fish population in the interval. During
consisted entirely of trout, with brown

quinnat salmon reached the lake in the
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specres. establishment, in abundance, of a related

South Canterbury
Data covering the average size of fis

two rivers and one lake in this district.
by Hobbs (1948)
the Temuka, the
the mean weight
hand, the mean
earlier period. The fish recorded by Hob
those recorded under the general ái"ry ,
More detailed examination of the daia

The average weight of fish caught on fly
e is about 1'2 lb., and it is thus evident

can be attached to this. 
of the early samples no great certainty

There are no earlv data which can be used to make comparison of the rate ofcatch at different periods in this districi.
Wairaki

The data obtained from the Kakanui river by a local diary scheme between 1932and 1938 are divided into two sections because the size limit was raised from 9

t

Ð
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inches to 10 inches before the 1934-35 season. It was raised again to 11 inches
between the last two periods. The progressive increases in the average size of fish
may be partly due to these increases in the size limit, but this does not account
fully for the change. If an ll-inch limit is applied to the fish recorded in the
1932-34 period by excluding those of 9 inches and 10 inches, the 658 fish which
remain have an avetage length of 12'83 inches, which is still much less than the
length of the 19+7-52 sample.

The mean daily bag does not appear to have changed greatly during the period
covered by the records. In the 1932-38 records, days when no fish were caught do
not seem to have been recorded, and this would tend to make the estimated mean
bags too high. The more complete records kept in 1947-52 included about 29 per
cent of blank days, and this suggests that the earlier lecords might be about 40 per
cent too high, so that the most recent daily bags are at least as good as those of the
earlier period despite the higher size limit.

Otago

There is some variation in the changes in average size shown by the records from
the various waters in this district. In one tributary of the Mataura, the Wyndham,
the results of the diary scheme confirm the rising average size which was indicated
by Hobbs' data; in the other, the Mimihau, the average size has been almost
constant in recent years. fn the waters of the other main system of the district, the
Clutha, the opposite tendency appears. In both the Pomahaka and the Waiwera
there is a decline in average size which is still continuing, although in the Waipahi
the most recent data support Hobbs' statement that after an initial decline the size

of the fish had become stable. Among the independent river systems, the Shag
shows some indication of a more complex variation, size having at first declined to
a minimum value in the 1920-40 period and then risen again to about the previous
level. The Waikouaiti, on the other hand, shows no definite indications of any
change in average size. The apparent change in the Catlins is probably due to
the inclusion in the second sample of a number of fish caught in tidal waters, since
there is in this river a large difference between the size of fish in tidal waters and
that of fish from farther upstream. A sample of 190 fish, mostly from upstream,
which were taken between 1946 and 1950, had a mean length of 15'20 inches, and
this suggests that no significant change had occurred since the earlier period.

The data available regarding average daily bags provide no indication of any sig-
nificant change in abundance of fish in any Otago waters. In the Pomahaka the
average is rather higher in the first period than in the later ones, while in the
Waipahi and Waiwera the figures show a progressive increase. The number of
recorded days in the early periods and the number of anglers who provided them are
in each case so small as to make it impossible to attach any signifi.cance to the
apparent differences.

Southland

Data covering a long period are only available for three waters in this district.
In two of these, the Aparima and Otapiri, the earlier information presented by
Hobbs showed that a very constant average size prevailed from an early date. In
the Otapiri the results for 1947-52 from the general diary scheme are very similar
to those for earlier years. The additional data, derived from competition records
from 1911 to 1922 that have now become available for the Aparima, are in close
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agreement with the earlier diary records, while the average size for 1947-52 is
considerably greater than in any earlier period. The recent difference is probably
more than can be accounted for by the fact that the fish of this period were taken
by a variety of methods while those recorded by Hobbs were taken with artificial
fly only. The competition records for 1911-22 ref.er to fish taken by all legal
methods.

For the Oreti, Hobbs (1948) has pointed out that there is evidence of "long-
standing depreciation extended into the 1920's." The additional competition
data fo,r 1909-23 fit in closely with this series. The 19+7-52 records however appear
to show a marked increase in average size. The early diary records all refer to the
middle reaches of the river, and it has been shown in Table 13 that the average
size of the fish is smaller in this part of the river than elsewhere. The figure
given for 1947-52 is also restricted to this part of the river and is therefore cóm-
parable in this respect with the earlier data. This figure is based on fish caught by
all methods, and not only on fly as were all the earlier records except the competi-
tion results for 1909-23. A check shows that, as in the opihi, removal of the small
proportion of fish caught by otJrer methods reduced the mean length by only
about 0'5 inches and the mean weight by about 0'1 lb. The data therefore indicatå
that there has been a substantial rise in the average size of fish caught in the middle
reaches of the Oreti during the last twenty years.

-Records covering a shorter period are available for one other river, the Makarewa,
which is a tribu_tary of the oreti. These show no indication of any change in thé
average size of fish during the last twenty years.

A-comparison of the average daily bag is made only for the otapiri; this appears
to show a remarkable decrease in 1947-52 over the earlier periods, 

-althougË 
the

samples are rather small in all cases. For the Oreti, Hobbs (t^S+A) has summlarised
data obtained from a diary kept by the late N. R. MacKa¡ whã fished this river
from 1889 to 1930, and has shòwn-that throughout this periád his mean daily bag

recorded by anglers fishing this river in
between, on one side, a single highly

reat fund of local experience and, on the

"üit"i-ìåtild experience and sometimes

Boundary Rivers
Neither the Mataura, between otago and southland, nor the wanganui, between

Auckland and waimarino, show any indication of a 
"hu.rg. 

in the Ãean iength of
the fish.

ú
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APPENDIX 4. THE TOTAL AND RELATIVE FISHING EFFORT AND ANGLING CATCH IN THE
VARIOUS DISTRICTS

(4)
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ã3x oEËØ- g¿
tr<

(r) (2) (3)
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å6õ
bÊ{Þ{ê{-eåleoo
OEE

Ashburton ..
Auckland ,.
East Coast . ,

Ilawera
Hawke's Bay
Marlborough
Nelson
North Canterbury
Otago
South Canterbury
Southland ..
Taranaki
Waimarino
Wellington ,.
West Coast
Westland

Bay of Islands
Hobson
Mangonui-Whar'garoa
Stratford
Tauranga ..
Waiapu
Waimate
Waitaki
Wanganui ..
Whangarei ..

Rotorua
Taupo
Southern Lakes

+Equivalent qmbe¡ of whole-season licences which would give the same effort if all fishing were done by whole-season licence holde¡s as is assumed in other districts.
figurei are derived from the regression equations giveD oa p. 145.

13.3 3'42 4s.4
9.71 4.19 40.6
8.3 4'15 34.3
t7'l 2.98 51.1
24.t 2'90 69.8
t4.r 2.48 35.1
14.sI 2.92 42.3
t2'3 3.69 45.5
2r.21 4.40 93'3
15.9 3.sl 56.0
r9.of 3.73 70.9
t6'7 2.98 49.7
17.9t 2.3s 42'l
t0.2T 3. 1l 3t.7
t6'7 3'03 50.5
15'9 2.47 39.2

40 .0

735 33'4 2,470
1,716 69'7 9,940

71 2.5 t,720
222 lt.3 1,080
605 42.2 4,190
l.t4 4.0 4,510
3t7 13.4 4,230

2,r84 99.5 7,420
2 , 109 196 .B 8,340
1,280 71.7 2,880
2,r39 151.7 4,580

3r I 15.5 1, 130
22t 9.3 1,540

1,536 48.7 6,780
322 16.3 4,000
63 2.5 2,450

13.5 6,720 2'72
7.0 tgs,226 18.63
I .5 8,997 5'23

10.5 8,727 B.0B
10. 1 28,229 6'74
0.9 7,5rB t.67
3.2 t3,672 3.23
t3'4 7r,382 9.62
25.9 48,647 5.83
24.9 t2,952 4.50
33.1 22,ts6 4.84
t3.7 t4,483 12.82
6.0 3,965 2.57
7'2 l15,53l 17-04
4.1 10,668 2.67
t'0 2,949 t'20

10.9 0.55 2.lB
0.9 0.61 2.21
0.8 0.43 2'80
2'5 0.67 2.22
2't 0.41 1.78
r .5 0.61 3.13
2.3 0.66 2.28
3.r 0.49 2.lB
4.3 0.74 1.36
9.9 0.85 1.54
9'7 0.97 1.65
2.t 0.39 2'22
5.6 0.70 1.85
1.3 0.65 1.75
3'0 0.58 2.M
2.t 0.55 2.24

1.20 25.0
r'35 24.8
1.20 14.7
l'49 34.2
0.73 28.6
1'91 21.4
l'51 27.9
1.03 22.3
1.01 69.0
1.31 47.6
1.60 6B.B
0.86 19.4
1.30 29.5
1'14 20.6
r.41 29'3
t.23 21.6

rB'4 40.0
42'5 93.9
1.0 2.9
7.6 16.9
t7.3 30.8
2.4 7.6
B.B 20.2

48.7 106'l
145.6 198.0
60.9 93.8

t47.1 2+2-7
6.0 13.4
6.5 tz.O

3r.6 55.4
9'4 23.O
t'4 3.0

0.02 0.040.1 24.0

40'0
40.0
40 .0
60'0
60.0
40 .0
40.0

t2l 4.8
tt4 4.6
13 0.5

231 13.9
290 17.4
74 3.0
5 0.2

1,590 0.1
1,210
I ,170810 5.9

650 7'l
I ,370 0.4
1,380 10.1
3,090 6.2
1,090 3.0

940 0.2

7,800 34.8
1,190 340.5

12,350 3.2

5,629 3.54
2,839 2.35
3,315 2'83
2,828 3'49
7 ,936 r2.2t
2 ,4Bl 1 .81

2,944 2.t3
6,084 L'97

10,789 9.90
9,041 9.62

10,649 t.37
908 0.76

2,015 0.16

4'3
t.4
0.5
7.8
4.8
0.7
0.1

40.9 0'56
388.8 0.51
60.7 0.62

24.0 2.9 6.4
24'0 2.7 6 .0
2+'0 0'3 0.7
4s.0 10.4 14.6
45.0 13.0 lB.3
24'0 1.8 3.9
24.0 0'l 0.3

34.9 151 .9 536.1
58.5 206.7 950.7
20.2 24.7 77.4

62.3 4,353* 271.2
tt4.B 3,530* 405.2
32.6 I ,224* 39'9

3.53 r.98
4.60 2'35
3' 13 1.9+
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